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Àbstract

A ten session body image group with !¡omen with
anorexia nervosa and bulinia is described. The group r¡as
offered to seven lromen who lrere on an inpatient ward at
the Health Sciences Centre, Department of Psychj-atry,
Eating Disorders Clinic, I{Ínnipeg, Manitoba. A feminist
approach to the concepts of environment and cornpetence in
the ecological perspective is developed and utilized in
facilitating the group. The group sessions include a
focus on personal, familial and environmental influences
that inpact on v¡omenrs body image. Evaluation feedback
suggests that this approach to social work group practice
is beneficial to women with body image concerns. The
integration of feminisrn and ecological social work
practice provides a rationale for an intervention that
focuses on $romen I s strengths while challenging
environmental demands on vromen to conforrn to a narrowly
defined stereotlpe.
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TNTRODUCTION

Practicun Obiectives

The choice of a practicum experience by social work

graduate studentE iE often influenced by speciflc
populations they have worked with durlng their B.S.W.

years of emplolment. It vras¡ the author I s personal

experience in the fitnesE industry that inspired the

decision to work with eromen with anorexia nervoEa and/or

bulinia. Being a ¡roman, it is not difficult to relate to
and understand womenrs non-acceptance of their bodies and

the stress that can result from living ín a culture that
places a high value on beauty, image, youth and outer

appearance. In the authorrE experience, it is rare to
find a woman who lives in a state of peace and harmony

with her body.

The intent of this practicum IraE¡ to províde a social
work perspective in the treatment of nomen with anorexia

nervosa and/or bullnia. An ecological approach to social
work practice lras¡ proposed as the method. of interrrention.
The practicum obJectivea vrere!

to support and assist women with anorexia nervosa
and/or bulinia in the task of rediscovering the
self and learning to manage without anorexia
nervosa and/or bulimia;

to asEiet partners and fanllles in underEtandlng
anorexla nervosa and/or bulinla and !¡hy it has
manifested in thelr partner/daughter/mother;

to provide, through group experience, a forum for
the discussion of feelings, and a sharing of

2



attitudes and commonalities specifically relating
to body irnage concerns.

A six month placement was negotiated with the Health

Sciences Centre, Department of Psychiatry, Eating

Dj-sorders Clinic. During that time period, individuals
and to a lesser extent, their families !,rere counselled on

an ongoing basís and a ten session body image group tJas

initÍaÈed. The author has chosen the body image group

experience as the focus of this practicum report.

Rationale for Interventive Aprrroach

The ecologíca1 approach to social work practice r¡as

the proposed intervention because of its commitment to the

relationship between individuals and their faniries, their
culture and their environment. An ecologicar perspective

necessitates that the dynanic and ongoing int,eraction
between these systems be the focal poínt of intervention.
The perspectíve, therefore, suggests the strengthening of
relationships and a striving for equilibriurn and

reciprocity between all interacting systems. It also
suggests challenging sociar attitudes and values that rnay

be adversely affecting the person-environment
interactions. The author saw this orientation to practice
as conpatible wlth her beriefs regarding social work

practice, nomen, weight and body ímage concerns. It is
asserted in this report that North American socialízation
of women through our culturers preoccupation with the thin



id.eaI ancl environmental f actors such as the mass media

promotion of the thin ideal stereotype, breed body

insecurity in women. The ecological perspective

represented for the author a practice orientation that

would focus on these envj-ronmental influences that play a

part in womenrs health. It also represented a movement

ahray from a disease orientation to one of growth, change

and strength.

Tt was not long into the practicum experience that the

authorrs feminist view of v¡omenrs health issues resulted

in both frustration and growth as a social worker.

Applyíng the concepts of the ecologícaI approach and

attempting interventíon based on its competence

orientation raísed. many more questions than the approach

or the literature could answer. Jensonrs (1985) critique
of the ecological approach provided clarity in her

discussion of Germainrs (1980) failure to move away from a

problem focus to one of strength and forward movement.

The authorts concern was and is the rather simplistic view

of the environment in the ecological approach and the

underlying message that in order to achieve a rg:ood fitt
with the environment, changTe still seems to imply

adjustment on the part of the individual. The obstacle

that became a challenge for the author was addressing the

issue of envj-ronment. The environment, specifically the

culture j-n whích !üomen are socialized including the



advertising and t.he fashion industries, promote hostiJ_ity
towards womenrs bodj-es that do not conform to the narrowly

defined stereotype. The insidious nature of an

environment that gives out very clear messag.es of
rejection if one does not tfitr coul-d not be overlooked.

The fact that women struggle to achieve a balance with
this very environment was also felt to be a crucial
consid.eration. The challenge became one of introducing a

ferniníst approach to the ecologj-car perspective resurting
in a rationare for an intervention that wourd not only
focus on womenrs strengths but also raise questíons about

the environmental obstacres v/e face. The body image group

\¡¡as estabrished from this orientation. An approach to
working wíth vromen with anorexia nervosa and./or burimia is
offered that with minor modifications can be used. with
any clients presenting with bod.y image concerns. The

author firrnly berieves that this wouId. be the vast
najority of the female clients seen by those in this
profession. Body image is an integrar part of ar1 issues
social workers address and therefore, it is irnportant to
be arÂrare of how our crients t body J-mage can af fect their
self-esteem and feelings of wel1-being.

The Role of Social I¡Iork

wetzer ( 1986) asserts that rr (T) he primary d.if ference
between social work ideology and feminism may be that



feninist,s insist on applying their philosophy, ethics and

valuesrr (p. L67) . Social workers and feminists espouse

the varues of the intrinsic worth and dignity of alr human

beings, the removal of obstacres to self-rearÍzation and

the prevention and erinination of discrinination, but in
practice feminists appear more apt to treat these as core

principles. Berlin et al. (199f) suggest that:
. . . (H)ardly any eelf-respecting social workerwrites anythlng these days without giving a nodto the social context. Horrrever, the usual pattern
1s to acknowledge the contribution of ecónonic,fanily, and cultural-attitudinal facÈors to thedespair of clients and then to deEcribe
interventivg strategies designed to influence onlypersonal adjustment and accommodation.

(p.44e)
sex bias and sex rore stereotlping penrade crínical

theories and literature and their prevalence is rikely to
affect pracÈice (Israel, I9g4). Berlin et al. (t9gt)
state that in their efforts to eriminate sexisn, social
workers have been influenced by the womenrs movenent. As

women social workers began to incorporate feninist
principles into their personal and professional Iives,
approaches to practlce became more focused on empowering

rtomen to make changes in their rlves as opposed to
adjusting to the status çtuo. Feninist authors (chesler,
L972; Ber1in, L976i Miller, L976; Levine, tgg3) greatly
Ínfluenced changes in sociar work perspectives. Feminist
analysis has provided social workers with an understanding

of the doninant patriarchal ideology of the culture and



how in overt and covert ways it precludes eguality for
s¡omen. The social work profession, in the ecological

approach, does affira the relationship between private
concerns and public issues. Holr¡ever, feminist theory

explains the ttintricate rerationships between vromenrs

personal experíences and sex-rore norms, discriminatory
pract,ices, and oppressive social circumstances . how

the same beriefs that engender rnale dominance and male

privilege promote the victimization of women by men,

protect victinizers, and place all v¡omen at risk* (Berlin,
et a1., 19812447).

The role of sociar work presented in this practicun
report is an integration of fe¡ninist and ecological
approaches to sociar work practice. The practicum is an

attenpt at developing and then applying this synthesis.
The ecological approach to social work practice provides a

vray of organízing and consídering the many components of
the environment and how they inpact on womenrs rives. A

feminist perspect,ive provides a qray of thinking about and

seeing the world. rt enhances the ecological model by

incorporatíng a poritical anarysis of womenrs rore in
society. This added dinension allowed the author to
provide cornmentary about the courponents of the environment

that are oppressive to womenrs health.
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CHAPTER 1

À FEMINTST REFLECTTON

IntroductÍon

The líterature on body image, anorexia nervosa and

bulimia is vast. Expranations for womenrs body

preoccupation and the predominantly h¡omenrs health issue
of eating disorders, range from the traditional
psychoanalytic to the dysfunctional faniry to
sociologicar orientations. The psychoanarytic approaches

focus on the individual psychei the farniry therapy
approach moves beyond the individual to the family system

and the sociological perspective addresses societal and

curtural factors in their attempts to explain and treat
those who are anorexic, bulimic and body preoccupied.

rt is not within the scope of this report to review
the various explanations and treatment orientations that
are available in understanding and/or treating women with
anorexia nervosa and/or bulinia and body image d.istortion.
rt is the authorrs contention that a feninist perspective
on sromen and weight offers an expranation that is the most

conprehensive ln its analysis. The rationale for this
perspectlve 1s offered in Chapter 3.

This first chapter is organized so as to faniriarize
the reader with the issue of womenrs body irnage and then
moves into a discussion of anorexia nervosa and buli¡uia-

I



both often the end result of extrene body Ínage and weight

preoccupation.

BODY IMÀGE

Woments Bodies and Soclal Control
¡rMy daughter has becone so modest, I havenrt seenher undressed in over a year now, r says a motherof a thirtee¡ year old. rshers always worrying
about herself, always bathing, always washing herhair. Suddenly alI she r¡antè to do- is diet. Shehas a beautiful little figure, but shers neversatisfied wlth it. rr Everything seems to happen at
once Ín puberty. How can anything feel righta Ofcourser wê want our privacy. Then, simultaneouswith pubic hair, the fift of a breast, the curve
9f a thigh, comes menstruation . r{ê begin our1if9 pattern of dieting and unhappiness abõut ourbodies . .

(Friday, L97Z:148)

rn an att,ernpt to understand the behavior of this
Motherrs daughter and that of most Mothers and daughters
in our society, we must understand the social expectations
of women. The relationship between personar troubres and

pubric issues Ís basic to fe¡ninist perspectives of society
and the experience of Îromen and men within it. The

curtural environnent shapes what persons become, what

opportunities ln life are available to them and their
perception of the world they rive in (Andersen, r9B3).
The environment conditions what our experience is and how

ire lncorporate that lnto our thoughts. Feminism asserts
that soci.al institutlons and sociaL attltudes are the
basis of womenrs position in soclety.



SocialÍzation refers to rrthe pressures rewarding,

punishing, ignoring, and anticipating that push the

child toward evoking acceptable responsesrf (Bardwick &

Douvan, L97L:226). Socialization is the process by which

social roleE are learned. The learning of Eex roles
through socialization plays a significant part in the
process of movJ.ng fron chlldhood to adoleEcence to
adurthood. sex rorea are rrthoEe expectatione for behavior

and attitudes that the culÈure defines as appropriate for
men and women and sex role socialization refers to the
process by which Ê¡ex roles are learned by a societyrs
membersrr (Àndersen, 1983 249). It is through sex role
sociarization that different behavÍors and atÈitudes are

encouraged and discouraged in women and men. Social
expectations about what is considered feninine and

mascurine are cornmunicated to us through the socialization
process. Agents of this process ínclude our fanilies, our

colleagues, our peers and the nedia. Andersen (1993)

ex¡rrains that sociarization acts as a powerful source of
social control. The characÈeristlcs associated with
feminine and mascurlne sex stereotlpes are those that are

considered worthy or valuable by the doninant social
institutlons. The resurt is that soclety is significant
in establishing our definitions of ourselves by

influencing our self-concept or the way we think of
ourselves and our self-esteem or the way ne feel about

10



ourselveg. our deflnition of who we are, our prace in the
worrd and our relationships with others are, to a rarge
extent, deternlned by the socialization process.

Lalrrence (1994) in discussing nhy body irnage and

weight preoccupation are womenrs issues, points out that
women are the sex which t¡e arr look at,. Girls rearn at a

very young age that there ls a social expectation, one

nÍght, suggest an obligation, Ëhat women will strive to be

physically attractlve to others. rt follows then that we

must rely on Èhe approval of other peopre and that it will
be forthconing if $¡e confo¡m to the rules about v¡omen I s

bodies and how they should appear. The approvar of others
1s supposed to make uE feel good resurtlng in a self-
esteem that is not baged upon our own aesesEment of
ourserves and our acconplishments but rather upon the
opinions and perceptlons of others. orbach (1986)

describes a vromanrg body as¡ the subject of scrutiny and

the recipient of constant obserivation. she asserts that
North American and European women rive with a tension
regarding thelr place 1n the worrd and that the tension is
created by being pushed and pulred in opposing d,irections.
she sees nomen as ttransforaing their bodle.s in their
attempts to deal with the contradictory requirement,s of
their roreE in late tr¡entieth century .America and Englandrl

(p. 24). Brown (r98z) presents a slnilar perspective in
her discussion on eromenrs weÍght preoccupation in

11



contemporary soclety aE an expresslon of an identity
crisis resulting fron the current contradictory social
expectations for nonen. Brorm asserts that r¡omenrs eexual
role presently dominateE womenrE reproductlve functlon
and, therefore, thin body ideals are highly valued. Mayer
(1983) suggests that naking vromen fear fat iE a forr of
sociar control; that the starvation of women in todayrs
society is the present day equivarent of foot-binding and

Iip-stretching. Greenspan (1983) states that r'(T)he

flipside of nale adoration of the female body is, and

arways has been, nale fear and hatred of the female bodyrl

(p. 165). rn The obsession. Reflections on the Tyranny
of slenderness, chernin (r9gl) connects the ad.oration of
thin femare bodj.eE with both chlld pornography and, second-
wave feminism. she argues that it is no coincidence that
as feminism gren, the ideal female body became younger and

Èhinner. she states that a culture that is based on the
suppression of lromen wirl reJect whatever is perceived as

powerful in lromen. The fashion Índustryrs promotion of
the thin ideal reflects thiE reJectlon of female power as

does the male shlft in perception of female beauty to
underdeveloped bodies. Garner et al., (l9go) demonstrated
the shift ln the curturar standard for feninine beauty
through anaryzlng data collected from prayboy Magazine,
Miss America pageants and dlet articres from popurar
women I s magrazines. They found that there has been a
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signiflcant decrease in lromenrs weight and bust and híp

measurements and an lncrease in waist meas¡urements over

the past twenty years. A trend toward a more ftubularl

shape, typically associated with adolescence, was

identified. Chernin identifies this shift as

simultaneous with the womenrE (weight) reduction movenent

and sees it as an expression of a fear of qromenrs power.

A womanf s body, therefore, becomes her source of pov¡er.

The more beautifur a lromanrs body, the nore poner she has

either to be successfur in her career or in attracting a

mare partner. rt 1s suggested that ,(w)omen are fashion
crazy not because lre are frivolous but because ne know

that our bodies are our onry poh¡er and rrre take then as

seriously aE men take their work o . . coe¡metics and

clothes are the femare tools of the trade the neapons

nomen need in the battre for survivarrr (Greenspan,

1983:163). The irony and tragedy for women iE that our

bodies rbetrayr us; weÍght losE is gained back, cosmetics

cannot forever mask aging, and thus, lromenrB greatest
source of power becomeg her enemy. Stannard (L9ZI)

comnents that tt(T)he very cause of womenrs grorification
- her presumptive beauty iE at the same tine the stigma

of her inferioritytt (p. 2ot). Greenspan (1983) concurs

stating that if r¡omanrs body ls her only asset in society,
it is also her greatest liabirity. The femare body grows

old, ceases to reproduce and loses its power.

13



Rigorous dietlng and consÈant scrutiny of our bod.y

shape and size keep us preoccupied with food and exercise
fads and deplete our energy. The message is that the ress
space a eroman takes up in the environment the more
socialry acceptable she wirl be. Henrey (Lg77) exprains
rr (N) of onry !¡omen I s territory and personal space, but
their very bodily demeanour must be restrained and
restricted spatiarly . . . their fenininity is gauged, in
fact, by how little space they take upr whire menrs
masculinity is judged by their expansiveness and the
strength of their flanboyant gesturesr, (p. 3g). orbach
(L986) states that anorexi.a nervoc¡a iE not onry about
being thin but Is also an expression of womenrs confusion
about how much Epace Ehe may occupy in eociety. she
suggests that ranorexia nervoga is perhaps the most
dramatic outcome of the curture I E obseEsion with
regulating body gizer (p. 23). Any amount of rextral
weight carried on the body is seen as the outward
manifestation of deep character defects, lack of serf-
caring and lack of self-d.iscipline. Fat peopre are judged
as weak-wilred because they indulge themselves. rt is
suggested that the presence of fat peopre touches peoprers
fears of their own appetitee (Boston l{omenrE Hearth
collective, r9g4). Fat actlvists assert Èhat much of
their ilI health as fat women resurts ,from the stress of
living with fat-hatred, socÍal rid.icule and hostility,

T4



isolation, financial pressures resulting from job

discrimination, lack of exercise due to harassment and,

perhaps most important, the hazards of repeated. dietingrr
(Boston Womenfs Health Collective, 1984:8). This form of
oppression has been termed rlooksismr - rrthe

standardization of a look (body image) and the
discrirnination against those who do not meet or conforrn to
the prescribed image' (Fonfa, rgTs:2o) . society creates
the j-l-lusion that as individuars v/e choose our personal

aesthetics. rn realj-ty, we have much l-ess choice over our
shapes and sizes than rÄre are led to believe. Lawrence

(1984) asserts that rrfat, and. fat people, are used by our
society as the emotionar durnping ground. for aIr kinds of
aspects of ourseLves and,,/or our culture whj-ch vre d.o not
want to or¡¡nrr (p. 39). she suggests that we project on to
fatness bad gualities which do not belong to it but rather
to ourselves. The thinking process is that rr¡e are safe
from the very r^¡orst of ourselves if T¡/e just avoid being
fat:

Thank heaven for fat people. A1l_ the time theyare around, vr€ can be guite sure that it is noLour fault.

(Lawrence, 1984: 40)

The concept of healthisn is important to consider when

discussing v/omen I s bod.y image. Healthism means an

15



overemphasis on keeping healthy. crawford (t9Bo) believes
that people ln todayrs soclety, particularly the affluent,
are too focused on thelr health. He argrueÉ, that peopre
feel powerless to change major factorE such aE financial
insecurity or the threat of nuclear disaster so they
become preoccupied wlth euch health factors as dieting,
exercise and snoklng cesEation. rn The culture of
Narcissism, Lasch (1978) suggests a sinilar hlpothesis.
He believes that the present obsession with work-outs,
aerobf cs, pumping iron and other foms of sÈrenuous
exercise is a sign of a curture that has lost touch with
its past and hord,s no positive io.rr= for the future. He

asserts that this obsession is an lndicaÈ1on of
desperation and despair. Looksism and healthisn in
society are necessary for the birlion dorlar image
industries to proflt as they do. They benefit from the
body insecurity and self-loathing created by rooksism and.

healthisn. rnage industries include fashion, cosmetics,
and the diet and fitnese organizations. rt is interesting
to noÈe that the inage industries have recentry
infirtrated the aerobLc studlos and bodybuilding çnms.
Fashion and health have become interrelated glving a

strong message that getting flt, especiarry for women, is
for rooks or appearance aE opposed to hear.th reasons. rt
is the appearance of health that iE really inportant, not
health itself, or wonen would not be llterally killing
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themselves in the pursuit of thinness. I{omen get the

message that one must be fit and fashionable before buying

a gyr nenbershipl If a $roman ignores this meÉisage she

findE herself not measuring up, feelJ-ng ugly and out of
place and soon findE herself disllking her body even more

than when she first began her workout routine. She also
learns a language if she perseveree¡ at the aerobic etudio
that encourages punJ.shnent and disrespect for her body as

though it hrere something to be disciplined; aE¡ though it
is not part of her but rather her enemy. She is yelled at
wíth phrases like rfNo painr Ìlo gainrr, rrBurn that fatr,
rrWhiP it into shapert, rrTrlm that fatrf , rrsuck in that
tumruy,t, rrHold in that rear-endrr i hardly a positive
experience! Treating the body aE enemy sets up a dualism

or split between the body and the spirit or the psyche.

Lawrence (1984) discusses this dualism in the context of
asceticism or self-denial. she states that asceticism,

and the complex history of the attenpts by people to
achieve moral perfectlon rests on the notion of the

duarism of the body and spirit. Fasting has been a common

practice ln socleties with a more overt rerigious base.

The purpose of this Eelf-denlal is described as the
freeing of the Eoul from the prison of Èhe body. The

physical self is regarded as lnherently sinfur and impure.

We are encouraged to regard self-denial as a rgoodr thing.
self-indulgence is seen as a sign of moral weaknesE. rt
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is suggested that thiE dualisn between body and spirit is
fundamental to nonenfs soclarization (Lawrence, l9g4).
Hlstorically, woments bodies, much more so than menrs,
have been regarded as inpure, unclean and norally bad:

. ever since Eve tenpted Adan to sin, womenhave lived under the shadow of our dangerousbodies. _rn the pursuit of moral worthin.==l-rãr.r,must find a way to dissocÍate ourselves rion or*bodies.
(Lawrence, 1994:34)

rf a woman sees her rselfr and her rbodyr as two separate
and distinct entities, she nay believe that strict
discipline, denÍal and abuse of her body through rigÍd
dieting and strenuous exercising is actuarly doing
rherselft good. These assaults upon her body can make her
a better per'on a messagle that is reinforced by the
fitness/image Índustrles.

The body/spirit dichotony is further exenprifLed by
the advertislng/lnage industries enphasizing rromenrs body
parte. Àdvert,lsing is one of the noEt perrrasive folms of
representation in our society. It emphasizes and
celebrates stereotlplcar viewE of gender rores. IÈ
rf constantly dissects rronen and, uses r signif icant r parts of
them in its attempts to rgramorizer products and
manipulate consumption . . .rr (McRobble & Nava, Lgg{-:g2).
once the body parts have been divorced from the person
they can be used in derogatory and degrading ways_
sagging breasts, runpy thighs, fat ass arl of which can
be remedied if you buy the product pronising firaer
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breasts and Emoother legs and hips. The contrad,ictory
messagie 1s obvious. The !¡oman in the ad.vertieement has

body parts that are glanorized and most often altered in
appearance with coEmeÈic and photographic cover-up while
the woman obsenring iE crit,icized and critical of herself
for not achieving this ideal. st,annard (1971) states that
every day and in every wây, the profit naking inage
industries tetl vromen they are monsters in disguise. she

explains Èhat tt(r)n this culture women are Èold they are
the fair sex, but at the same tÍne that theÍr rbeautyr

needs lifting, shaping, dyeing, painting, curlíng, padding

. rromen are really being told that rthe beautyr is a

beastrr (p. L92). The ideal body that we are socialized to
make our llferong struggre to achieve has littre
resenblance to what vromen naturarly look rike. Even the
smarl percentage of women who fulfill the ideal of beauty
are not arlowed to be natural they are creatures of
artifice through seductive lighting and airbrushing.
stannard (r97r) argueg that ,their beauty iE kept at the
hlghest possible artificial porlsh because they are
performing an eEEential sen¡ice in our societyrr (p. r94).
rt is through these nomen that we rearn our role in
society. we learn that sromen are articles for consunpt,ion

in the nale market. Looks are a conmodity to be bartered
in exchange for a man and the security he supposedry can

provide. Because the ideal beauties that we are bonbarded
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with on magazine covers and television advertisements are
not as nature made them, we are beíng encouraged to
artificially asplre. The goal iE never achleved because

it is not real; it iE an irlusion, a fantasy. I{e learn at
a very earry age that if we are runattractiver we are not
loveable and E¡o we rerentlessry pursue the Ídeal. The

image industrles have therr profits in nlnd when they
promote the ideal beauty. she has to be unattainable,
never within our grasp but ever so present on bitlboards
and popular media so as to keep us striving and buyÍng.
9lomen are the sex we rook at. we learn as Emall girls
that we must make ourseLves attractlve to others. Iile are
sociarized to rely on the approval of others and to feel
varidated when we are approved of, especialty by men. our
sense of serf-esteem ls often based upon the opinions of
others and how readily we please then. stannard (1921)
suggests that tr (w) omen I s exhibitionisn is socially
approved because the culture wants to keep !¡omen

infant,Íle, to keep her identlty focused on her physical
person' not on her accomprlshnentsr (p. zo2). Maturity in
ltomen iE not valued, but rather, feared and rejected. By

keeping our identity focused on our bodies we are sure to
feel insecure.
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Womanfs Body and Consumer Consurnption

The many images and meanings that tromenrs bodies

represent form a part of each !¡onan|s relationship with
her ovrn and other womenrs bodies. orbach (1996) explains
that rrwomen I s bodies have come to be ueed as tiÈilrating
parliatives 1n the forging of a society whose economic

rationale is consumption. cornmodlÈies from cars to cokes

to chemicals are displayed wlth young vromen close by

signalling availablltty and sexuality . . .r (p. 34).

Sel1íng and serving up the goods wlth young,

stereotypically attractive nomen has been at the forefronÈ
in the drive to ad,vertise, to "ttr."t consumers and to
serr. The female body is ueed because the act of
consuming has to be preasurable. Buying is not based on

direct physical need, but rather the more neburous areas

of choice and deslre. McRobbfe & Nava (1984) suggest that
since sex is moEt intinately connected wiÈh preasure, it
is used as a lure to encourage consumption. sex in
selring a product means the availabirity, or at reast the
fantasy of availabllity, of the womanrs body for male

consunptlon. The message for !¡omen is conflictíng and

confusing, degrading and dehumanizing. I{e learn from an

early age that ne are to be sexy and inviting as welt as

virginal and monogamousi to be consumed and not to be

consumed. when the female body is not belng dlsprayed

alongside goods for consumption, lt is used to pronote
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fashions that arso glve uE confrlcting messageg. Thinness
is necessary for the fashion industry rbecause if one

wants to enphasize the clothes rather than the eroman, it
is a great hetp if she closery resenbles a crothes hangerrr
(Lawrence, 1994:39). Fashion designers want uE to notice
the crothes unhlndered by the contours of a womanrs bod.y.

The conflict for women iE that unless they are pre-
adorescent or anorexic, many of these fashions witl revear
their bodies and ite contourE. The crothing rearry is
designed to do Just that. Henrey (Lg77) poignantly
stat,es:

In a society . in which $romen are ogled.,whist'Ied 1t, and .plnched white sinpry going-ã¡ãuttheir business; in which they see aãvértiéements
i-".magazines, on birlboardsr- on televisions intheir own homes, showlng revealingry crad womeniin which tactual informa1ion abouf tlhen is freeryavailable, thelr bodies accessibre to touch likeconmunity property; in wlilch even their nãriiarstatus is the first information by wr¡icñ 

- 
aglranger identlfies them - in such a soäiety ii islittre wonder that women feel robserved,f. Theyare.

(p. r62)
rt is suggested by the author of this practicun report
that vromen I s body irnage distortions can be partially
explained by thls constant sun¡eillance and scrutlny. The

i-deal bodies that e¡e are bonbarded with by the image

indusÈries, and are expected to strive for and maintain,
are presented to uE through a male perspective. McRobbie

& Nava (19s4) point out that the ideal is located in the
masculine gaze, for exampre, eyeg are drarrn to a rromanrs
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legs with a short skirt. The body ldear that ne are urged

to aspire is nirrored in the gaze of men and since we

cannot see through their eyes, lt ls diffÍcult to perceive

our bodies accurately and t¡ithout distortion.

Fena1e and MaIe Socialization
Given h¡omenfs socialization experience, it is not

surprising that we so intinately rlnk our bodies with our
sense of Eerf and thaÈ body attltude becomes self
attitude. Devaluing ourselves because our body doeE not
measure up is tragic. creenspan (1993) asserts that ,,(A)s

long aE a noman iE essentlarly deflned by her body and as

long aE her body ls appropriated by men, she will always

have a problem of fenlnine ldentity,r (p. l8t). orbach
(1986) states that a womenrs experlence of her body stems

from the interaction of two sources: how she berieves it
compares with the inages of hromen that she is bonbarded

with through the nedia and the image industries, and hov¡

she has come to relate to her body from early on in her
life. socializatlon for gender rores is imperative to
this discussion. From the moment of birth, feuare and

male infants recelve different treatment resulting in then
being set on two different paths. parentsr expectations
for their children are based on their or¡n acceptance of
cultural stereotypes about the dlfferences between females
and males (Lipnan-Brumen, l9g4). parentsrcharacterizatíon
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of baby boye and baby glrls withln their child'E flrst
twenty-four hourE of llfe nere studied by Rubin,
Provenzano & Luria (1974). Resurts showed baby boys being
characterized aa more alert, strongèr, more coordinat,ed
and having larger, fir¡ner features. Baby girls were
described as ress attentÍve, weaker, softer, smarrer,
prettÍer, ress coordinated and possessing finer features.
These findings rrere in spite of the researchers finding no

significant dlfferences betv¡een the newborns with respect
to weightsr rength, strength and alertness. parental
perceptions of their daughters as more vulnerable and
fragile than their sons, and therefore more in need of
protection, also gives a message about what it means to be
femare and feminlne. From an early âgê, fernales are more
physically protected than mares and some of this
protection Ís in the form of restrictions on freedom. The
crasslc studies of Maccoby & Jackrin (Lg74) demonstrated
that although femaleE and males do not differ in
exploratory behavl0r up to three yearg of agei between
the ages of three and six boys began to out-diEtance girls
in elçlorlng nenr environmentE. Boys lrere allowed to
wander further from hone; glrls were belng protected. The
pattern of keeplng girls croser to home has been obserr¡ed
by anthropologists in prerlterate and post-industrial
societies (Lipnan-Blumen, 1984) . This pattern is also
associated with asslgning girls household and childcare
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tasks at an early age. Glrls are encouraged to stay

indoors helping nother with mear preparation while their
brothers play outdoors until they are hungry or they are

summoned because the tabre is set. Rindskopf & Gratch

(]-982) discuss the early socialization for fenininity that
is reinforced in patterns for appropriate crothing. The

delicate clothing that girls are often encouraged to r¡ear

create further linitations on their physicar activity.
There is an earry and subtle emphasis on appearance with
high value praced on prettiness and neatness. The

physical meaning of belng male means rto move with
freedom, energy and strength . . . (T)o be femare is to be

guiescent, to be protected, and to move in only carefully
linlted waysrr (p. 17).

Females learn, even as children, to pay attentlon to
what the mares are dolngi to arlmlre, applaud, appreciate
and encourage the males ln their active, chivalrous
endeavors. rn grade school, high schoor, colrege campuses

and 1n stadiums rrglrr cheerleaders whip the audience into
aduration of nale physicar prowessrt (Lipnan-Blunen,

L984r103). The fenare/nare power differential is obvious.

l{hile teenage boys are encouraged to ex¡llore ability and

sÈrength, girls are encouraged to absorb themselves in the
life long task of being attractive for their mare

cohorts. Teenage magazines for females focus on dating,
dieting and cosmetic tipsi for males the focus is sports
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and carE. It iE 1n early adolescence that notlons of
mascurlnlty and femininity become crystallized. Given the

sociarization of adorescent mares thaÈ emphasizes physical

abilitv and that of adorescent females that emphasizes

physical beautv, it is not surprising that a study of
adolescent body inage soncernE found males prinarily
concerned about their size and strength and females about

their appearance, weight and desire to be srender (Frazier
& Lisonbee, 1960). vígersky (L977 ) found that adorescent

males attrÍbute excess weight to nuscle whire adolescent

femares attribute it to fat. À study of overweight

adolescent females and nales rouna that the mare choice of
weight loss lras increased exercise and the female choice

was to lose weight through dieting (Dw1zer, Feldman &

Mayer, L967').

socialization for adulÈ gender roreE i.E powerful and

penrasive. For males, the body iE to be devel0ped and

strengthened whlch gives a mesaage of conpetence. For

fenales, the body is to be presenred, protected and most

inportantly, beautlfied. Male self-worth is dependent

upon the capaclty to physicarty and inteLlectually
particlpate in society. Femare self-r¡orth is. tntinately
rinked to the capaclty to meet societyrs standard of
atÈractiveness. Rindskopf & Gratch (LgBz) assert that men

are required to rdor while t¡omen are required to tber.
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Womenrs Bodv Inage Soclalizatlon
rt is from our perceptions and ex¡lerience of our

bodies that v¡e construct our body inage. Body inage is
the vray qre s¡ee and feel about our bodÍes; it has very
littre to do with our physicar body. Body image is a very
subtle and complex aspect of ourselvesi it is dynanic and
it is changeable. Hutchinson (I9g5) explains:

. it is- that_ piece of psychological spaceyherg your body ana nina come.toiàtn"r-. .-.-iilt1s the q¡.ly vou see and _e_xpéiiã"õ" your body, notnecessarily ltor the worrd sees it : arthouiú rro,others experience youT þody can be very stionglyinfruenced. by the ïerbat aïa nãnlver¡ai ,"-=âi""you communicate about and _through your body .-:body sensatlons .and {oyr knowráÇe of wheie'yourbody parts are in relation to .ã"rt other and inrelation to space contribute to tã"t body rnãge.

(p.48)
Body inage ls experlenced on a visual rever how we see
our body; a klnesthetLc Level - our fert Eense of being in
our bodyi and on an auditory level how vre think about
and tark to ourservee about our body. Hutchinson (r9g5)
states that the viEuar level of the body image experience
is the most distorted and prone to scrutiny. when we gaze
in a mlrror we do not necessarily see what is there rather
ne see an J-mage laden with past associations, feelings,
criticisms and unrearized aspirations that have nothing to
do with our reflectlon. Body inage encompasses our ideas
feelings, attitudes and values about our body. orbach
(1986) points out that ,the individuar eroman can feel a
pronounced vari.atlon during the course of an hour, a day
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or a lreek towards her body . . . . (H)ow she feels about

her body will frequently affect how she ls feeling about

herself at that particular moment . . . . (H) ow she feels
within herself influencee how she feels about her bodyrl

(p. 70). Every tíne lre look 1n a mirror or aee our
refl-ection as we walk down a street or look directly, and

with a critical êyêr at areaE of our body, what we see is
infruenced by our body inage. Body inage is not the same

as the body, but iE rather rtwhat the nind does to the body

in translating the experience of embodiment into its
mental representationr (Hutchinson, L9g2:59) . Body inage

ís inf luenced by curturar nor¡ne¡. From a sociar learning
perspective, !¡omen internalize curtural values in the form

of self-statements and cognitions which they berieve
originate within themselves and which they experience as

objective rearity. Therefore, negative serf-evaruation
and feelings arise from what may appear as indlvidual
problems, but 1n rearity originate from the socio-
politicar environment in whlch r¡omen are socialized
(Bergner et al., 1995). Fenlnlst writere (chernJ.n, l9gr,
L985 i Greengpan, 1983 i Lawrence, rgg4; Hutchinson, 19g5,.

orbach, 1986) assert that this ie the etiolog-y of negative
body image since the uraJorlty of women in our society are

dissatisfied with their bodies and have a distorted body

image. Living ln a society that varidateE lromen based. on

a curturally defined notfon of physical attractiveness
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promotes this body dissatisfaction and distortion. our
body inage is fonned out of every experience we have

including:

. the vray your parents related to and touchedyour body as a baby and a growing child; what you
have learned from your role models abouÈ what ítis like to live in and value a body; theacceptance and rejection you have felt frõrn yourpeers; every negative and positive piece- of
feedback you and your body have ever received frompeople whose opínions count to youi and the waysyou have perceived your body to iit or not fit tirecultural irnage.

(Hutchinson, 1985:63)

our experÍence in our farnily environment is crucial to our
body image. rf fanilies give their chirdren a positive
sense of their bodies and themserves both through example

and through their actions toward them, their children wirl
be able to accept simirar messages from the environment
outside the home. rf chirdren experience inadequate
touching or if their bodies l¡ere vioLated. by a parent or
other authority figure through physical abuse or Íncest,
they may have dissociated from their bodies to protect
themselves. They may have viorent memories or gaps in
time that they have brocked. rf theír body was abused as

a child they may not have rearned another vray to be with
their body. parentar varuation or devaluation of theír
ov¡n bodies arso plays a significant role in a childrs
learning to accept or reject her olrn body and its
functions. As r¡omen !¡e often incorporate our mother r s

body j.nage into our own. Because the socialization
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process, as dÍscussed earlier, keeps young girls crose to
home, they may have witnessed their mothersr diets,
exercise routines and heard criticar renarks their mothers

may have made about their bodies. Àlternativery, their
mothers may have allenated themselves from thelr bodies to
the extent that their bodies seemed foreign to then.
Millnan (1980) expresses thiE as common with fat people

who disown their bodies thínking of themselves only fron
Ithe neck üpr.

Preoccupatlon with womenrs bodies is a given in our
society but few tromen, fat or thin, feer comfortable
riving inside the body they possesg (chernin, rggr). A

eroman who is at peace with her body is rare indeed. A

nomanIe body often becomes the slmbor or target for
everything that is !¡ronçf in her rife. rt becomes the
object of intense scrutinyr. contempÈ and shame.

Hutchinson (1982) states that '(!t)hen the body image is
negative it can manifest on a continuum from complete

dissociation or denÍal of the body to open warfare with
the whore or parts of Èhe bodytr (p. 59). she further
exprains that a state of disembodlnent occurs. The body

is lost to awareness; lt becones a foreign object:
It becomes sourething to ignore, deny, deprive orothervise whip into shape or get under control. . . The pain of separation of nÍnd and bodyranges from the dull ache of deadness anãdepression Èo the excruclation of self-torture.
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rt was a desire to acknowredge and heal the rpain of
separation of ¡olnd and bodyr that was the catalyst for the
Body rmage croup lnterventlon discussed in thiE practicum

report. The women in the group nere experienclng anorexia
nervosa or bulinia and, therefore, courd be considered at
the extreme end of Hutchinsonrg (]992) contlnuum. These

r¡omen had moved beyond dissoclatlon fron Èheir bodies to a

self-torture that required hospitalization.

ANOREXIÀ NERVOSA

Hlstorical Background

The hlstory of Eelf-inflicted starvation and weight
loss has been traced back to the Middle Ages. The first
record,ed case seemE to be the fasting of the Bud,dha

Bodhisattva Lahore ln the third century A.D. Rellglously
inspired aesthetlc practices llke self-denial through
starvatÍon, erere considered to introduce the human being
to a superior sphere (sours, rggo). A Leichester nun

(circa L225) is recorded as having ingested only the
eucharist for Eeven years (strober, 19g6). The first,
well-documented case of female anorexia nervosa is the
thirteenth-century llfe of princesE Margaret of Hungary.

she rived ln a clolster dedÍcated to a religious rife,
subsequently reJectlng narriage and initlating a rbodily
penancer that ended 1n death at twenty-six yearg of age.

she was frail from food, exerclse and sleep deprivation
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but !¡as obsessed wlt,h, and energetic about, food

preparation untiL her denise. Her starvation yielded none

of the serene quiescence that is associated wlth spiritual
self-denial. Rebellion, as opposed to submission,

characterized her refusal of foodi her regime waa self-
írnposed rather than prescribed by her religious order
(Halni , L982) . The spiritual rather than nedical
perspective of these first case recordings are suggested.

by Morrís (1985) to have set an inportant precedent in
that purification, polrer, and pleasure from Eerf-denial
are part of the modern day anorexicrs motivation.

sours (1980) explains the history of anorexla nervosa

as having four dlstincÈ phases. Famiriarity with the
phases j.s important because they demonstrate to the reader
that anorexia nervoÉ¡a has been interpreted according to
what seems to be ln vogue at the ti¡ne. The author
berieves that this is a signlficant obsen¡ation and its
influence shourd not be underestlnated. phase one, 1600-

1910, nas a time perlod when interpretation of illnesg had

a rerigious or spiritual overtone, partlcurarry in the
first half of thiE phase. Macleod (tg8r) exprains that
anorexia traE not uncommon among lromen who were persecut,ed

as witches. She asserts that rrthey vrere especially
resented and feared by the mare-doninated, rerigious
estabrishments, who claimed to have a nonopoly of all
knowledge and to whom the fenale body hras, according to
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the traditional Judaeo-Christian view, a mysterious,

unpredlctable and even evil thlng unless 1t were kept in
its proper place and confined to itE proper roles:
chastity or Ínceseant chlldbearlng within marriagerf (p.

3). witches dtd not conform; they were healerE and r¡ere

skirled at midwifery and vrere a threat to the mare-

doninated establlshmente of the tlme. rt is interestíng
to note that anorexia vras manifested in lromen who were

considered tsaintryt (Princess Margaret of Hungary lras

canonized after her death) as werr as 1n tromen who nere

considered to be possessed by the devilt while the
interpretation for the former was one of ascetisn and

purification, the anorexic wltch vras identified as

dispraying hystericar behavlor and professlng to have

conprete control over the human body. For the rsaintlyr
sroman to have power and control was not a threat for it
was only affecting her own body. witches, however,

possessed the knowledge that courd asslst other nomen Ín
controlLing their bodies. one could make some assunptions

about why allenatlng the latter group was deslrable during
this tfune perlod.

The ratter half of phase one sarrr the introduction of
clinlcar diagnosis focuslng on the gastric nerves.

However, Morris (1995) points out that the psychorogical

aspects of anorexla r¡ere not ignored and that as earry as

L789, the inpact of fanily conflicts e¡as identified. A
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division ln the diagnosis of anorexia arose durlng this
tine period into rgasÈricr and rhystericarr varlatÍons.
rn 1873, Lasegue argued that the anorexic suffered from an

ínabírity to eat, while in 1895, Tourette suggested that
the anorexic was not, suffering fron a loss of appet,ite but
rather was blatantly refusing to eat (Morris, l9g5). GulI
coined the term anorexia nervosa in rg74 noting its
characteristic onset during adorescence, its presentation
in the female population, its psychological component, the
influence of proronged. starvatlon on the bodiry functions
and the need for professionar supervision (strober, 1986).
From 1903 to 1909, case studieE published by pierre Janet
added sexuar self-denlal, fear of feninine sexuality,
dellberaÈe reduction of flesh fron the deveroping body and

denial of the womanly role to hls dlagnostic crlteria
(Morris, 1985).

The second phase identifled by sours (1990) rrag t91o-
1938. Research produced by sirnmonds, a pathorogist,
suggested that anorexics erere sufferlng from pituitary
insufficiency. These findings charlenged the conviction
that anorexia wag a psychological disturbance. Twenty-
five years of confusion forrowed (Garfinker & Garner,
r.e82 ) t

fn phase three , L93B-1960, encouraged by the
assimiLation of psychoanarytic concepts into psychiatric
theory and practlce, there was a return to the
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psychologicar status of anorexia. Ànorexia nervosa was

identified as rrslmbolic of fixated unconscíous conflicts
relating to oral-sadistic fears, oral inpregnation, and

other regressive wishes and prinitive fantasies, (strober,
1986 2236) .

The contemporary phase from 1960 to present, has

witnessed a fusion of clinicar, psychorogícar and

sociocultural factors resurting in a nultidinensional
perspective and a plethora of treatment approaches (Bruch,

L973, L978; Minuchin, L974, t97g; Orbach, 1979, LgB3,

1986; Macleod, 1981; Chernin, 1981, 1985; Garfinkel &

Garner, L982, 1985i Lawrence, l9g4; Selvini-palazzoLi,
1985).

Definition and Characterlstlcs

The clinical definitlon and diagnostic criterla for
anorexia nervosa iE as follows:1
A. rntense fear of becoming obese, which doeE notdininish as weight loss progresses.

B. Disturbance of body image , ê.g. claiming to rfeel fatrl
even when emaclated.

C. Welght loss of aÈ least
ott lf under 18 years of

25+ of orlglnal body weight,,
ê9êr 25* of expected normal

wefght.

D. Refusal to
weight for

maintain body weight over a mlnÍmal normal
age and height.

lthe diagnostlc criteria used here was current duringthg practicum.experience. At the tine of the writing oithis report, it has been revised to incrude ross of the
menstrual cycle.
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u". Þ."*_n physlcal ilrness that would account for theweight loss.

(DSI.! f Ir, t98o: 69 )

Ànorexics display a preoccupation with food; they are
often gouraet cooks and frequentty prepare food for others
while denying themselves the products of their efforts.
The term rtanorexia, is a misnomer since loss of appetite
is rare unÈir the latter stages of the eating disorder.
Encouragement to eat by friends and faniry and signals
from the body (hunger pains , d,lzzíness) are ignored.
There is an intense fear of loslng contror shourd they
accept food into their bodies; dichotomous thinking is
conmon. Fears often expressed by anorexics i.nclude: fear
of weight gain and being unable to stop; fear of being
observed whire eatlng and therefore, consuming food
privately; fear of food as though it wierds power and fear
of eaÈing more than others. one of the most alar:uring
aspects of anorexia nervosa is the lack of awareness
and/or distortion of the emaciated state of oners own
body. The relentless pursult of thinneEs that
characterfzes anorexla nervosa becomes necessary for the
individuar to feel mastery and contror over her body
(GarfinkeJ- & Garner, 1982). Macleod (1981) asserts that
anorexia ie a positlve strategy ained at estabrlshlng
autonomy and resolving what wourd otherwise be unbearabre

E.
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conflicts in the life of the adolescent with anorexia.

She states that these conflicts are in part related to,
and arising fron, the anorexicrs individual history and

personality structure, that is, they are intrapsychic.
They are also existential, that is, related to being-in-
the-world, which means being-in-the-body, and for lromen,

being-in-a-female-body. The adorescent with anorexia is
trying to resorve something, trying to prove something and

through her slmptoms, trying to say sonethlng. It is
obvious from the outside that what she is trying to terr
us is of tremendous importance to her becauee some

anorexics wourd, sooner dle than stop saying it. MacLeod

(198f), Chernln (1981, 1985), Lawrence (1984) and Orbach

(1986) are fenlnlst auÈhorE who present thorough

discussion on the notion that what female anorexics are

trying to say concerns being a girr and being a $roman and

the passage from one to the other. Bruch (L973) states
that the anorexlcrs lssues are autonomy and mastery over

her bodyi that the anorexic experiences an overall sense

of personar ineffectiveness. This occurs for her at a

tine in adoleEcence when the sense of being one I s orJ:1

person is supposed to be established. she suggests the
anorexicrs inablllty to be lndependent and to accept

herself as a worthwhile person keeps her from setting her

life goalst a task whlch 1s expected of adolescents. The

adolescent who receives conflÍcting messages and role
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instruction from society and her fanlry nay feel like she

has no controlr Do pov¡er. Garflnkel & Garner (1982)

suggest personality traits of adorescents who may be
predisposed to anorexia nervosa. They describe the female
anorexic as a dependent, cornpliant, perfectionist who is a
rrmoderrt chird excerling at schoor and r¡ith few, if êDy,
probÌems at hone prior to the onset of anorexia. They
describe the anorexic femal-e as a conscientious conformist
who seeks the approval of others while not responding to
her inner needs. She has extremely hlgh personal
expectatÍons and a need to please others so as to maintain
a sense of self-worth. ft is suggested that the
anorexÍc I s conformity to social demands for high
achieveurent coupled wlth her dlstrust of her abilitieE is
a universar psychorogicar characteristlc of thlE group.
she feers that whatever she doeE, it is never good enough.

Entítv?

Traditlonally, anorexla had been conEidered an
uncommon and lntrlgrulng disorder of adolescent glrrs from
wealthy fanilles. More recently, studieE have
demonstrated an increase in the incÍdence of anorexia
nervos¡a acro.s all socioeconomic classes and, among adult
as well as adolescent females (Theander, LgTOi Kalucy, êt
al', ].9771. Garner & Garfinker (r.9Bo) suggest that
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cultural trends such as the confricting role expectations

which suggest that $romen be both conpetitive and passive

may be a partlal. ex¡llanation for the increased frequency

of anorexia nervosa. The conceptualization of anorexia as

existing on a continuum of welght preoccupation that
ranges from rsat,isfiedr to rthe occasj.onar dieterr to the
rchronÍc dieterr to tthe bulinicr and finalry rthe

anorexict, has raised ¡uuch controversy between feminist
and non-feminist writers. Lawrence (1994) sees anorexia
rfat the end of a continuun of confused and conflicted
responses which vre as women have towards ourservesil (p.

12). orbach (1986) states that there exists ra painful
continuity between most líomen I s dairy experience and that
of the anorexic vroman . . (N) earry a1l eromen feer the
necessÍty to restrain their appetltes and dininish their
sizetr (p. 97). Those q¡ho regard anorexia nenrosa as a

distinct syndrome that differentíates from excessive
dieting or weight preoccupation suggest severar strong
arguments. Bruch (1973) argues that anorexia nervosa is
preceded by lnportant psychoroglcal events includlng ego

deflcltE resultlng from the faÍlure of earry parent-chird
interactlons to effectlvely discrlnlnate or reinforce the
childts ldentlty. she also ldentifies a constelration of
ego and personality deficíts that incrude: inaccurate
perception and cognitive rabeling of visceral and

affective states, faulty percept,lon of the physicar body
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and its boundarÍes and a deep sense of ineffectiveness and

lack of autonomy. crisp (L977) enphasizes blorogical
changes, specificalty the reversal of the neuroendocrine

mechanisrns nobllized at puberty resurting in the
anorexicrs return to the prepubertal state aE¡ a crear
distinguishing factor from other fornE of weight and diet
preoccupation. Garfinkel & Garner (1982) and Garfinkel &

Kapran (1986) state that evidence to date supports the
position that anorexia nervosa is more than a case of
obsessive dietlng. They concur with Bruch (1973) in
suggesting that psychorogical predisposing and
perpetuating factors are interacting wlth the dietlng
behavior and pursuit of thinness of the anorexic. These

factors are consldered cruclal in identífylng anorexia
nervosa as a dÍstinct clinical entity fron oÈher dieting
behavíor. rt is suggested by the author of this report
that such polenical viewpolnts are inportant to be aqrare

of in that they do say sonethlng about our politics as

writers, researchers and/or therapists. Lawrence (19g4),
a fe¡ninist writer and therapist, asserts that rrit is only
when ne begin to approach the probrem (anorexia) as an

extenslon of the dlfflcurties which all women have ln our
lives, that ne can really begin to make sense of the
experience itserf, and of the issues which underlie it*
(p. 15). considering the act of serf-starr¡ation in a

political realm sheds light on both the actlvlty and the
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plight of the anorexic vroman. Anorexia nerx/osa can then

be seen aE an attenpt at enpoweríng and the refusal of
food as the action of a v¡oman whose cause has been

disnissed or denied. orbach (1996) asserts that there is
an urcfency and a strength in the anorexicrs stan¡ation.
rt reguires extraordinary desperation and couragre. The

placement of anorexia nervosa on the extrene end of a

continuum of weight preoccupation in eromen, accommodates

focusing on strengths, issues of polrer and coping
mechanisms aa opposed to a deficits, pathology and problen
orientation.

Contributinq Factors

orbach (L986) identifies three underrying factors that
she believes are key in the occurrence of anorexia
nervosa. she states the determlnants are: the social
cIímate of a period, the attenpt by each generation to
find its place 1n the worrd, and particurar models of
parentlng. The flrst factor, the Eocial climate that
encouraçtes weight preoccupation in women, r¡as discussed in
the body inage section of this chapter. Glven Èhat

psychological slmptons express the ldeas a culture has at
a glven tine about itserf (orbach, 1996), the increased

incidence of anorexla nervosa is not dlfficult to
conprehend. Àe explalned ln the prevlous section, the
inage Índustriesr proflts are sustained on the body
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inperfectlons that they both ldentify and allege to
ameliorate while Elmultaneousry reinforcing and pronoting

this very insecurity. The second factor, the attenpt by

each generation Èo find its place ln the worrd is
addressed in selvini-palazzorirs (1995) discussion of
major lifestyle changes Ín the last thirty years incruding
the conflicÈs women experience over their contrad.ictory
roles Ín the modern worrd. she identifi-es the conflicts
as due to such factors as the movement of women into
traditionally male domains when previously they nere

confined to the home in the rores of wife, mother and

homemaker. She suggests that concurrent with thls
conflict is the lncrease in femare narcissism due to the
constant pressure to keep up with the latest fashlons.
women are expected to be beautiful and intelrigent as they
compete in the buslness and professional worrd; while
continuing to devote copious anounts of time and, energy to
personal appearance. Barnett (r9g6) offers an expranation
thaf addresses how womenrg attenpt to find a place in the
worrd courd be lnfluentlar 1n the increaEed incidence of
anorexia nerr¡osa. she hypotheslzes that eating disorders
are a rrslmptom of the sex-role strain young women

experience when their career choice confricts with their
sex-rore sociarizatLon lnto the femlnine roler (p. 3rr).
Feninist writers (Boskind-Lodahl, Lg76; Chernin, Lg8t,
1985; Lawrence, 1994; orbach, 1996) have nade connections
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between welght and body preoccupation and an over-

identification with the feninine role. Barnett (1986)

asserts that it is no coincidence that with the broadening

of q¡omenrs career options there is a concurrent increase

in eating disorders. chernin (r9Br) suggests that the
weight and body obsession of the contemporary noman is
rerat,ed to her inability to resolve the contradíction
between her desire to grolr and deverop as a person and her
need for confornlty, that is, to rfit lnr. she states
that our treatnent of our bodies exprese¡es our loyatty to
the conventionar worrd ln which we have been socialized.

The third factor ídentlfled by orbach (1996) as key in
anorexia nervosa 1s partlcular moders of parenting.
Garflnkel & Garner (1982) however, state that in their
experience:

. . . there ls no one family constellation or asingle type of mother-child rãtationship that witlregularly be assoclated wlth anorexia nèn¡osa. . . . (R.) ather there are a varlety ofdÍfficulties ln fanilies that may pred.ispose to
anorexia nervoga.

(p. L77)

They do concede that by the tine the famiry presents for
treatment, issueE of hostility and dependency may be so

nagnified that the fanily rerationshlp pre-anorexia is
obscured. servlni-palazzolt (199s) analyzed the day to
day communicatlon between faniry members with an anorexic
daughter and ldentified those patterns that she found.

characteristic of these farnilies. she describes then as
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tlght-knit; the parents are outwardly respectable,

hardworlclng, conventionar peopre who do not have

arguments. Excessive concern for the welfare of their
children is partícularly evident. selvinÍ-palazzoli
(1985) has found in therapy with these fanilies that they
are actuarry peopre who have repressed their resentment of
one another and of theÍr respective roles within the
fanily. No farnily member is prepared to assume readership
and each member claims that all her/his actions are beÍng
perforned for the good of other fanily memberE. Any form
of arriance or coalition between any other menbere is Eeen

as a betrayal of herlhirnself as well as of the whole

fanily unit. Rules (including nonverbar or even

uncongcious) are firnly fixed and must never be

challenged. she concrudes thaÈ these famllleE are highly
resistant to change and to any expression of
individuarity whlch seems to present the threat of change.

Minuchin (1979) and his colreagues consider Èhe fanilial
contexÈ of the eatlng disorder as more signifj.cant than
the etiology of the adolescentre individuar issues. rn
fact, they seem to have discarded the intrapsychic
approach along wlth any consideration of the wider social
and political context. They Eee the fanily as

particularry prone to fconfrlct avoidancer. on the
surface they appear civil and loving but underneath there
is angier, resentnent, possessiveness and secrets amongst
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fanily members. They found these fanilieE to be enmeshed

and rigid. rndlviduars tend to speak for one another, Èo

presr¡me to know what the others are thinking and feeling
and to act accordingry. They identified a lack of privacy
(e.9. bedroom and bathroom doors left open) and any

Índividual v¡ho sought it would be resented by Èhe other
faurily members. Minuchin et aI. (r9zg) concluded that the
anorexic is best treated as a member of a fanily because

her symptoms and her behavior refer to that of the ent,ire
fanily network in which she 1s enmeshed,. Through her
eating disorder, the anorexic has taken the focus off the
fanily conflict and has become the tproblenr; she has

taken responsibllity for a faniry pattern of emotional

difficurty. Yager (LgBz) conbined the varlous fanily
descriptions of nany theorisÈs and therapists and presents

a prof ile of a rrty¡plcal, anorexlc faniry. Features

include: hlgh achievement orientatlon, mother and often
other members vlgltant about weight control and place high
value on slimness and exercise; superficially they appear

to be a healthy fan1ly, however, overly concerned with
outer appearance and social status the fanily nis

diligent about putting up a congenial facadeil (p. 44).

conflicts between the parent,s are hidden rack of
furfÍrrment as a coupre leads to mother beconlng overly-
invorved wlth the children and father with hls work.

Yager (L9e2) states that parental linitations can read to
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fear of their adorescenÈ daughter r s psychosexual

development and eventual separation. parental over-
invorvement is considered to read to the daughter becoming

more concerned with parental approval than with her ohrn

internal needs. The daughterrs ind.ividuality is negated

resulting in a fragile self image and a feering of having
no control in her life. parental approvar is sought as

opposed to autonomy so as to fill the void. Ànorexia
nervosa is said to begin when the farnily rorderr is
disrupted often by such precipitating events as

relocation, illness or concerns of the anorexic daughter
regarding parental friction. carrinker & Garner (1982)

caution that tt(w)hi1e the fanilial characteristics that
predispose to the disorder may be conmon in a population,
it is their interaction with an ind.ividua| s

constitutional and psychorogical make-up and. the cultural
milieu that deteraine whether this predisposition wirl
result in disease' (p. L67). rt is inportant to note that
fanily therapists (Minuchin, t97gr selvini-paraz zori,
1985) focus on adolescent onset of anorexia nervosa as a

s¡rmpton of family dysfunction. studies on anorexia
nervosa in mothers and how to deal with it in a fanily
therapy context erere not found when reviewing the
literature.
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Flndinq a Place in the t{orld

Schwartz et al. (I996) state:
Elements in the culture deternine in part both thecoping varue and the. sl.gnaring valuä ãr ã -örrr""
synptom. It does this. in_t1ug .r.y": by aefínlngwhat is desirabre, and by deflninf what is o¡ãôãneor taboo. Therrrelentless pursúit of tninnãsE,tthat we find in anorexics - -- whlch has ,ã ãii""been carred a 'carlcaturer oi what societyconsiders beautiful is an exampre of the foraer.Anorexic glrls do berieve that ùnat they are doingdoes in fact nake thern more d.esírabrã and nãr"attractive.

(p. 29)

The desirability and attractiveness that anorexic lromen

strive to achieve is not siurply in the cosmetic s¡ense.

Lawrence (1994) states: rit is rarely as sinple as that
. the origins rie in a longstanding É¡ense of

dissatisfaction with life whlch seems as though it may

be solved by losing neight, (p. g2), This sense of
dissatisfaction is suggested by feninist writers and
therapists (Greenspan, 19g3; Chernin, lggS; Orbach, 19g6)
as rooted in the psychol0gy of fenininity. orbach (1986)
asserts that for a woman to successfutly achieve
fenininity, she must meet three basic demands: ,she must
defer to others, she must anticipate and neet the needs of
others and she nust seek self-d,efinition through
connection wlth anotherlr (p. 43). Gilliganrs (1982)
studies demonstrated thaÈ aE¡ vromen

ourselves as connected and affiliated
complex set of bondsi whereas men tend

we tend to see

to otherE in a

to see themselves
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as separate individuals, Índependent and even cut off in
their relatlonships wlth others. I,rhile Gilligan (1992)

and saulnier (lfccannell) (L982) assert that ere should

cerebrate our connectedness and affiliation needs,

traditionar psychoanalytlc theory has argued that one of
womenr s deficiencíes is an insufficient sense of
separation. sanford & Donovan (L994) state that for many

vtomenr ân insuf f icient sense of their o$r:t indíviduarity
and separat,enesa results in row self-esteem. chodorow

(1978) points out that thÍs differential socialization
begins in the way we are raised as girls and boys to have

different senses of ourselves in reration to others.
Àccordíng to chodorow (r9zg), girJ.s do not develop a true
sense of their separateness and individuation because they
are the same gender as the prlnary parent. Boys develop a

strong sense of themselves aE separate because they are
Èhe opposite sex to the nother. Eichenbaum & orbach
(1983) state that it 1s wlthln the farnlly structure,
particurarry the mother-daughter relationship that a girl
learns her eoclal role and develops her sense of self.
orbach (1986) asserts that thls relationship is an

anbivalent one:

. . for the Mother who herself lives acircu¡nscribed llfe in patriarchy, haE theunenviable task of dlrecting her dauihter to taieup the ve_ry same positlon that she has occupied.Expl icitly as wel r as unconsciousry' 
"tt"psychologically. prepares her daughter to ãcceptthe st,rictures that await her in wonanhood,. sËe
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need' to do thls Eo that her daughter lE not castas a misfit.

(p.43)
The consequencea of an adolescent fenale being Eociarized
to defer to others, antj.cípate the neede of othere and
seek self-definltion through the approval 0f, and
connection with others, can result in her being lunable to
develop an authentic sense of her needs or a feering of
entitle¡nent for her desiresrr (p. 84). Many aspects of the
serf may be underdeveloped resurting in insecurities.

chernin (r98s) argues that iÈ is in our desire to
surpass the tradltional idea of what 1t means to be a
woman in thls world, in effect to reject the position our
mothers were placed, in, that results in t,he
nother/daught,er separation struggre that is frequentry
associated with anorexia nervosa. The core of the problern
is identified by Macleod, (19g1), cherni.n (r9gz, rg8s) and
orbach (1986) aE identity. cherninrs (r9g5) thesis is
that:

' ' . as¡ the vlctorian culture did not pe*itwomen to acc_ept or gratlfy their basic ãã"oålneeds' our curture does not lernicr¡onen to acceptg-r gratify thelr basic neeã to gton and fuIfilltheir potentfarlties as hunan Èãiri,¡", a need whichis not solely deflned by their sexual role.
(p. ].7)

chernin (19g5) agserts that anorexla nerîvosa becomes a way
to stop movement into a worrd that glves women
contradictory and confusing messages about their role.
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Finding our place in the adult world begins during
adorescence. rt is a tiure in life when young people are

encountering the possibilities of their own j.ndependence

for the first tine. rt is also a tine of questioning
oners ldentíty. Lar¡rence (1984) sÈates that 'identity ls
best understood aE a sense of self which involveE both an

acknowredgement and acceptance of individuarity, of the
unigueness of ourselves, together with the feellng of
being part of and accepted by a wider groupr (p. 4g). Ife

all experience this kind of crisis at various points in
our lives. rt is when the confrict seems impossible to
resorve that Ìromen night deal with it through anorexia
nervosa. Anorexia may be seen as the only strategy open

to the adolescent female 1n her attenpÈ to deflne her
identity as an indlvidual. The eating disorder expresses
both an uncertalnty about who she is and r¡hat she may

become and a yearning for freedom and riberation. chernin
(1985) identifies the sad irony in this situation.
I{eight, and body preoccupation keep the starr¡ing wonan from

achieving her full potential in the ad,ult world. Like her
mother, whose role in the home often centered. on food
purchase and preparation, the anorexic becomes obsessed

with food through her constant denial of it for
consumption. The anorexic falters in her attenpt to
transcend her motherfs existence because although food nay

take on a different meaning, it is central in her life.
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BULTMTÀ

Historical Background

The tern bulIn1a is derived from the Greek word bous

lirnos meaning ox hunger. Thls is a misnomer as true
hunger has little to do wlth burirnia. Recorded hiEÈory of
bu11¡ria 1s scarce, unlike anorexia nervosa where case

studies date back hundreds of years. Boskind-white &

I{hite (1986) offer a historicar-sociocurtural perspective
that, provides some insight lnto thls recently recognized
eating dlEorder. Gluttony in response to a perlod. of
famine or durlng nagical and rerigious rítes wae not
unco¡nmon in prinltive societies. Feasts vrere antlcipated
with the opportuniÈy to eat with abandon as days or months

of hunger wourd most likery occur again. scenes of
gruttony from the Renaissance era depict Joy and vitality
and wouen seened to enJoy consuning food as much as theír
mare counterparts. The Ronans frowned upon obesity and

thus invented the vomltoriun which arlowed then to relieve
themselves after gorglng. As cultures deveroped and.

became more sophlstlcated, idear tralts r¡ere introduced.
rn the 1700re fat cont,lnued to be eurphaslzed among peasant

women but smarr waists $rere considered attractive and

desirable f or upper class gromen. Fatness became

increasingly viewed as bourgeois¡ a trait of the lower
class. I{omenrs identity was beginning to be less bound to
her role as nother and therefore the necessity for her
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body to reflect fertlllty, heatth and the ability to
survive lras dininished (Boskind-I{hite & I{hite, t9B6) .

seductiveness r¡as enphasized for the upper crass eroman,. a

cinched waist and a petticoat to create an hourglass shape

and a plunging neckline and a suffocating bodice to
exaggerate the breasts.

The sociocurtural climate that gave rise to bulinia is
that which also lnfruenced anorexia nervosa. unrearistic
socÍetal expectations leadÍng to confusion and conflict
for women has been a rnajor influence eince the 1900rs

(Garfinkel & carner, L9e2, Bosklnd-white & whlte, t9B6).
Bulimia was vlewed as a synpton of anorexia nervosa by

psychoanalysts and binging lras interpreted as the
pregnancy wisheE of the anorexlc. Food was identified as

slmboric of motherrs milk, oral masturbatlon, or orar
inseminatl-on. A commiturent to a psychosexual
ínterpretation wlth no mentÍon of purging practices
continued until L976 (Boskind-Lodahr, Lg76) . Traditlonar
psychoanarytic J.nterpretatlons persisted wlth the
publication of LinderfE (r95s) The Flftv Minute Hour in
which he deEcribes the tcase of Laurar. purging sras

¡nini¡nized with r,lnder lnterpreting Laura I s blnglng as a

substitute for eexual hunger for her father and a desire
to be inpregnated by hlm. Ll.nder interpreted Laura I s

behavior as a hatred of feminlnlty and hls therapy was to
help her learn to accept and adopt her feninine role. He
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surnl,sed that she really wanted to become pregnanÈ and

that a healthy outcome would be for her to find a nan and

fulfill this desire.

Definition and Characteristics
Controversy over deflning bulinla as a separaÈe

binging/purging disorder continued until rggo when a

cLinicar definitlon and diagnostic criteria was ad,opted.

Five prlncipal speclflcations r¡¡ere identified:
A. Recurrent episodes of binge eating (rapid consumptionof a large amount of food in a discrete perioa oftine, usually less than two hours).
B. At least three of the following:

(I) Consumption of high caloric, easily digested food
during a binge.

(2') Inconsplcuouc¡ eatlng during a binge.
(3) Ternination of such eating episodes by abdominalpain, sleep, social intérruption, sêtf-inauced.

vomiting.

(4) Repeated _atternpts to lose weight by severelyrestrlcted. diets, self-induced voruiting, or useof cathartics or diuretics.
(5) Frequent weight fluctuaÈíons greater than IO

pounds due to alternating binges and faste.
c. Asrareness that the eating pattern is abnomal and fearof not being able to stop eating voluntarily.
D. Depressed nood and self-deprecating thoughts following

blnges.

E. The bulinic episodes are not due to anorexia nervosaor any known physlcal dlsorder.
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Bulinia emerged

eatlng t¡as found

a separate syndrome because binge

occur in individuals who ranged frorn

anorexic to obese (stunkard, rg72). To describe binge
eating and purging behaviors, Boskind-Lodahr & white
(1978) suggested the term bulÍnarexia. The terms seem to
be used interchangeably, although, Boskind-I{hite & white
(1986) argue a preference for rbuli¡narexiar as they
distinguish it fron the disease model definition of
bulinia. The bingÍng and purglng practices are asserted
as representing a tenacious habit as opposed Èo a d.isease

processt tt (B) inging and purging are rearned behaviors that
can be unlearned utilizing the principres of social
rearning theoryrr (p. 354). The ¡uost recent revised,
edition of the Dstt rrr has replaced the term burinia with
bulinia netî\¡os¡a.

Bulimla and Ànorexia Nervosa - A Comparison

studies comparing and conÈrasting bulinicE and

anorexlcs reveal significant differences (Russer1, L979¡

Fairburn, 19Br; Harnl, Falk & schwartz, 19gr). Bulimics
tend to be noraar or srightl,y overweight while anorexics
suffer severe weight loss. Both exhibit a norbid fear of
becoming fat but,the buri¡ulc does not relentlessry pursue

the thln body ldear that the anorexic strives for. Lack

of self-esteem, profound sense of ineffectiveness, a

distorted body lnage and an obsessive concern with food is

AE

to
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common 1n both groups. The obsessive concern wlth food,

however, is manifest in very dif ferent rrayc¡. I{hile
buLinics turn to food, anorexics turn awav fron it. A

binge is an exceptlon and occurs infrequently for the
anorexic. she is ln a starvation sÈate most of the tine.
rn contrast, binging and purging is often an everyday,

sometimes several tines per day ritual for the bulinic.
Boskínd-t{hite & white (1983) observed that anorexic women

are generally younger, less socially competent and more

dependent upon their fanilies. They suggest that the more

a young woman is isolated and enmeshed in her family, the
greater the chance that she wourd rchooser anorexia as

opposed to bulinia. They offer an interestlng
perspective:

women who veer towards bulinarexia are moretenacious (than anorexlcs). They do not have torrshov¡rr their paln to the extrene evidenced inanorexia. However, their pasafvity anddesperation and their atteurpts to na-intalncontrol are a matter of degree; they are, ineffect, etronger carbon copies of theit younçfer,
anorexlc slstere.

(p. 35)

Buli¡nia rrls a closet llrness a shanefur secret fron
famiry and friends - and nost of its victims become expert
at hidlng ittt (cauwels, t9g3). unrlke the anorexic who

shows the physicar slgns of her disorder, the burlnic can

and often does carry on for years keeping the secret. Her

weight is usuarly within an average range and, eating in
social situations ie controrled and appropriate (Fairburn
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& cooper, 1982). The woman with bulinia, however, will
more readlly acknowledge her abnornal eating patterns
while the anorexlc denleE food rerated probrems.

outwardry, the anorexlc exhlblts more self-control;
burinics are more J,urpulsive; alcohor and drug abuse and.

kreptonanla are noted in thls group (Garfinker, et al.,
1980i Crisp, L982i Hatsukani, êt ê1., t9B4). Fanily
histories of subEtance abuse are more conmon in the
bulinic population (Root, €t a1., 19g6) as is a history of
weight problens (Garfinkel, et â1., tggo). Bulimics are

known to more frequentry lnltiate treatnent, whereas

fanily and friends of anorexics tend, to seek out and.

Ínitiate help. Anorexics are identified as having a very
low toLerance for intiruacy while bulinics are often in
relationships albeit experienclng probrens. A history of
victinization ls less co¡¡rmon wÍth anorexicsi women with
buli¡nia have more frequently been physically and sexually
abused (Root, et al., 1986). studies exanining sexual

abuse as antecedent to eating dlsorders are recent and few

have been published (Lelchner & sloan, 1986; Goldfarb,
L987; schecter, et a1., Lg8z). rn view of the tradltlonal
psychoanalytlc lnterpretatlons of bullnta. aE noted
prevlously in this section; the rfearsr of theEe women

regarding tage approprlate sexualiÈyr and rfemLninityr may

have had a lot uore to do with their bodies being
violated. I{ith regard to the lnterpretation of binging as
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their desire for impregnation by their fathers, one

wonders how many womenrs experience as children and

adol-escents r¡Ías not rdesiret but in reality I fear t that
they would and very well could become pregnant.

rnterpreting body violation as desire can lead the victim
to taking responsibility for the actions of others. The

inplications for practice are as significant and profound

as the prospect of misinterpretation wourd be damaging and

tragic
studies demonstrating the incidence of burimia have

focused predominately on the university populatíon.
Halmi, et â1., (1981) demonstrated that L3z of a normal

college population experienced the symptoms of bulÍmia as

d.escribed. in the DSM-rrr (19g0). Eighty-seven percent of
this bulimic population v¡as women. A canad.ian study by

Piccinini & Mitic (L987) revealed. that 14.Bå of female
university students were exhibiting burinic behavior.
Binge eating most often begins in the late teens and the
onset of vomitíng has been identified as generally one

year after the binge eating began (Fairburn & cooper,

1982). studies revear contradictory findings regard.ing

socio-economic, cultural and racíaI factors. !ühile
Maceyko & Nagelberg (1985) found the syndrome to be

obrivious to these factors, other researchers drew

different concLusions. Hart & orrendick (198s) found
binge eating in 472 of working women and 69eo of university
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\,vomen. Bulimia was founci in Lz of the working \nromen and

52 of universi-ty v¡omen. They specurated that the stresses
of academia and having moved from the parental home rnight
be contributing factors. Herzog' (1982) concluded. from his
case studies that bulimics tend to be white, married,
upper cl-ass, well-educated r¡¡omen.

The Phases of BulÍmia

swift (1984) identifies five phases in the bulirnic
sequence. The dietincr phase is characterized by

restricted eating and mastery over food. and. appetite
desires. Dieting provides the bulimic \^/oman with the hope

that she will reach and maintain an id.eal body weight.
rronically, the severe carorie restriction heightens the
urge to binge. The binge phase is motivated. by the wísh
to relieve internal tension via the calming effect of
food. An ecstasy accompanies the relinguíshíng of control
and surrendering to food. Vomiting allows her to be rid
of the forbidden foodi to feel rcleanr and rpurer; a
tpurification ritet. rn relaxation, ínner harmony is
achieved after the rigors of the binge/purgei a state of
euphoria is experÍenced and. sreep often ensues. rn the
final phase repudiation tremendous guilt and shame

about the entire process takes over as promÍses are made

to have control around food. For a woman with burímia
control means restrict, therefore, leading to dieting and
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the repeat,ing of the cycIe. Her d.ay revolves around food.

and the next opportunity to eat. Thoughts of food, eating
and purging impair her everyday activities. pranning a

binge, deciding what to buy and where (bulimic rromen often
select a variety of stores for fear of being recognized)
and declining offers for socializing so she can be aIone,
keep her constantly rurninating over food. Food is a way

to stuff down and cover up feerings that night otherwise
burst out. orbach (1981) states runcomfortable feerings
become transformed . so that whatever unpleasant
emotions are experienced take the form of berating
yourself for having overeatenr (p. 80). !{omen with
bulinia know intelrectualry that binging to rcover up,
feelings and purging as a vray to rid the body of them
will not truly firr their enptiness inside. However, the
feeling of numb euphoria forlowing a binge/purge is a

panacea for that fleeting period of tine. BulÍ¡nic women

can often identify the circumstances that led to their
first experiments with binging and voniting. Many had
struggred with t,heir weight as children and as
adolescents. Many tried their first fad diet as an

adolescentr rearning about it from farnily, friends or
popurar teen magazines. Reinforced by compriments they
often continued on strict diets until the urge to binge
becomes overr¡helrning. cultural pressures to be thin
increase the drive to try desperate weight loss measures.
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The discovery of purging (through vonlting, laxative
and/or dÍuretícs) ls seen as a rmaglcal r nethod, of weight
control. Media and jokingry unintentionar cornments from

friends and fanlly are cited as ways purging is learned
about or encouraged (Greene, 1984). cauwers (1983)

report,s that trauma (e.g. ross of or separation from a

significant person) can cause an existing confrict to
interact wíth eromenrs already troublesome connection with
food. Rejection, confrontation, disappointments and

anxiety often lead to binge eating. Anger iE a rare
emotion . . . '(T) heir imnedlate response to
disappointment and pain is to feel hoperess and herpress
rather than angryt (Bosklnd-white e white, tg83sso).

Contributing Factors

Depresslve slmptoms were identlfied by Herzog (r9g2)
in 75* of bulinic women in hls study sample. Hatsukani,
et â1., (1984) found that 56t of the butinlc vromen in
their study scored wfthln the noderate to Eevere range on

the Beck Depression rnventory. Root, et al. (1986) etate
that tt(D)epresslon ls the most common feerlng experlenced
and expressed by the buli¡nicrr (p. lo) . They state the
rrsmilingrr depressions are conmon; tarking about
experienced pain and loss while snillng. Bulimics often
come from fanilies where displays of sad emotions are not
permitted. Thls inability to display felt emotion is
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congruent vrith feelings of powerlessness. Lack of polrer

is a central issue for women with buli¡nla. The experience
of arl lromenr so tragicalry expressed in women with
anorexia and burlnía, is one of being raised on farse
illusions about poh¡er; that our power lies in our kindness
and our beauty. Root, et al. (1996) assert that rthe lack
of power in society and in the faruily . . . und,erries the
burinicts intense anger, v¡hich is suppressed and emerges

as depression, (p. 23). Binging and purging establishes a

freeting sense of control. Bulinia Ís an attempt to
estabrish control; it Ís expressed through the body as

this area of control is socialized in !¡omen and socially
reinforced in the culture.

Ae exprained 1n the sectlon descrlbing anorexia
nervosa, femlnist theorlsts E¡ee alr eatlng dlsorders as

linked to changing, confusing and contrad,ictory rol,e
expectatíons for h¡omen and the cultural values attributed
to thlnness. I{ooley & litooley (1986) assert:

For the flrEt tl¡ne in ¡¡¡emory, young sromen areexpected to gror{ up to be nore rlke their fathersthan like thelr nothers. Those nesr expec-àtrón"can make the translt,ion from adoleecence toadulthood excrrrclating, and bulinia can become a
way of deal.lng with the pain.

(p. 7L)

The current expectations for lromen are dianetricalry
opposed to the traditlonal feninine role many of us were

socialized to fulfill. current expectations for women not
only incrude the tradltionar ones of being passive, good
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listeners who are kind, nurturant, considerate and

understandíng but also to be successful, intelligent,
assertive, achievement-orÍented and independ.ent.
rsuperwomanr has been sensat,ionalized and glanorized by
the media and she is set up as our rore model. The

bulimic T¡roman is a sad example of someone who has rflearned

the cultural lesson werl, often being sociarized to an

extreme degree to demonstrate characteristics of the
traditíonal femalerr (Root, êt êr., 1986:26) while being
aware that to be truly successful in the modern world she

must also incorporate the current expectaÈions into her
being. wooley & wooley (1996) stat,e that many v¡omen with
bulimia rage inside at their mothers for not offering an

adequate example. Motherrs problems get transposed onto
her body by her daughter and therefore, bodiry changes
during puberty are not welcome by the adolescent. To have
a femare body is to be like mother - powerless. Greenspan
(1983) asserts:

women who say they do not want to be like theirmothers most often consciously mean that they donot wish to be housewives, or that Èhey ao'nðtwi sh to be emot io_na r ry and econänicarrysubservient to husbands . The rrboornerangtt
effect, by whlch mothers who have become the riñaof. persons required by society end up ,itf,children who hate them fór it, is- one of the mostpoignant, aspects of the cultúrar d.ouble-binds offemininity.

(p. 107)
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woorey & I{ooley (L996) found in a sanpling of fernale

burinics in their clinic that there were three conmon

features:

Less than 98 of the burimic v¡omen they treated hadmothers who had jobl that requireä a collegeeducaÈion and courd provide r-ote mod.ers theirdaughters wanted.

66* of their crients, though in their twenties,had not yet chosen careers.

Almost 50t had suffered sexual abuse.

The shame that accompanies sexuar abuse makes women with
burinia hate their bodies to the point that they set out
to demolish them. Àvoiding food and. strenuously
exercising are seen as a forn of self-purification.
wooley 5. Í{ooley (1986) express shock and surprise that
almost half of the clients presented with sexual abuse.
Given the werl documented canadian statistics that one in
four women have been sexuarry abused by age eighteen
(Badgerey Report , LgBa) | it is irnperative that the
connections between eatÍng disorders and sexual abuse be
examÍned in research and practice.

Findincr a Place in Èhe lforld
Adolescence is a tine when v¡e are expected to make

decisions and set off on our own, however, Friedman (19gs)
suggests that the adorescent female often find.s her
rerationship to her rselfr inadequate in providing her
with a sense of identity. she suggests that bulinia is
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rrsymptomatic of a young womanrs inabirity to negotiate the
developmental passagei separation from mother, which is
the necessary precursor to individuatÍon, (p. 63). T{ooley

& Kearney-cooke (r986) concur in their explanation of
burirnia as a disorder of maturationi a breakdown in the
final stages of movement from adolescent to adurthood.
They provide an interesting perspective in their belief
that rrwhile anorexia nervosa represents severe problerns

surrounding the passage into adolescence, bulimia reflects
problems in a passage out of adolescence, and. i_nto

independent adurthood'r (p. 479). They suggest that while
the anorexic does not deverop sexuarly and falters in
transferring her focus from the farnily to her peer group,
the bulimic becomes sexually and socially active but fails
to establish intinacy, authentic peer relationships and

separation from her farnily. Root, êt al. (1986) state
that " (L) eaving home is more than the physicar process of
moving outi it is a psychological process enabling the
Índividual to be enotionarry separate'r (p. 33). Fa¡nilies
with a bulinic member are characterized by the same

enmeshment described earlier as conmon in anorexi.c
families. Boundaries are loosely defined.: members risten
to each otherrs telephone conversations, clothes are
borrowed without pennission and bedroom and bathroom doors
remain open. physicar violation of bound.aries ínclud.ing
physical abuse and incest were reported in 662 of L7z
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buli¡nic h¡omen interviewed by Root & Falron (1985) .

rntrusions on oners physical and. psychological space

leaves the individual powerless and robs them of self-
esteem. Families of bulinics tend to be either rigidly
org'anized (1ike the anorexicr s farnily) or very
disorganized. Dysfunctional loyalties are created by such

rules as: problems are not discussed outside the farnily,
do not do things that reflect Inegatively' on the fanily
and think of parentsr feelings first. The young !/oman

with bulirnia learns wel1 how to keep secrets.
Women with bulinia are often heard saying rtmy mother

is my closest friend'. Friedrnan (1985) states
rrrelationships with their mothers (are) characterized by

over-identification, a sense shared by rnother and daughter
of sirnilarity and enmeshment, and a style of relating
based not on genuine recognition of the child as a

separate person, but rather on the sense that mother and

daughter are in some way the same personr (p. 63).
separation from her mother would then feel rike a ross of
self sínce the only sense of id.entity came from the
enmeshed rel-at,ionship. Symptoms of bulinia usually occur
when the daughter atternpts to separate frorn her mother.
To leave home is tto abandon her mother, both literarry,
because she is no ronger present as friend and confidante,
and synbolically, in the sense that she has chose to be

like her father and to rejecL her notherrs valuesr (wooley
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& Kearney-Cooke, 1986:480). Leaving home, she takes with
her the sociarizatíon of a confusing and cont,radíctory

role learned within the farnily and the curture - be strong
and be weaki be aggressive and be passivei be independ.ent

and be dependent; be intelligent and pretend you are not
when in the presence of men! chernin (1985) urges us to
embrace and take with us into the world with pride that
which our mothers have given us:

There is something withín us and it, is 1oyal,
devoted, and striving, moreover, for wholeness-and
cornpletion - that will noÈ allow us sirnply to turn
and cast avray these nother-lives that haunt, us atthis moment of developmental urgency andtransformation, when $¡e are so eager to leave our
mother behind and enter this culture that has
always excluded us. Our mothers may not be able
to model for us the nev¡ women $¡e need to become,
but there is ín their lives much of value we need.
to take with us over that great divide that
separat,es us from culture.

(p.202)
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CHAPTER 2

STRENGTH-ORIENTED APPROACHES

Introduction

Helping professionals have access to a wide variety of
therapeutic approaches for assisting peopre to deal with
their life problems. There are commonarities in arr of
these approaòhes but the one that should be of concern to
therapists is the tendency to focus on the individualrs
problems apart from the context within which she rives.
This individualized problem orientatíon has a significant
effect both on the therapistts hray of thinking and

behaving and on the clientrs way of thinking about

herself or her tife situation. rf alreviation of rthe

problemr is a therapeutic goa1, then it forrows that the
client sees the solution to tthe problemr as somehow, at
least partly, in the hands of her therapist. wrren the
therapist is seen as the expert, there is a tendency for
the client to appear deficit, ât least in regard to the
area of her life with which she is seeking herp. Arthough
this is an oversimprification, it j-s meant to ilrustrate
the kind of therapeutic rerationship thaL can develop

when our Ínitial focus is on problems, d.ef icits and

ínadequacies. rt is suggested by the author that the too
frequent recurrence of rthe problemr in clientrs lives may

be partly explained by the rack of therapeutic time given
to clientsr strengths, their coping mechanisms and. the
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reality that their rpresenting problem' may be a coping

toor for them at that time in their líves and in the
environment in which they live. Buirding on existing and

potentiar strengths and por^rer for change assists the
cl ient in recogniz ing and. acknowled.ging her own

abilities. clients are better equipped. to dear with
problems should they recur if Èhey know that their
personal strengths and coping abilities played. an active
role in the past and can continue to in the present and in
the future.

The ecological approach is a strength oriented
alternative to problem focused therapies. By enphasizing
strengths, the ecological approach allows crients to
recognize a potential for growth and change and forward
movement in their rives. Maluccio (r9g1) and Brown (tggr)
suggest that this orientation promotes feelings of
competence in peoplers Iives. This shift in focus arso
suggests to the client that she has the ability to dear
with her life but, that she needs to be provided with
choi-ces, options and support in how to go about doing the
work. Knowledge about the situation is shared and the
berief is that the client is the expert on her own 1ife.

rn an at,tenpt to work with hromen with anorexÍa nervosa
and bulimia and, specifically, to work with them on their
body image concerns, Èhe author was frustrated with the
paucity of lit,erature that both addressed hromenrs body
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inage and offered a perspective that fit with her

cornmitment to strength-oriented approaches. I{erl known

authors writing from many perspect,ives about anorexia
nervosa and buli¡nia provided a wealth of knowledge about
v¡omenrs body image. social work writers provided. a

refreshing perspective in the ecotogical approach whiLe

entici-ng the author to ask many guestions about Èhe goal
of improving the person-environment fit given an

environment that is hostile in its narroh¡ definition of
hroments rore in society. personar experiences as a rroman

provided the author with an insight, and at the same tine
a passion for the issues. rt vras from a cornmitment, to
feninist principles and from knowledge through social work
experience that the author chose to analyze the
ecological perspective and ralse some guestions.

This report reflects a knowledge about vromen and our
body image concerns and. the authorrs belief that as a

social worker she courd contribute to our professionrs
understanding of womenrs body inrage as a cruciar issue in
promoting womenrs health.

Àn overview of ecologicar sociar work practice wilr be

presented forlov¡ed by a discussion of a feninist approach

to practice. rntegrating a feninist approach with an

ecological perspectíve provided the author with an

exciting way of worki-ng with women who have anorexia
nervosa or burimia. The synthesis of the two perspectives
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presented in chapter 3 raises many questions about what

our society views as rcompetentr and. what women are

striving to tadaptr to.
womenrs body ínage¡ ôs the author has come to

understand it, is a complex issue in a contradictory
world. whatever circurnstances bring a women to seek our
heIp, it is asserted in this report that body image r,¡ir1
have a part to play in how that vroman feels about herself.
By present an understanding of v¡onenrs body image concerns

in the context of a feminist and. ecological approach, it
is hoped that some clarity is provided. in how v/e can

incorporate body image work into the helping process.

THE ECOLOGTCAL PERSPECTTVE

An Overview

The science of ecology studies rthe delicate balance
that exists between living things and. their envÍronments
and the vrays in which this rnutualiÈy nay be enhanced and

maintainedrr (Hartman, l97g | 467 ) . Ecologists have

developed a systemic view of the relations between

organisms within a given environment. This ecological
viewpoint has provided a useful metaphor for considering
the relationships between human beings and their social
and physical environments. ,The metaphor assumes that
neither people nor environments can be truly understood
except in the context of their reciprocal relationsrf
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(Germain, r9g3:113) . The ecological perspecti.ve
(Bronf enbrenner, L977; Germain & Gitt,erman, l9gO,

Maruccio, 1991i Garbarino, L9g2) suggests that in social
work practice the emphasis should be on changing the
environment as opposed to changing the people.
conceptually, the perspectíve implies that there are
rrneíther inadeguate persons, nor inadeguate environment,
but rather the fiÈ between persons and environment may be

in relative accord or discordrr (Ba1gopa1 & vassil,
1983:20). Environments are dynarnic and complex and

Germain (1983) suggests that this may be hrhy the concept
of environment is relatively undårdeveroped in social work
theory. Bronfenbrenner (L977) proposed. one of the first
ecological frameworks that focused on the ongoing
accommodation and reciprocal relations between
individuals and Èheir changing environments. Garbarino
(1982) in his work with children and families, asserts
that rf irre cannot account for or understand the int,imate
relationships between the chird and. the parents without
understanding how conditions surrounding the farniry affect
int,eraction between child and parent and define each

fanilyts particular experiencerr (p. rg). Hartman (1978)

asserts that an ecological metaphor can read social
workers to see the client as a part of the complex eco

system as opposed to an isorated entity. she notes that
the emphasis on identifying the root,s of problenatic
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condit,Íons in comprex situations has resurted in social
workers supporting and providing sinplistic cause and

effect, explanations. causation is conceptualized. in a

reductionistic $¡ay as reality ís arranged in chains of
simpre cause and effect reactions. Hartman (1979)

suggests that rr(s)uch linear views reflect limitations of
thought and language rather than the nature of the real
work, where human events are the resurt of transactions
among' nultiple variables' (p. 466). A strength oriented
perspective is based on a complex view of causality. once

the notion of specific causar factors Ín disease is
discarded, then the idea of disease and its rnanifestatÍons
ís amenable to a more expanded interpretation. Multipre
individuar and environmental factors can then be

considered. Jenson (1988) asserts that with a strength
orient,ation the obsession with the need to cure is
eliminated as the object is to promote growth. The

ecological orientation enables helping professionars to
gain a comprehensive perspective which incrudes a dynanic

understanding of people and their sociocultural-physical
environment (Balgopa1 & Vassil, t9g3).

Àttributes of the Ecolocrical perspective

Germain (1993) states that ecological approaches are

distinguished from other practice orientations by two main

attributes. First, because problerns are defined, in
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transactional terms, the responsibility for change does

not, rest conpletely on the client. The perspective

recognizes the pov¡er of people to affect their health but
also acknowledges the responsibility of society to provide
the resources necessary for peoplers wellbeing. Focusing

only on individual capacÍty without regard for colrective
responsibility is inconsistent with a strength
orientation. secondly, the issues expand beyond the
therapeutic dyad to include the crientrs life space and

entire fierd of relevant systems. rntervention focuses on

changing maladaptive transactionar processes to adaptive
ones that enhance forward movement in the clientrs rife.
Ecological theorists assert that a base requirement in a

commitment to an ecological perspective is a view of
human beings as striving, active organisms who are capable
of organizing their lives and, developing their
potentiarities providlng they have appropriate
environmental supports (Maruccio, r9g3; Germain, 19g3).
Maluccio ( L983 ) suggests that irnplementing this
perspective in practice necessitates, for many crinÍcians,
a shift in attltudes toward human beings in general and

cIÍents in particular. He points out that sociar workers
have been trained ,only too well to focus on pathology and

overlook or de-emphasize human strengths and.

possibilities for chang:er (p. 132). An ecological
perspective, by virtue of its emphasis on growth and.
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aoaptation, takes the focus off pathology. Jenson (1985)

points out that the ecological approach provides a

framework that identifies all behavior as an adaptational
response to a social situation. she asserts that v¡hire

problem oriented approaches concentrate on rdiseaser as
rentityr, the ecological model focuses on rpersonr as

'entityr. A probrem orientation assumes a prior knowledge

of what i-s appropríate behavior thus impairing an

appreciation for the rangre of responses that can occur as

a natural- product of the illness experience. wej-ck (1986)

asserts that the ecological approach rrhas contributed
significantry to a view of practice that moves av¡ay from

static, linear rerationship to a more fluid fÍeId of
interaction between people and. their multiple
env j-ronments " (p. SS2) . The strength or health
orientation of the ecologicar perspective allows for a

fundamentatly different v/ay of viewj_ng health and íllness
than that of the probrem or biomedical mod.els. Hearth
impries a dynamic system of interaction and., in thÍs
sense, it corresponds with the ecologicar perspective for
it focuses on the comprex set of factors that contribute
to or adversely impact on the hearth of people, both
indivídually and correctivety (!,Ieick, 1986). rn the
ecologicar perspective, the capacity for índivid.ual change

and growth throughout the life cycre is berieved in,
reinforced and encouraged. The overarl purpose of
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intervention is seen as rrimprovement of the person-

environment transaction rather than treatment of the
personrr (Maluccio, 1981:11). The general notion in
traditional treatment nodels is of behavior as

symptomatic and the assumption that if one gets at the
cause one will then be able to move toward the cure or
know the cure. fn an ecological approach, human

interactionar phenomena are not viewed or exprained, in the
context of pathology. The therapeutic stance ís that the
reason for a given behavior can be seen not just by

tracing its etiology, but by considering its function for
another system. Germain (t979) points out that social
workers have always assert,ed the importance of the
environment but have often had difficulty developing its
applicatÍon to practice. she emphasizes that rrwe ought to
avoid at least one source of difficulty and. that is a

tendency to act as if the social environment v¡ere self-
evidentr ês if recognj.zing its existence were eguivalent
to undersÈanding it, taking it into account and making use

of it in pract,icerr (p. e7).

Transactional Thouqht and processes

Therapists working within an ecologicar framev¡ork

realize that the terminorogy of a problern focused d.isease

model is incompatible with a strength oriented approach.

Although few wourd argue that they are rjust !,rordsr, our
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use of the language in therapy and the political statement

r4re make is often underestimated. Just as illang'uage

reflects the prejudices of the society in which it
evolvedr' (MiIIer & Swift, IgBO:3) it seems obvious that
the same would apply to the language of therapy. Our

be]iefs about personar povrer, índividuar choice and client
dignity are refl-ected in our language and our therapeutic
orientation. An ecological perspective necessitates

thinking and therefore, speakíng, in a transactional as

opposed to linear fashion. The sequence of events (past-
present-future) that is important in linear thinking is
repraced with concentrating how indivÍduaIs and

environments relate to and. impact on others. The context
of the rife space at any given tirne is the focus of
attention. A strength-oriented approach is reflected in a

therapeut,ic ranguage that speaks of the natural tife
processes of transactions, physical and social
environments, growth and ad.aptation and competence.

GermaÍn (1983) defines transactíons as the reciprocal
relations between persons and the environment.
Transactions are the ,processes by which people
continually shape their environments and are shaped by

them, over timerr (p. 1r5). An ecological perspective is
concerned with the transactions between people and

environments that prornote or inhibit growth, d.evelopment,

and the rerease of human potential and promote or inhibit
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the capacity of environments to support the diversity of

human potential.

The Environment

The environment is both objective and subjective. The

objective environment exists independently of the

individualrs perception of it; and the subjective

environment is that which is perceived. Jenson (1985)

explains that part of each individualrs sense of ídentity,
autonomy and social competence is influenced by the

dynarnic and continuous transactions with the perceived and

actual environments. Social, cultural and personal

factors affect ind.ividualrs perceptions (subjective) of
their environment, and these may differ from the actual
(objective) environment. A conceptualization of the

environment for social work practice must take into
consideration physical and social aspects and the

interplay between them and the culture. The phvsical

environment consists of the natural and. the buirt world.

Germain (1981) states that security and shelter is a rnain

characteristic of the physical environment needed to
enhance growth and survival. For optimal functioning, the
physical environment needs to be structured in a manner

which provides protection from harmfur environmental

elements. fncreasing the nutritive properties of the
physical environment is a goal in the ecological
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perspective. Physícal- environments can also have a

profound effect, on social contact. Space that is
designated as public influences how much and v¡hat type of
sharing occurs. Hospital wards are most often designed

wÍthout attention to space for discussion of intimate
matters pertaining to the health care of those who are
hospitalized. The exchange of infornation often occurs in
close proxirnity to other patients and. staff (Jenson,

1985). The sociar environment consists of the network of
human relations at various levels of organization. The

levers include social networks, organizations and.

institutions and the societal component. social networks

include those interconnections that have developed between

people as part of the process of their daily lives. These

connections include farnily, friends, the neighborhood and

the workplace. socÍa1 networks may also be constructed
out of circumstances such as proronged hospitalization.
strong connections can develop out of conmonarities
regarding health issues. These connections often remain

after members of the network reave the hospital setting.
organizations and institutions are those components of the
social environment that are formalized in their human

relationships. These include the organízations and

institutions that ernploy the herping professions. Àn

ecological perspective necessitates that the helping
prof ess j.onal be sensítive to how the setting r s
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philosophical stance, its policies and its mand.ates affect
her or his or the organizatj-onrs abÍlity to meet the needs

of clients. The societar lever of the social environment

includes the curtural values, political frameworks and

laws of any given community, country or continent. Both

the physical and social environnents are rraffected by the
curtural values, norms, knowledge, and, beliefs that
pattern socj-al interaction and deterrnine how v¡e use and

respond to the physícaI environment, (Germain, rgTg:13).
The physical and social environments have a reciprocal
influence on each other. Germain (tg7g) states that the
social environment, interacting with Èhe physical
envj.ronment and the culture ,affects the developnent of
identity, competence, autonomy and. relatedness
fanilies, networks and fornal organizations may provide or
withhord resources and opportunÍties for the developnent,

of cornpetence and autonomy; they may contribute positive
and/or negative components to the sense of identity. . *

(p. 14). Identity, according to Erikson (1968), is the
most irnportant developmental task of adorescence. rt
means the individualrs sense of serf and their e¡ay of
thinking about the rest of the world. rdentity fornation
is a process of self-definition. competence is defined. by

Maluccio (1993) as the skilrs, knowredge and tarents that
enable individuals to interact with their environment.

Autonomy is described by Gerrnain (L}BA) as the ability to
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be self-dlrect,ed that comes v¡ith identity formatj.on. rt
is the ability to separate frorn farnily and peers and to
engage independently in the environment. Relatedness, in
ecologicar terms, refers to the indivÍdual's abirity to
maintain ongoing relationships with the environment in an

atternpt to achieve equílibriurn and reciprocity. Jenson

(1985) points out that the environrnent can either
discourage or support personal growth, initiative and

coping behavíor through the tclimater it provid,es.

Àdaptation

AdaptatÍon is a cent,ral concept in the ecological
perspective. rt is a transactional process whereby people

shape their physicar and social environments and, in turn,
are shaped by then. The biological concept of adaptation
re f ers to the rr active ef f orts of species over
evolutíonary tine and/or individuals over their life spans

to reach a goodness-of-fit with their environments so they
may su:¡¡ive, develop, and achieve reproductive successrl

(Germain, 1979:8). Gitternan & Ge:main (l9go) assert that
human beings change their physical and social environments

and are changed by them through continuous reciprocal
adaptation. This process results in a goodness-of-fit, for
both individuars and the environment when they work, and,

undermine the fit of either the individual or the
environment or both when they falter. Maluccio (1993)
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asserts that adaptation does not suggest passive

submission or adjustment by the individual to the
environment. The person is an activer âs opposed to
reactive, participant in interaction with the environment.

Enphasis on the life processes of adaptation and.

reciprocar interaction between peopre and their social and

physical environments contributes to an orientation that
focuses on strengthening the adaptive capacities of people

and influencing their environments so that transactions
are more adaptive. one of the goars of this orientation
is to help individuars and their environments overcome

obstacles that inhibit growth, d,evelopment, and adaptive
functioning. There is an emphasis on understanding all of
the transacting forces in a personrs 1Ífe and on

intervening in ways that pronote growth.

Competence

competence is a key concept of the ecological
perspective. Maluccio (1993) defines competence as rthe

network of skirls, knowledge, and talents that enable the
person to interact effectively with the environmenÈr (p.

140). competence is an attribute of the transaction
between the person and the environment,. The essence of
competence-oriented socíal work practice consists of
changing the person-environment transactions so as to
support and/or enhance the competence of individuals,
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famities and groups to deal effectively with the

environrnent. The perspective suggests that it is more

useful to view competence as a function of the

individualts transaction with the environment rather than

as an innate abilíty (Brown, 1981). The perspective of

ecological competence suggests sensitivity to the

importance of what is happening between peoplà and their

environments and the interplay between (a) the personrs

needs, qualities, and coping patterns and (b) the

properties of the impinging environment (Ma1uccio, 1981-).

Bro\"/n ( 19 81) asserts that the envíronment is a constant

source of negative reinforcement for competence amongi

women. Because vtomen are afforded less opportunity,

respect, resources and power than men, they often perceive

themselves as incompetent despite a high level of abilíty.

Competence in women is often negatively reinforced when it
becomes too vísible or threatening.

Maluccio (1981) suggests several themes that are the

essence of competence-oriented social work practice:

The view of human organisms as engaging in
ong'oing, dynamic transactions with their
environment and in a continuous process of growth
and adaptation.

The conception of people as ropen systemsr that
are spontaneously active and essentially
motivated to achieve competence in their coping
with 1ífe demands and environmental challenges.

The premise that varied environmental
opportunities and socía1 supports are necessary to
sustain and promote a human beingts efforts to
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grow, to achieve self-fulfillnent, and to
contribute to others.

The conviction that, appropriate supports should be
matched to the human beingts changing gualities
and needs in order to maximj.ze the development ofhis or her competence, identity, autonoily, andself-fu1fillnent.

(p. 10).

Problems or needs are not seen as specific weaknesses;
rrbehavior is not viewed as sick or v¡eIl but is defined as

transactional an outcome of reciprocal interactions
between specific social situatíons and the individualrl
(Ke11y, L973:538). The competence perspective suggests

that, there should be more emphasis on changing the
envíronment than on changing peopre (Maruccio, rgTg).

rn competence-oriented sociar work practice assessment

is reformurated as competence clarification. The process

is one of identifying and understanding the personrs or
personsr competence in dearing with the envíronment at a

particurar point in time. The overarl goar is to
understand the complexity of the person-environment

transaction, since this interface is the focal point of
intervention. Maluccío (199r) presents three nain areas

essential t,o this orientation¡

.What are thg unique capabilities, 
=Eills,attitudes, motivations and þotentialities of thåclient(s)? What are the particular areas ofcoping strengths? Which areal of competence needto be reinforced or supported?



c1ient,F cqping and adaptive patterns positively or
necratively . What are the cfiticaf
environrnental demands and challenges currently
confronting the client system? t{hat are thã
actual or potential supports available in the
environment in such areas as social networks?

What are the blocks, obstacles, and deficits
in Èhe environment that ínterfere with thepersonrs life processes and adaptive strivings?

ronment. How_ _ _ ____F __-É _-.J v.. ù _¿ v¡¡¡r.v¡¡ v . ¡¡vwnutritive is the environnent in retation to thepersonrs needs and qualities? That is, d.oes itcontain th9 ingredients necessary to support,nourish, and challenge the person? What snoüia ¡e
added or removed?, . . What is interfering withthe personrs ef fort,s to use existing resourcãs?

(p. t3 )

Maluccio (198r) also suggests.a redefinition of client
and practitioner roles and rerationships. The client
plays an active role in the helping process including
assessment, goar formulation and selection of interventive
strategies. The crientts active role enhances her/his
autonomy and competence. The rerationship is viewed as

two people working on a shared project. Each indivÍduaI
brings a speciar expertise to the task. Maruccio (t97g)
found in studying client perception of treatment that the
human gualities of the practitioner v¡ere valued more that
technicar skills. Germain (].979) asserts that there is a

need to denystify the phenomenon of rtreatmentt

general, and the client-practitioner relationship
particular.

1n

1n
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Our Àssumptive Wor1d

The concepts and processes discussed thus far focus on

change at the interface between individuaL and

environmental transactíons so as to ímprove the person-
environrnent fit. parkes (197r) asserts that rr($l)henever a

major change in state takes place the need arises for the
individuar to restructure his (sic) way of looking at the
world and his (sic) plans for living in it,., (p. Lo2). He

stat,es that the way in which an individuar copes with the
process of change is a crucial factor. changes in an

individualts life are deemed significant or insignificant
depending upon their influence on the assumptions which
the individual has made about the r'orld. Assumptions are
based on past experiences and. our assumptive world
includes everything v¡e know or think vre know (parkes,
r97r) - changes in our relationship with the environment
may impact on our expectations for the future and our
interpretation of the past. Resistance to change is to be
expected whenever that change reguÍred us to give up a

part of our assumptive worrd to r,¡hich we have become

accustomed- whenever a particular aspect of our
assumptive worrd is recognized as inhibiting growth and. we

are encouraged to glve it up, a painful 10ss can occur
that needs to be grieved. Restructuring our assumptive
world can be both a frightening and a growth-enhancing
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experience. The struggle that accompanies this process is

evident in the rntervention chapter of this report.

A FEMINTST APPROACH

Feminism and Social Work

One of the authorrs observations during her graduate

work lùas that certain approaches are considered more

credible, more sophisticated and apparently carry more

prestige than others. A second observation v¡as that,
generally speaking', when talkíng to many helping

professionals one hears a lot about their theories and

treatment modalities but little about how their training
experience, whether in a university setting a

mountainous retreat, has helped them to close the gap

between rthemr and rusr. The authorrs conclusion is that
maybe many of these helping professionals have made

personaÌ connections between their experÍences and those

of the individuals and groups they work with but feel that
to share thern might make them appear vulnerable or Inot

guite together enought to be doing therapy! If that is
the case, social work as a profession has much to learn
from a ferninist approach. ft also has much to learn from

a f emínist analysis of $¡omen t s oppression in a

patriarchal society. It is suggested here that,
comparatively, social work as a profession has found

itself in an oppressive position in a professional
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hierarchy of medicine, psychiatry, psychology, nursing and

social work. rt is írnportant that in atternpts to compete

in this hierarchy the vision is not lost. Rather than
suggest that women take on rnasculine defined roles so as

to be more powerful in society, feminists encourage v/omen

to value themselves as individuals who have personal and

collective strength. similarly, as social workers,
valuing our knowledge and skilr ín looking beyond. the
individual to societal causes and issues should remain

our domain. This perspective not onry helps in closing
the gap between rthem and usr but demonstrates that the
gap is often artificially created so we can feer hearthy.
Feninist therapy and sociar work ethics recognize the
irnpact soci-ety has in creating and. maintaining rnany of the
issues that are brought to counselling situations
(canadian Association of sociar workers code of Ethics,
1983; Feminist Therapy rnstitute Feminist Therapy Ethical
code I l-9g7). Feminist pride and conviction to feninist
principres has much to offer sociar work as a profession.
Thunder (1983) asserts:

Pride is thg s.ine qua non of fe¡ninisn pride inourselves, lndividually and colLect,ively, and thestrength t,o act and resist which grohrs o-ut of thatpride.

(p. 2I4)
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Feninist Beliefs
Feminisn is not simply an alternative varue system

but a profoundry different perspective on experience
itself (Greenspan, 1993). Feminism is a conmon berief
that rrr¡romen suffer systernatic sociar injustice because of
their sexrr, and therefore, Ít is essentiarry concerned

with rra type of injustice it wants to elininate rather
than with a group of people Ít wishes to benefiÈrt
(Radcliffe-Richards, 19go t]-7) . society has always been

characterized by donination of certain groups of people by
others. The donination of women by men has been a conmon

theme throughout history. This donination is reflected
in the social conditioning of men and $¡omen arong gender

lines and the creation of masculine and feminine traits
that are considered gender appropriate. Feninist
researchers have shown that differences in sex roles are
socialized, not innate and, therefore, can be changed

(Greenspan, 1993 ) . Feniniste ain to reqrralize the
opportunities of mares and femares to gain personal,
political, institutional and economic porarerr (pilalis &

Anderton, 1996:101). sociar conditioning on the basis of
sex-role stereotypes has led to the d,ifferential
treatmenÈ of r¡omen and men in society in general and in
the mental health system in particurar (sturdivant, tg8o).
This socialization has been detrimenÈa1 and oppressive
for women. Levine ( 1993 ) suggest,s that a form of
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bilingualism and bi-curturarisn exists between women and

men. women are treated as a ninority and, therefore, are
expected to adopt Èhe varues, observe the rules, and. share

the assumptions built into the ideology of the dominant

sex. The damaging ef fects of women r s irnposed. rninority-
group status and the function of sex-role expectations in
the etiology of !üomenrs mental illness are major concerns
for ferninist counserlors (sturdivant, 1980). Because

women are expected to abÍde by the rules of the dominant
sex they often experience the frustration of renaining
silent or censoring their statements or withhording their
ideas or their anger. Levine (1993) connects this
womenrs experience with the co¡nmon survivar stance of
oppressed groups. Feminists assert that ,v/omen need to
speak up to break some of the silence and isolation v¡hich

reinforce the personlessness of women, (Loewenstein,

1983:535) .

The feninist approach greq¡ out of a crit,ical analysis
of the sexism inherent in the theory and, practice of
helping professions (Levine, 19g3). women vrere

dissatisfied wlth sexist assumptions and measures of
therapeuÈic outcomes that stressed adjustment rather than
change. Feminist writers (Chesler , LgTZ; .penfo1d. 

&

walker, 1996) assert that the mental hearth system
functions to locate and contain within the individuar and

the family unit the d.istress and, dysfunction of our
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society. .â,s workers in the mental health system, we

exercise considerabre po$/er to either def ine vromen r s

experiences in terms consistent with the current societal
explanations or to allow women the povrer to define and

interpret their ovrn situations. Greenspan (r9g3) states
that therapists are in a unique positíon to alter a

womanrs experience, avrareness and understand.ing of herserf
and her world. rf we choose to ,ignore or minimize
problems arising from our social structures including the
difficulties, tensions, and stresses emanating from

womenrs role in socÍetyrt (penfold & Trralker, 19g6:rl) then
we need to seriously look at, the guality of the service we

are providíng. Many of the systems which we work in
discourage people from participating in social change and.

train people to focus on themserves as the source of their
life problems. This experience is particurarly har¡nful to
v¡omen whose problens are a nixed result of socÍal
oppression and individuar reaction (Mander & Rush, Lg74).

A Growth/Development Mode1

Femínist therapists believe t,hat psychological
problems are rooted in the conditions und.er which we rive
and in the experiences we have whíre growing up.
Feninists assert that we must shift our attention from the
individual person to the rore played by the environment
and the social/economic system in producing lifers
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probrems. rn her model for fernínist therapy, sturdivant,
(1980) gives priority to environmental interpretations of
etiology of psychologícal distress over intrapsychic
expranations. This shift in perspective has resulted in
what sturdivant caLls a growth/development rnoder of
therapy rather than the ilrness/remediation model of
traditional therapies. sociar and personal change, rather
than adjustment, are a primary goal of the helping
process. The sociar conformity goa1s, adopted by
radjustmentr moders of mentar health are rejected in
favour of goals representing personal self-definition and.

self-determination. Feminists believe that ind.ividuals
need to shape their identity by choosing rores and

adapting then to fit personar needs rather than by
accepting roles and rore definitions as they are
prescribed. Levíne (1983) writes:

By and large, sromen have found that helpers stressadjustnent rather than change; indiiiauai--"àtcollective or polítical sãtutions; personalpathology; weakness rather than strenglh; irr"psyche unrelated to economic and social házards inlromenrs lives; and the authority of male expertå,male management, and mare deciJion rnakers in andbeyond the home.

(p. 77 )

Levine (1983) asserts that "(T)he rnand.ate for feninist
counselling includes a healing processr ên educational
process and a polit,ical processfr (p . 79) . Loewenstein
(1983) suggests that all therapy is political and the
question is merely whose politicsl The feminist
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def inition of poliÈics is one I s relationship t,o pos¡er.

Every therapist, offers a v¡orrd view; the terms by which

one understands themselves and the world.

The therapist,rs very choice of words, (his) choiceof what to go after in therapy, what to analyze,what to stress and what to ignore; these are-arIpolitical acts laden with rneaning.

(Greenspan, J-983z27)

From this viewpoint, every therapy, directly or
indirectly, teaches the client something about the
politics of power. The focus on the polítical context of
personal experience is a crit,ical aspect of feminism.
Feminists berieve it is cruciar to make these attitudes
apparent. other therapeutic phil0sophies make these
connections but usually in practice the politics are lost
(Mander & Rush, L974).

Loewenstein (1993) presents a concise set of feninist
principles that are an excelrent starting point, when

beginning to work with women. Feminist therapists
encourage their crients to shop around; to take a consu,mer

approach to their counselling. clients are encouraged to
take an active part in settÍng goals and evaluating the
helping process. The values of the therapist must be made

explicit allowing the crient to accept or reject then
(sturdivant, rggo). This not only gives a message of
belief in oners competence to choose what is right for
her but also shows respect for the individual and al_lows
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her the right to say rno* t,o oners orientation.
Loev¡ensteinrs principles (p. 532) are as follows:

Probrems are . interpreted in a sociopolitical
f ramework without denying the inãiviauatsituation of a particular Ìiroman.

No particular sex-role expectaÈions are held up,but autonatic subnission to trad.itional sex ro1ãsis guestioned. There ís support and permissionfor both traditionar and nontraditiónat rifechoices.

Emphasis is on strength rather than pathology.
Potential sources of st,rength and pov/er,available lifestyles, and wayã of haviïg ãåimpact on oners own life are idãntified.
Traditional feminine assets of sensitivity andinterpersonal skirls are acknowredged, whir-e thàlearning of assertiveness and an analytic-rational approach to probrems is also encouráged,.

Encourag'ement. is given to the development of anindependent Ídentity that is not -definea i;relation to others.

Friendships r¡ith lromen are held to be asimportant and rife-enriching as relation=rr:-p=with men.

rnnediate action as well as long-term plannlng isreconmended.

open and honest confrontation both with thecounselror and the nomanrs significant others isencouragted. rt is to take the place of martyrdornand psychologica.l sabotage. irre expressioï oirage. .and- fury within the counserling- session isperrnitted and expected.

I{ork is considered a naturar aspecÈ of living andthe noman is helped to find sorne balance bef,weenwork and interpersonal relationships.
New ways of f illing tradit,ionar faroiliar rolescal Þç suggested wiÈh the goal of avoidingsubordinate positions in love relaÈionships

1.
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4.

6.
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Gilbert (1980) exprains that the two most irnportant
principles of a feninist approach are that the rpersonal

is politicalt and that the therapist-client relationship
is viewed as egaritarian. The separation of the internal
from the external Ís considered essentiar in feninist
therapy. In this process, the client learns to
differentiate between what she has been taught is socialry
acceptable from what night be actuarry appropriate for
her. The feninÍst therapist facilitates this process by

encouraging clients to evaruate the infruence of social
rores and norms on their personar experiences and to
consider the relationship ¡ei*een sociologicat and

psychologicar factors. The crient comes to understand the
role of society in shaping all individ.uals. This
validation of her experience as a v¡oman is ernpowering.

Many women, when they make this connection, realize that
the source of their serf-esteem has been largery external
and dependent upon the judgenent of others. À desirabre
outcome in the herping process ls a shift from reliance on

externar sources of self-esteem for varidation to a

personal serf-definition based on strengths and

capabilities.

The Role of the Feminist Therapist

Effective feminist therapists explore their values and

attitudes concerning women and make an ongoing commitrnent
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to confront tendencies to ¡naintain the status çtuo.

Gilbert (1980) states that given the vray r¡romen have been

socialized, societal changes are necessary before

significant improvements will occur j-n womenrs lives. Àn

emphasis on change rather than adjustnent is a conmon

theme. Feminist approaches respect and berieve in womenrs

ability to forge a beÈter life for themselves. The

therapeutic orientation is toward affirmation, ernpathy and

varidation of the female experience. A feninist therapist
will guide !,¡omen toward experi-ences that wilr enhance a

sense of autonomy, mastery and contror over their lives
(Loewenstein, 1983).

Personal Power and Empowerment

A feeling of personar poerer is often foreign to women

or it is obtained through such fragile external means as

physical aÈtractiveness and the ability to make others
feel good. A feninist approach encouragies women to
nurture themserves by flrst begínning to varue themselves

and other !,romen as women. Encouragement to accept support
and nurturance from other women is given. Assuming power

in oners life may bring up feelíngs of anger. Expression
of thaÈ anger is essentiar to the positive outcome of the
herping rerationship (cirbert, rggo). Arrowing $¡omen

clients to express their anger is a process that requires
the counsellor to feel confortable facilitating an
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experience that may be at once infuriating and

exhilarating for women. The expression of anger is a sign

of increasing strength (Greenspan, 1983). .A,nger is often
expressed about expected societal roles, existing
relationships that feer oppressive and rage at riving a

legacy of inferiority because she was born a woman.

Using a feminist approach necessitates a symmetrical

relationship between ourselves and our crients. A model

of equality rather than subordination provides a positive
moder for the clientrs other important rerationships
(Loewenstein, 1993). Greenspan (1993) asserts that when

inequality exists in the therapeutic relationship v¡omen

are positively reinforced to accept sociar domination in
the rest of their lives. Femínlst therapists feel free to
make the connections between their personar experiences

and those of the women who seek their help. The

commonarity between the two vromen makes understanding and

working together a naturar part of the helping process

(Levine, 1993). rt is however, irnportant to acknowledge

that therapy cannot be a totalry equal relationship. The

focus is arways on the crient. Greenspan (1983) rnakes the
point that because only the clientrs transference, and not
the Èherapistts, 1s examíned, there exists an inherently
unequal power relationship.

self-disclosure of the therapistrs experience as a

woman in our society helps the client to validate her
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experiences (ciIbert, 1980). Greenspan (1983) suggests

that there is nothing more inherently neutral or
professional about emotional distance than there is about

emotionar connection. she explains that tt(E)motional

give-and-take is a distinctively female style in our

culture . rr (p. 28). She asserts that tt(T)raditional

therapists seem unabre to distinguish between sharing
oneself as a person and exploiting . il (p. 2g). Self-
dísclosure is a powerful toor when used appropriately.
The client can learn about, herself through the
therapistsrs feelings and responses to her. The skill
lies in revearing oneself without taking the focus ar¡ray

from the client. Loewenstein (1983) cautions that
feninist therapists be a!,rare of the danger of the ryes, I
know how it isrr syndrome which can brock purposefur work.

she affirms that rroveridentification might arso read to
prernature reassurance (indlrect reassurance of self) and

fear of exploring some of the more frighteníng aspects of
certain experiences such as rape or incestil (p. 541).

Mander and Rush (L974) emphasize that "while it is
inportant to share oneself with others it is egually
Írnportant not to usurp the other personfs experience with
oners or^rnrr (p. 16). rt is crucial that the therapist know

who she is. Greenspan (1983) declares that " (T)he

therapist who is not willing or abre to face her own

ghosts, to know her own strengths and weaknesses and to
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understand what in a clientts story triggers her oern

feelings, is a therapist severely harnpered in her workrl

(p. 243) .

Modeling the ability to recognize and articulate oners

feelings encourages the client to do the same. This can

occur through self-disclosure, empathy and compassion.

When a therapist expresses ernpathy where a clientrs pain

touches her own it, lets the client know that the therapist
has learned from a similar experience (Greenspan, l9g3).
Feminist therapists appreciate the cruciar importance of
compassion. compassion trgrovrs out of a deep experience of
connection to othersr âD experience of what binds us

together as persons in a sínilar social and human-

conditiontt (Greenspan, 1983 2337). Compassion is a

respectful opening to the other person and a knowledge

about the sources of suffering. A feninist therapist
assumes that the crient is the rexpertr on her feelings
and experiences. The therapist and client work toward

increased client autonorny through validating experiences

and perceptions. An expectation of competence and

personal power reverses the usual socialj.zation process in
which !,romen are taught to be passive, dependent and.

íncompetent. Trusting her own decision-rnaking and

problen-solving skills and refusing to arlow others to
make decisions for her is one of the most significant
gains v¡omen can make in the helping process (sturdivant,
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1980) . Women can feel comfortable asserting I'Whatrs right
for me is what I determine is right for mert. Loewenstein

(1983) asserts that women need a sense of mastery and

competence so that the víew of r^/omen as passive,

defective, powerless and helpless can be rejected with
confidence. The belief in a feminist approach is that
crients know more about their probtems and the effects
than do the therapists whose help they seek. This makes

the feminÍst approach a consumer product whereby the

clientrs goals are served, not the therapistrs. Feminist
therapists share their skirrs with their c1íents, rather
than impress with them.

Levíne (1983) notes that tcontemporary professionarism

places the emphasis on personal weakness, faulty
communication, defective personality, family rerationships
and, ultimatery, on change at the personar rever alonerl

(p. 8t). she suggests that a ferninist approach rifts the
burden of brame, guilt and individual responsÍbirity from

vromen. she perceives v/omen as scapegoats in our society
and a feminist approach as a way to change this injustice
in their lives both individually and. cotlectively. The

symptoms that $romen bring to therapy are the indivÍdual
manifestations of vromenrs collective problems. Feeling
powerful for h¡omen must be connected to sociar reality
(Greenspan, 1983). Feeling powerful as a psychological
state of mind but not as a social fact is fleeting at
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best. Helping our clients to understand themserves in
relation to the world makes ferninist therapy an

empowering experience. Ifomen in feninist therapy develop
a strong consciousness of the sociar roots of their
emotional pain. Fernínist therapists asserÈ that without
such an av/areness it is irnpossible for qromen to gain a

fuIl sense of theír individual and corlective por,rer.

FEMINTST GROUP THERÀPY

Feninist principres strongly infruenced the ¡novement

in the 1970rs to consciousness-raising (cR) groups that
fostered a sense of womenrs commonalities and. encouraged.

collective support and strength. rt v¡as in these groups

that v¡omen began to share ,feelings of powerlessness and

rage, of frustration and underdevelopment, and a sense of
themselves as less than whole peoplerf (Eichenbaum &

orbach, 1993:3). sharing with other hromen and recognizing
the commonalities of their experiences in a sexist
society allowed women to charlenge hannfur sex rore
socialization. Fe¡ninists were concerned that in
traditional group settings, women continued to be

encouraged to focus on intrapsychic or interpersonal_
interpretation of their problems rather than a social,
politicar or econonic interpretation (Burden & Gottlieb,
1987) . By the 19g0!s there lras rra shift from groups
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focusing prinarily on ínterpersonar issues to groups

organized around specific problern areasrr (Johnson,

1987:15) . The feminist infruence on traditional
therapeutic approaches Ied to the growth of groups for
rape victins, incest survivors and battered women and

legitimized the therapeutic value of sharing the
psychological trauma of these experÍences.

Feminist oriented groups are distinctly d.ifferent from
traditionat therapy groups in terms of rgroup d.eveloprnent,

goals and structure, leadership dimensions, interpersonal
relations and cornmunication patterns, ($iarker, 19g7:4) .

Group Development

rn feninist oriented groups there are no covert
agendas. The facilitator makes the process explicit from
the beginning by discussing the objectives and rnotivatj_ons
of the group and sharing with members what they can

expect. The group is encouraged to determine the
structure and content of the sessions and to provide
ongoing feedback throughout the duration of the group
(Gottlleb et êr., 1983). Feminist groups strive ,to
combine subject,ive feeling and thínking with objective
analysis thus directing vromen to investigate the role
position of women in society, (I{alker, L9B7 z 4) . À

f eninisÈ approach to group work empo!,rers women by
providing a resocialization process that gives us the
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right to be nurtured as welr as to nurture and helps

distinguish between the personal and. political sources

our difficult,ies (Burden & GotÈIieb, 1987).

Goals and Structure

Ferninist groups are rnot viewed as a corrective
experience but raÈher as a process of personal g'rowthrr

(Kravetz I r9B7:56). Ernotional support is valued as much

as personal problem-solving or change. Exploration of the
socía1 determinants of personar problems is encourag,ed

rather than ernphasizing solely interpersonal issues.
Traditionar therapy groups focus on the individuar and are
adjustment-oriented. Kravetz (1987) exprains that the
rrgoals of traditional psychotherapy include changing
individuar attitudes, behaviors and, enot,ionar states that
are assumed to be deviant, sick, or maradaptive, (p. 55).
Treatment is focused on recovery from illness, nodifying
problenatic behavior, gaining insight and, discovering the
underlying causes of symptoms. By contrast, fernj_nist
groups find their framework for analysis in institutional
st,ructures and social norms as well as individual
attitudes and behaviors. Feminist groups help us to
understand and deal with personar problems in the context
of living in a patriarchial society.

US

of
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Leadership Dimensions

An important attribute of feminist giroups i-s the
príority placed on reducing the pov¡er d.if ferential
between the group facilitator and the group members. The

faciritator encourages an awareness of the impact of
lr¡omenrs place in a sexist society and faciritates the
development of skills to counteract the negative impact of
our socialization. Because the facilitator shares the
same sex-rol-e socialization as the group members, self-
disclosure and rore moderling are ímportant strategies for
empowering the v/omen in the group. The reader is a

resource person and a consultant but she is also a v/oman

who shares many commonarities with each of the group

members.

Interpersonal Relations

Feminist groups emphasize the deveropment of trusting,
caring, close femare relationships (?üalker, 1987). Àn

atmosphere of co-operation and affiliation is encouraged.

and varued. rmproved relationshíps and a sense of
soli-darity with other women is often an outcome of
fernj-nist oriented groups. Altruism consisting of support,
suggestions and empathy ís reinforced in femínist g.roups.

Hotelling (1987) states rfartruism arlows members to care
for and to be connected to others.. (p . 246) . ciltígan
(:--982) asserts that altruÍsm, connected.ness and
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affiliation are Ímportant dimensions of our identities
which need to be valued.

Communication Patterns

studies reveal that womenrs groups appear to be more

conducive to the expression of anger as members are not
uncomfortable or threatened by verbal and emotional
outbursÈs (Ha1as, 1973; Kirsh, I974; Wolman, Lg76).

Kravetz (1987) states that anger and dissatisfaction are
viewed as sympt,oms in traditionar therapy but as

desirabre and encouraged outcomes in feninist oriented
groups. l,Iomen are encouraged to focus on their unigue
identities separate from their prirnary roles and

relationships.
rn this group atmosphere r¡omen can come to know and

trust other women and understand how our stereotyped
socíalization can lead to doubts about our competencies

and abillties. A larger societal view can change the
notion of indivíduar inadequacy and failure (Gottlieb et
41., 1983). Each tine a woman encouragies and supports
another group menber she is reinforcing her own

deternination.
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CHÀPTER 3 - INTERVENTION

Introduction

rn a search to find a therapeutic aroup work approach
f or working with vromen with bod.y image concerns,
specifically women with anorexia nervosa and./or bulirnia,
the author discovered that existing approaches did. not fit
with her beliefs about group work and her understanding of
body inage concerns. The literature suggested, for the
most part, highly structured groups with an emphasis on

alleviating body inage distortion. while this is a

desirable outcome, it also was clear to the author that
distorted womenrs bodies are presented to us daily as role
models and as a smalr, but significant piece of success in
this world. Àddressing body image concerns with a group
of v/omen with eating d,isorders theref ore, became a

challenge. I{hile the ecorogical perspective provided a

fresh approach to assessment with íts focus on strengths
and competence, it also read the author to ask many

questions. How do ne as women achíeve reciprocity'with an

environment that is hostire towards us by narrowry
defining how we should look, what we should strive for and
what vre should realist,ically expect to achieve? How can
we achieve competence and feel competent in an environment
that limits our opportunities for power and respect? The

INTEGR.ATTNG À FEMTNIST APPROACH WTTH
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authorrs perspective as a ferninist provided a knowledge

base with v¡hich to begin to cons j.der and. critically
analyze eating disorders and $¡omenrs body image concerns

as an attempt at eguilÍbriurn with an environment replete
with contradictory messages. The difference between the
fashionably thin woman, her thinking and. her actions and

the eating disordered lmentalry ilr r woman, her thinking
and her actions is not always as evident as Ì.re like to
believe. rt vras a feninist analysis of competence-

oriented social work practice that helped the author gain
a deeper understanding of the struggle of vromen wíth
eating disorders. For a woman to fit with todayrs
physical and social environnent and to be perceived as

competent Ís to be a woman who is preoccupied with diet,
fitness and fashion. she may achieve a rgood, fitr by

societyts standards but not in a way that is reciprocal.
she will be disillusioned that the environment did not
yield what it promised should she achieve the thin ideal_.
lfhat, she has given to the environment in the sray of a

stereotypical ideal is not reciprocated. with the promised

successes. The guestion $re must ask is, can lJomen ever
achieve goodness-of-fit given environmental demands that
far exceed what is healthy for us? Good,ness-of-fit might,
in reality, be the achlevernent of those women who are abre
to disregard many of the environmental demands we are
confronted with on a daily basis!
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rn this anarysis the main concepts of the ecological
perspective, as presented in the review of the lÍterature,
will be critiqued from a feninist approach and in the
context of eating disorders and. womenrs body irnage

concerns. This anarysis provided the author with a

framer¡rork for intervention. The concept of reciprocity in
transactions with the physicar and sociar environments,
the concept of reciprocitv in adaptation to achieve
goodness-of-fit with the environment and. the concept of
reciprocity in the achievement of competence wirL be

guestioned because of the very assumption that recíprocity
exists or thaÈ the environment necessarily strives for
that equilibriun.

Germain (1993), as noted in the review of the
ecological perspective, asserts that throughout their
lives people continualry shape Èheir environments and are
shaped by thenr. she suggests a reciprocal quarity to this
person-envíronment relationship,,r(I{)hen the transactions
go weIl, the fit is good that is, peoplers growth,
hearth, and socíal functioning bring personal and social
sat,isfaction within the gi.ven culturar group, and the
environmentrs capacity to support growth, health, and

social functioning is protected, and prornoted,r (Gernain,
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1983:116). Although Gernain (L979, t9B3) concedes that
goodness-of-fit is never fu1ly achieved because of
continuar internar and external changes, she impries that
reciprocity from the environment is forthcorning without
adeguatery addressing whether what the envj_ronment gives
back or offers ís hearthy. she explains that poor fit
causes stress and that unnitigated stress reduces the fit.
coping responses to stress are thought of as efforts to
restore a previous lever of fit or to improve upon it.
rt is suggested in this report that if the degree of fit
with the environment is the issue then we must criticalry
look at the environment with which we are atternpting a
rgood fitt. Gaining a more realistic understandÍng and

assessment of our environment can permit, encourage and

foster the ability to reject some of the powerful
environmental forces we are confronted with on a daily
basis . Krein (L97 6) states that r' (w) hat is good for
society must, be good for the r¡romen is unhealthy from the
feninist viewpointrr (Sturdivant, IggO: 164) .

rt is suggested in this report, that more therapeuÈic
time should be put into recognition of the realÍty of
unrealistic environmentar denands that are placed on

v¡omen. The question then becomes one of whether the
improved transaction between person (wonan) and

envj-ronment should be a confident rejection of what we

receive frorn the environment in the guise of reciprocity?
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our physical and social environments bombard. us with the
message that thinness will be rewarded with personar and

professional success and that adaptation to societyrs
demands will- reward us with being perceived as competent.

As vromen !,¡e will not IikeIy be free of the stress that
comes out of the ideals for women that vre are presented

with, but we can reach a place of being confíd.ent that we

do not need to buy the message or the product! By re-
examining sex role stereotypes and defining for ourselves
what our ideal self might look and feel rike, wê can begin
to see ourserves as attractive regardless of whether v/e

measure up to societar standards of beauty. A feminist
approach can provide an opportunity for $¡omen to define
I beauty I and rsuccesst in v¡ays that f ít with our
experience and knowredge. Fe¡ninist ideorogy is reflected
in the assumption that the female sex role itself will
generate ernot,ional conflict (sturdivant, 19Bo) . conflict
occurs on two levers; the internar (psychological) and the
external (sociocurtural) . Traditionar therapy has always

felt most comfortable inten¡ening at the first level - the
psychologicar. Feminists argue for the necessity to also
consider the second IeveI the political or
socioculturar. Earnhart (r976) suggests, r'(r)t is this
process of sortíng out the personar from the politicar and

most irnportantly encouraging the realization of the
politÍcal implications of the personal problerns of women
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that is a rnajor hallmark of fe¡¡inist therapy" (Sturdivant,

1980:78). creenspan (1983) convincingly argues that
r,'romenrs emotional problems could be viewed as unconscious

attempts both to adapt to and rebel against the unhealthy

psychosocial sítuation of being female in a male dominated

environment. The author suggests that v¡omen with anorexia

nervosa and/or burimia express both an adaptation Èo fit
with the physical and social environment as it is
presented to us, as werr as a rebellion in the rearization
that they are living representations of the paradox of the

environmental message. Thinness is applauded, however, if
a woman takes the environmental nessage to an extreme she

is labeIled deviant. The nebulous point along the
continuum where a woman is no longer highly valued, but

rather, rmentally iIl t is very unclear. Feminists have

argued that women create symptorns that manifest our

rebellions without openly declaring them (chesrer, tgTzì

Greenspan, 1983). ft is suggested that women have

converted their anger at the narrowly deflned rore of
fenininity into symptoms that allow us to be fe¡rinine and

to rebel against femininity at the same time. It is
argued here that the anorexic noman openly declares her

rebellion her body carries the message. rf ne rook

around the environment and do not see ourselves refrected
in it we learn to feel marginal and unimportant and.

recognize our powerressness. The anorexic or bulinic
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vroman in her desire to have some power atternpts to be

reflected in and a reflection of the envíronment by

internalizÍng the environmentrs message to women about how

to be powerful and noticed be thin = attractive =

success. The self, ât least, appears to be under our

control, the social world certainly does not. The message

r^/e receive, however, ís that if v¡e respond to
environmental demands we will be graciously rewarded. The

woman with an eatíng disorder needs to know, if she does

not, already, that she has been duped. In her relentless
guest for the rewards of thinness she may be labelled,
even punished, with a ment,al illness Iabel. Removal from

her social environment to the social envi-ronment of an

institution ís often the outcome of her desperate attempt

to rfitr. Hospitalization not only puts her assumptive

world into guestion but also reguires t,ransaction with a

totally new set of environmental demands. As discussed in
the review of the ecological perspective, giving up

beliefs and assumptions about, how $¡omen can achieve

competence in this society is difficult when we are

socialized that thinness will gíve us power in our lives.

Adaptation to Àchieve Goodness-of-Fit - Reciprocity or
Conforrnitv

If as women $¡e attempt to respond to environrnental

demands to achieve a tgood fitt and thereby reduce stress
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we may be fooleo as ultimate conformity to the

environmental messages leads to stress more serious than
that which results from disregarding the demands of the
environment. rn an attempt to respond and achieve the
uItÍmate f it, women risk rmental irlnessr (anorexj_a

nervosa, bulimia). Loewenstein (1983) states that the
expectations on women make us feet rrdeficient, inadeguate,
and uniguely responsÍbIe for not measur5-ngi up to the
various unrearistic curtural ideals . Learning to rove
herself becomes a r¡¡omanrs lifelong struggre', (p. 53r) .

The woman with anorexía nervosa and./or bulimia is proof of
that very struggle. Attempting to adapt to cultural_
ideals and environmental expectations can read to serious
health problems, even death. rt is ironic that the
goodness-of-fit is within our grasp, but once held, we are
no longer healthy.

Da1ly and Gomez (1990) suggest that perhaps bright
and tenacious T¡tomen are those who are best at dieting and

are most likery to accuratery perceive potentiar curtural
rewards for an attractive appearance. smead (1983)

suggests that it may actually be the strengths and

capabilites of these women that are causar factors in them

becoming anorexic or bulimic. when these same women are
labelled as eatinq disordered by the mental hearth system,
the suggestion is that something about these individuals
has to be changed. Ryan (tg7r) explains that when this
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happens, brame for difficurties and responsibirity for
change shifts from the larger society to the victims of
that society. The author asserts that the woman with
anorexia nen/osa or bulinia is represent,ative of an

individualrs attenpt at adapting to a thin crazed,, body

pre-occupied society. The irony is in her achieving the
ultimate adaptation to societyrs message she is rabelled.
mentally i11. A social problem is defined as individual
pathology.

Competence - Reciprocity and rMental fllnessl
A societyts definition of competence or effective

interaction with an environment reflects the predominant

varues of that curture (Brown, r9g1). Brown suggests that
a society which tends to rplace a high value on the things
nen do and the roles they play and to devarue fernare roles
and skills can expect, to produce more men than v¡omen who

are or perceive thenserves as competentrr (p. 2r4). rt is
important that as therapists tre are sensÍtive to the
connection between a womanrs perceived lack of competence

in rerat,lng to the environment and the rimited
opportunities that are avairable for power, respect and

contror over our lives and the choices we make. rn our
society being perceived as conpetent and deserving of a

reciprocal relationship r¡ith the environment suggests the
following equation: competent, wonan = thin = attractive =
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successful = environment reciprocates (rewards) with
cornpetent man = fit = attractive = successful = happiness.

women with eating disorders are testimony to the fact that
this eguation is false they reciprocated with what the
environment demanded of theur but they were not/are not
rewardedi on the contrary, they are punishedi they are

sick. The few $¡omen who do prove the equation true are

held up as role models for the rest of us. They often
have careers that reguire then to rnaintain the thin id.eal

rest they jeopardize their rivelihood. They arso spend

countless hours rnaint,aining their body shape and when we

see them photographed they are aii-brushed and made up.

The literature on competence-oriented social work

practÍce suggests that a sense of competence emerg'es from

the transaction between the person and their environment.
women often perceive themselves as incornpetent despite a

high level of ability and input into the environment. The

unrearistic and damaging expectations of the environment
promote feelings of lnsecurity and incompetence in women.

Maluccio (1983) suggests that in our transactions with
the envlronment we struggre to maintaÍn a dynamic

equilibriun while facing charrenges to be .competent,
strivÍng human beings. l{e must ask ourselves if women can

or should achieve thís eguiribriun in view of the
environmental demands - vromenrs input into the envíronment

far exceeds the returns personalry and professionarly.
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can we achieve competence or goodness-of-fit when

environmentar demands exceed what is healthy for us? rs
goodness-of-fit achieved by those $/omen with the
confidence and social supports to disregard or at least
guestion environmental- denands? rs the anorexic or
burinic hroman rnaladaptive or the urtimate in adapting,.
incompetent or highly competent; deviant or the ultimate
conformisÈ?

The body inage group described in this chapter
answered many questi-ons raised in this analysis. what to
this point has been an academic discussion became a very
personal exploration into the lives of the v/omen in the
group. The authorrs (facilitatorrs) comments in the
latter part of this chapter wirr refer to this anarysis in
highlighting the understanding of the group me¡nbers of
their rfitt with the environment.

THE SETTTNG

The site of the practicum experience $ras the Eating
Disorders clinic at the Health sciences centre in
I{innipeg, Manitoba. À six month placement from Jury r9B5

to December 19gs $¡as negotiated with Dr. pierre Leichner,
the psychiatrist at the clinic at that time and Daryl
Johnston, a nurse therapist at, the clinic. The clinic
offers both outpatient and inpatient services and

continues to have a waiting list of up to four months.
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The program is the only one of its kind in Manitoba and

out-of-province referral ís not unconrmon. Dr. Leichner
and Daryl Johnston rirere both founding mernbers of The

Anorexia Nervosa and Burirnia Foundation of canada (ANÀB)

in 1983. The Foundation was formed. rto provi_de interirn
assistance in the form of ed.ucation and. self-help and

support groups for both sufferers and their families, who

are at times equally confused about the behaviours
exhibited in an eating d.isorder such as anorexia or
bulirniatr (The Deveropment of the Anorexia Nervosa and

Bulinia Foundation of canada, 19g3:2). Lengthy waiting
lists at the clÍnic and rong periods of recovery as werl
as the need for community awareness of eating dísorders
vrere arso cited as reasons for the development of ANAB.

rndividuals referred to the Eating Disorders clinic
are initially interviewed through the outpatient program.

The DSM rrr criteria as outlined in the literature review
is used as a diagnosti-c toor. standardized measures
(Eating At,titude Test EAT and the Eating Disorders
rnventory EDr) are administered as part of the
assessment procedures. A decision is made regarding
rrhether the individuar Is physical and menÈal health
necessitates hospitalization and the philosophy of the
program is shared with the individual and. herlhis farnily.
The average length of stay in the inpatient program is
three to four rnonths.
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The Eating Disorders clinic Manual (1984) for the
inpatient program describes the services it offers as

follows: *

:INOTE: The descrÍption of the inpatient program istaken verbatirn from The Eating oisoraerJ clinic
Manua1 (1984). The therapeútic fanguagå andapproach, therefore, does not refrect thac whichis presented in this practicun report.

Goals

Tg accompl.ísh thorough and accurate evaruation,
9i.gnostic formulation and therapeuticintervention for patients with anorexia iervosa
and bulimia, utilizing an Ínpatient set,ting.
Obj ectives

1. to a.ssess physical, psychological andfunctional status of patients refeired. to theunit;
2. to set _ up . appropriate t,reatment programstaíIored to individual needs.

3. to utilize individual, group and. fanilytherapy technigues in the treaLrnent of thesäpatients;

4. to utilize a.ppropriate behaviour-cognitÍve
therapy technigues to help patients õorrectnaladaptive eating behavíouis and concerns
about food and body image;

5. to educate patients regarding nutrition andexercise and communication paÈterns;

6. to provide appropriate discharge planning;
7. to gather information regarding thesedisorãers for research purpo="É.

The format of the program includes:
two group therapy sessions per day.

assignment of a prinary therapist for individualpsychotherapy and co-ordination of care.
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i¡nmediate attention to any outstand.ing ¡redicalproblens and to nutrition by providing mealtrays.
weekly. contract meetings with the psychiatrist
co-ordinating the program and other menbers ofthe treatment team. contract rneetings incrude adiscussion of progress, the program, problems,
goal weight and reinforce the need- for anindividualized approach.

a re_guired weight gain of L. O kilograms per weekuntil goal weight is achieved.

The purpose of daily group psychotherapy is to provid.e
an opportunity for patients to practlêe and improvetheir interpersonar skilrs and to gain insight intoindividual and group psychodynarnics . trre obl ectives
are:

1. To help members achieve a clearer recognition oftheir maladaptive social behaviors and- begin toalter these behaviors.

2. to help members achieve an avrareness of
conf licts or rnotives underlying maladaptivesocial behaviours.

3. to help members achieve readiness for outpatienttherapy by gaining an enhanced ability tó enterinto a therapeutic alliance.
[ask-oriented groups are also offered twice per weekfor one hour. The objective of these groufs is tofacilitate the rearning of effective coling skilrs.serf-awareness exercíses, assertiveness Lralning andtransactional_ analysis concepts are utirized as viaysto explore alternative ways of approaching real-liiesituat,ions.

(Eating Disorders Clinic Manual, 1994)

The Eating Disorders clinic utilizes a team approach

to treatment. staff from dietetics, occupational therapy,
physiotherapy and pharmacy work with psychiatry and

nursing as part of the treatnent team. A sociar worker
was available to the ward for consultation but appeared to
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be rninirnally Ínvorved during the authorrs six month

duration at the crinic. sociar workers from outpatient
psychiatry vrere available for family therapy consultation.

Pre-Group Preparation

The body inage group was offered in the third month of
the authorrs (group facilitator) six month placement at
the Eating Disorders clinic. An ropenr format was used as

the potentiar for discharge and admission to the ward. was

a reality during the ten week duration of the group. six
v¡omen vrere on the inpatient ward at the time that the
group vras inítiated; a seventh hroman joined the group

following admission during the week of the fourth session
and one group member was discharged aft,er attendance at
the seventh session. The group facilitator met with each

of the vromen prior to the firsÈ group session to define
the purpose, the feminist philosophy of the group and the
themes to be explored, and, to reguest that each woman

come to the group having done some preliminary thinking
about her personar goals. common concerns about womenrs

body image nere also discussed at, that tine. All six
$¡omen knew the group facilÍtator from previolrs contact
through her peri.odic co-faciritation of psychotherapy

groups, attendance at contract meetings, some individual
counselling and overarl visibility on the ward as a team

member of the Eating Disorders clinic for the duration of
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the practicum experience. The woman who v¡as adnitted to
the hospital during the fourth week of the group, came as

a result of encouragement from other group members. The

facilitator had not previously met her. The group ran for
ten weeks with two hour evening sessions once per week.

Feedback from group rnembers regarding format and. process

t¡as ongoing and encouraged throughout the duration of the
group. An evaluation guestionnaire was handed out
following the tenth session.

The Clientsrt
*Names and some of the clrcumstances have been alteredfor reasons of confidentiality. Limited informationis provided to protect identity.

Maluccio I s (1981) assessment format based on

competence clarification, as outlined in the literature
review, v/as used to help the group faciritator und.erstand

the competence and strength of each of the seven women who

participated in the body irnage group. The information
provided on each of the lromen was gathered. during the pre-
group interviews.

Francis

Francis was a fifteen year ord who was admitted to the
inpatient ward with anorexia nervosa and periodic episodes

of binging and purging through vomiting.
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Francisrs first admission to the unit and first tine in
treatment for an eating disorder. The onset of anorexia

nervosa had been recent; within the previous six months.

she $¡as an athletic young r/oman who excerred in school

sports. she r¡¡ourd rigorously exercise by briskry walking
in the hospital corridors and tunnels whenever she had the
opportunity. Francis identified herserf as fat and

wanting to achieve a toned, werl-shaped muscurar body.

she was hospitalized throughout the sunmer and attended
schoor from the hospital in the falr. one of the
environmental demands confronting Francis was a feeling of
conpetition with her mother. she stated that her mother

hras always dieting and wanting to fit into her clothes.
Francis was determined to stay srnaller than her mother.
Francis came from a young', wealthy family that hras

adeguately able to support and nourish her. During the
pre-group interview, she shared with the group facilitator
that she wourd feel roddt being the only adolescent in the
group, but that she would attend.

Monica

Monica was a twenty-three year old woman admitted. to
the Eating Disorders clinic wlth anorexia nervosa and

periodic episodes of binging and purging through vorniting.
she had been treated on an outpatient basÍs Ín another
province prior t,o this adnission. Monica identified the
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onset of her anorexia nervosa as the result of having been

a chronic dieter who vras never satisfied with her body

shape and size. Monicars identified coping strength rras

in many r/ìrays a charlenge nol¡. she had taken pride in
being on her onn and supporting herself since she was

nineteen, but was now feeling she courd use some support

when she returned home. she !¡as also concerned that her
work environment, a large impersonal setting, wourd not be

helpful to her in dealing with çrestions about her lengthy
absence. During the pre-group interview, she shared

feeling rterrorr at the thought of some of the planned

group exercíses, especially body tracing and vid.eo tape

revíewing, but that she !,ras willing to give it a try as

she knew her body perception was a major issue.

Rhonda

Rhonda was being seen on an outpatient basis at the
Eating Disorders clinic for anorexj.a nervosa prior to her
admission to the hospital. she qras an eighteen year old
who had severar hospit,ar adnissions from the tine that she

vras fifteen years oId. Rhonda r¡as at a tine of transition
in her life. The environmental dernands and challenges

that Rhonda $ras confronted with were her guestioning of
her strict farnily upbringing and the values that she had

adopt,ed. Her home environrnent was no longer nutritive in
relation to her needs. rt no longer chalrenged her,
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although it courd support her bas j-c requiremeirts. she was

seen by the hospital staff as rebelring in a way that was

healthy for her. she was beginning to recognize her right
to basic needs, for example, food and clothing, and. rÁras

realízing that she did not need to deny herself the right
to feel good. She welcomed the body image group as

another rn/ay to I treat hersetf good I and. learn to-

appreciate her body.

Nancy

Nancy r^/as a twenty-four year old woman who v/as

adnj-tted to the hospital with burinia. This ü/as Nancyrs

first time in treatment. she id.entified herserf as always

having been unhappy with her appearance. Nancy v¡orked

fuII time and fert guilty that she d.id not have more tine
to spend with her daughter. Nancy was a single parent who

had coped through some díffÍcurt financial periods with
her daughter. she had very supportíve parents who were

often available to her for chird care. Her employer v/as

also part of her support network. He was ar¡rare of Nancyrs

hospitalization and was respectful of her need. for
confidentiality. she r¡/as very keen on attending the body

image group as she identified her perception of her body

as the main preoccupation in her life. she shared that
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food !,¡as a comfort v¡hen she Ì,ras loneIy but an enemy the
rest of the ti¡oe.

Barb

Barb was a twenty-four year ord woman who had been

previously hospitalized ¡¡¡ith anorexia nervosa, depression
and self-mutilating behaviors. she kept to herserf on

the ward, often choosing to express her thoughts and

feelings through poetry. while a sense of kinship seemed

to evoLve with the women who vrere hospit,alized for eating
disorders, Barb choose to remain isorated. Barb shared

her book of poetry with the group facilitator. Her coping
abilities were poignantly expressed. on paper. The

characteristics of her environment that negativery
irnpacted on her v¡ere also recorded. she expressed rnever

feeling a fitt with her home environment and never feeling
that it could meet her needs. During the pre-group
interview, she shared apprehension and anxiety about
attending the group. she stated that she sras reticent
because talking in front of others rparalyzedr her.

Bonnie

Bonnie was a thirty-nine year old woman adnitted with
bulinia. This nas her first tine being treated for an

eating disorder and acceptance of this fact vras very
difficult for her. she choose to refer to her rintestinal
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and stomach problemsr which lead to some alienation frorn

the other r¡/omen on the ward with anorexia nervosa and

bulimia. She was a single, divorced woman who described

herself as very alone and lonery. Bonnie shared that she

no longer felt a challenge in her environment. At work

she fel-t stifled and bored and in her home environment she

was lonery. she had lost a very close woman 
- friend

through a tragÍc death that continued to have a profound

effect on her, even though the loss had occurred. two

years previously. She expressed interest Ín the group

stating her body irnage had always been an issue for her.

Michelle

Michelle v/as a thirty-five year ord woman admitted to
the hospital with butinia. she stated that she had been

anorexic four years previous to this adrnission, however,

she had not been treated. Michelre had been marríed
twice and had one teenage son. she fert rike she had

wasted rife to this point and was determined to make

positive chang'es for the future. she stated she became

bulimic following her bout with anorexia nervosa because
rtlife vrasnrt any better when r was skinny, so r had. to get
fat to build a walI; r v¡as so vulnerable,. Michelre
shared in the pre-group interview that she had. a deep

hatred for her body and that overcoming this was her main

challenge. she often had visions of cutting off pieces of
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flesh. Michelle was a highly notivated woman who also

demonst,rated genuine caring and concern for the other

women on the ward. she stated that an environmental

obstacle for her at that tirne was a partner that was not
as supportive as she had hoped he wourd be. she also had

financíal demands that often burdened. her thoughts. she

welcomed the philosophy and purpose of the group and was

eager to attend.

BODY TMAGE GROUP

Introduction

The forrnat for each of the body irnage group sessions

was pranned by the group facilitator with enough

flexibility to allow group members to introd.uce issues or
exercises that they felt wourd be helpful. An explanation
of the processr ês it transpired, wilr be provided through
the group facilitatorrs perspective and through guotations
from, and the summarized comments of, the rüomen in the
group. The group sessions v¡ere record.ed on video tape so

the group members could review the sessions as part of the
body i.mage group experience. The video tapes $¡ere also
reviewed extensively by the facilitator in the preparation
for, and writing of, this report.

The integration of a ferninist approach and an

ecological perspective is evident in what vras considered
pertinent for each of the ten sessions, how the group was
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organized and how it evolved. A ferninist approach to
working with the women in the body image group allowed the
facilitator the opportunity to participate and contribute
as a woman who could relate to the shared feelings of the
group. The ecological perspective, with its commitment

to environmental factors that impact on individualrs
lives, \^/as valuabre in providing a frarnework around which
to organize the sessions. The first three sessions
focused on our personal experiences and. awareness of our
bodies and ourserves. The thÍrd and fourth sessions moved

to a focus on farnily infruences and our sociarization as

hromen. The sixth and seventh sessions arlowed for a

return to dealing with the personal issues of how we

express power. Learning to appreciate and. enjoy our
bodies through the experience of massage nas the focus of
the seventh session. The eighth session dealt with socio-
curtural influences and the pressures on us to conform to
the tthin idealr stereotype. The finar two sessions
focused on anger and control, caring for ourserves/out
bodies and finding rsafer places to continue with the kind
of openness and sharing that had occurred in the group.

while the ecological perspectivers commitment to
environmental factors helped in the formulation of the
group fonnat, the feminist approach provided the group

facilitator with a critical analysis of the environrnent

and issues of competence. The analysis arlowed. for a
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group that, was organized around ecorogical principles but
that was arso able to guestion some of those principles,
specifically, the achievement of eguilibriurn with the
environment and the sacrifices made by v/omen in our

attempts to conform to environrnental messag'es.

Format and Process

Session l-

The group opened with a sunmary of information that
had been discussed by the group facilitator with each of
the v¡omen during the individual pre-group meetings. The

díscussion included:

1. a ferninist approach to groups with lromen in thecontext of ecological social work practice;
2. the role of the group facilitator;
3. open fonnat of group - trust and termination;
4. the use of reraxation and visualization techniques(Appendix 1 & 2) as a way of accessing and address-ingburíed feelings related t-o uoay ínage ãeveropnent;

5. the use of group video tape reviewing as a way to rsee
themselves as they arer and to recelve feedËack frornothers;

6. fears they may have about becoming a me¡nber of thegroup t

7. topics and themes to be explored; and

8. confidentiality.
The group facilitator shared her goals in establishing the
group:

1. to provide group members with a safe prace to explorefeelings about our bodies;
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¿.

3.

to facilitate discussion and exercises that encourage
respect and appreciation for our bodies;

to explore nevr ways of identifyirg, experiencing and.expressing ourselves in a supportive ana chalreiging
environment i

4. to facilitate a sense of self-worth thaÈ is
independent of body ímage;

6.

to create a more positive body irnage by exproring vraysto accept our bodies as sources of fèerings aiaphysical needs;

to 
- 
encourag'e rnembers to share farnily patterns andinfluences that may haver or preÀentIy are,contribuli.g to a negative body irnagd and to explorealternative healthy responsesi

to heighten awareness of the unrealistic societalexpectations for thinness and how these demands canaffect v/omeni

to explore the linited ways in which our cultureteaches v¡omen to see and use our bodies and toencourag'e experiencing our bodies in nev, ways throughgreater sensory awarenessi and

to convey to lromen in the group a sense of our powerin controlling our o\Arn Írnagery Lncluding body i*.ãÀiv.

The group members were asked to share their hopes and.

expectations for the group. These included:
rrr want to know more about how our bodies becomethe most inportant thÍng in life.rl
rrl want to I earn to express my feelings . . . f rve
been punishing ny body for so long.rl
üMy life is.ruled by nunbers . . I hope tó learn
how to not judge myself by the scaLe.rl

Inot to hearr the messages
how come they are so

rrf like the idea of respecting my body . Idonrt have a clue on how to do -thal, it-rs so ugly

8.

o

rrl hope to learn how
fro¡n I out there | .
inportant to me?rl
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and out of shape but I guess that is why I
came.ll

The Everypersonrs Bilr of Rights (Appendix 3) vras

dístributed, read and accepted as the rules for the group.

The righÈ to say no without feeling guirty, the right to
ask for what one wants and the right to make mistakes were

identified as the most difficult to accept. rt was agreed.

that, the group would be a place where trying out nerr and

different ways of communícating would feel safe. A

lengthy discussion ensued on the two main issues pÌanned

for the first session: self-esteem and self-awareness.
The Declaration of sel f -Esteern (Àppendix 4) r{as

distributed and read in the group with each mernber and the
facilitator reading a section. Responses fron the group

following the exercise h¡ere revealing in their sadness,

for example:

Nancy: rrf am hê, but rmer has been the bulirnicfor so 1ong, that is me, there has beennothlng else. rl

Monica: rr!{hat does owning me mean, when I read Io$¡n everything about me my body,including. everything it does, wã11, aiiit does is make me angry I donrt,want it. I

Rhonda: rrl like how this af f inns us . Ireally need to do that. rl

The group discussed the reality that many r{omen often do

noÈ have anything positive to say about themserves and

that negative comments so readily come to nind. The

negative cornment,s for the lromen in the group included
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negative body messages as foremost in their thoughts.

While they acknowledged that they were often recipients of
compliments regarding their thinness, they interpret,ed

these remarks as Iies. They stated that they never

believed a compliment and that they knew they perceived

themselves very differently from how others saw them. The

group discussed the extreme preoccupation with the thin
ideal for women in the context of the positive messagies

they received even when at very row body weights.
$Iomenrs serf-worth being contingent upon the current ideal
for physical attractiveness was discussed, with the
facilitator posing guestions to the group to consid.er:

vühat do you think lookíng good means? vlhen and where were

you first given the message that you are sornehow racking?
when did the word tfat I begin to have negative
connotatíons for you? A1r group members responded with
looking good means being thin; that their teenage years

were when they first felt lackingi and that being fat was

something to avoid at all costs! These women could. not
recall a time when f at did not have a negat,ive

connotation. A relaxatíon (Appendix l) and a

visualization exercise (Appendix 5),visualizlng Feeling
Goodrr v¡ere introduced at this tiure so that the group

members courd learn a technigue that would enable them in
their struggle to feeL good about themserves. rn the
visualization exercise, the v¡onen were asked to think of a
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tine v¡hen they felt good about themselves. The exercise
included identífying the setting, the peopre present, the
sights, the sounds and aIl other specifics of that
particular time. rt was suggested that would be a place
Ito gor whenever they r¡¡ere feering criticar of themselves,
bored, or lacking in strength and energy. The feedback
following the relaxation and visualization exercises
herped the group to understand the chaos they arr fert
inside:

Nancy:

Rhonda:

rrf couldnrt find a place, a timet otanything . everything was dark.rl
ff There wasn r t a place , Í. wasjunping all over, everln¡¡here in my
mind.rl

Michelle. trlt I s hard to relax I
can I t remernber a whole Iot of
good tirnes. rl

The group members shared that the visuarization hras

difficult because they had not been able to reach a state
of relaxation during the reraxation exercise. They

reguested that the group facilitator bring in music Èo

accompany the relaxation exercise and that lamps could be

brought in for future sessions as the fluorescent lighting
lras very harsh. They also agreed that the notíon of
reraxing was a foreign concept to them, and. had been for
as long as they þad eating-related probrems. The group

acknowledged that oners inagination can be a powerful
resource in heightening a$rareness and exploring the past.
A self-Ar{rareness worksheet (Àppendix 6) was handed out for
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group members to complete on their own after the group

session.

The group video tape reviewing was met with
apprehension and ambivalence. Nancy envied Monicars slin
body, commenting, ttyou 1ook like a model ín that
jumpsuitrr. complimentary remarks were made to each other
by the group members, however, they were either not werl
received or not acknowledged. The facilitator suggested

that they might consider the observation that no one v¡as

able to comment on herself.

Summary of Observations

The pre-group intervievrs h¡ere valuable. Group members

came to the first session well- prepared. They had d.one

some prelininary thinking about their hopes, fears and

expectations for the group. some brought pirrows for
cornfort because they knew from pre-group discussions that
relaxation exercises $¡ere part of the format. The idea of
a group that focused on $/omenrs issues, and specifically,
v¡omenrs body image, $ras appealing. They acknowledged that
they came to the group with their eating disorder but
liked the opportunity for it not to be the issue. They

appreciated that anorexia nervosa and bulinia were not
mentioned in the group for¡nat. They expressed, that the
inpatient program gave then sufficient opportunity to deal
with their eating disorder per se.
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Session 2

The focus of the session !/as body image and what it
means, and bodv awareness and distorted perceptions. The

group dj-scussed how a negative body irnage af fects alr
areas of oners 1ife. Relationships and the capacity for
intirnacy vrere identif ied as severely hampered by our

disrike of our bodies. Bulimia and anorexia nervosa

resulting in hospitalj-zation were identified as the most

severe end result of a negative body irnage. The amount of
time and energy spent hating our body size, shaper or a

particular body part !,ras talked .about in the context of
lost friendships, social isolation, serf-contempt and,

loneliness. As the women were challenged to focus on

their personal body inage concerns, they shared that
specific areas of their bodies tended to be despised more

than others. The group discussed how this could read to
distorted perceptíon of that area of our bodies. orbachrs
( 1982 ) rrPart of the Bodyr exercj,se (Appendix 7) was

int,roduced following the reraxation exercise (Appendix r).
This visualizat,ion technigue sras used to help them
rrexplore the meaning of (their) díst,ress about various
body parts and to work through the barriers to.feering at
ease in (their) bodiesrr (orbach, 1992:103). Group members

were asked to focus on the part of their body that they
current,ly fert most, unhappy about and then try to get in
touch with when that unhappiness first occurred, rncluded
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in the visualization v¡ere reviewing their feelings about

this part of their bodies, imagining what they perceived

to be their ideal size and experiencing the feelings that
accompanied this irnage. visualizing whether they handled

situations or approached the world differently when at
their perceived ideal size was arso suggested and proved

to be a very valuable part of the exercise. I,Ihen the
exercise r¡ras completed, the facilitator asked the group

members to refrect on their experience in the exercise by

considering the following guestions:

1. Vühat, kind of associations did you come up wÍthregarding that part of your body that you afe most
uncomfortable with?

2. Why do you dislike this part of your body?

3. cqn you get in touch with any emotional issues thisdislike might be ¡nasking?

4. Does preoccupation with this body part help you in any
way?

5. what is the actuar bodiry function of this body part?
How well does it perform its function for you? -How 

doyou feel about, its function?

(Adapted from Orbach, 198231SS)

The women in the group shared openry and honestly their
discoveries during the exercise and their feelings
following it as denonstrated in this excerpt from the
discussion:

Francis: rrI couldnrt choose one body part .rl

Barb: trMe neither I I had too many, I kept
switching to different parts of rny body. r -
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Rhonda:

Nancy:

Moníca:

Michell-e:

Nancy:

Michelle:

Rhonda:

Michelle:

Rhonda:

'rAII my negative thoughts went to my
stornach, but then they would go to my whol-e
body and I was really uncomfortable . rr

rrHate, strongi hate, disgusting, hrere the
first thought that popped into ny head, and
it was f or my stomach. rr

t'This will sound weird but for me it is my
tailbone. Feeling ny tailbone always felt
good, it r¡¡as my indication . now that I
had to put this weight or, I canrt feel- it!
I hate it, I canrt -feel it, so therefore,
I rm fat! rl

rrFor me it hras specific to my stomach, itrs
soft and mushy, not taut and firm. When it
is firm it, represents my sel-f-confidence, I
can walk erect. Now I sit with my hands j-n
front of my stomach to hide it. f couldnrt
even walk from point À to point B at work-
I would have to walk by others, I couldntt
do it.. Itrs so ugly I canrt touch it, if rny
boyfriend does, f freak out . rr

rrPretty shitty way to l-ive . rr

rrltrs stupid; not rational at alI.rl
rrWhen you asked us to imagine our ideal size
my stomach was flat and hollowed out, but I
handled situations just the same, nothing
changed or got easier.rl
rrYeah, when I v/as thin, then my breasts
were too small ! rl

ttMy stomach was flat but something else was
wrong! rl

The group talked about never being thin enough, flat
enough, sma1I enough and never being satisfied. The group

members could vividly recall !ùhen they fÍrst felt a sense

of unhappiness about their bodies; it was not specific to
a particular body part, but rather an overall disgust.
Francis, Rhonda and Nancy shared that it was during junior
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high that they began to diet. They talked. about the ,,fat

test,str at school:

Francis: rrwe had to do that last year and this year-those fat calipers, others had more fat soI felt more confident but f stil1 wasnftsatisfied. I want to be a lot less than I
am novr parts of me that I look at seemjust as big they never change eventhough I lose weight. tt

Michetle shared that prior to becoming bulinic she had

anorexia nervosa. she shared that it !üas a rpower triprt
and that it was tmaking me hig¡r. she stated that she

still wasnrt happy, even at a low weight and that her
unhappiness about her body seemed to have arways been a

part of her. Barb, who had shared earrier that tarking in
the group would be very anxiety producing for her, agreed
with Michelle stating that she couldn't recalr a tine of
feeling satisfied with herself.

An emotional discussion arose when the group shared
their responses to the guestions asking then if they got
in touch with any emotionar issues their body dislike
might be masking and if their preoccupation with their
bodies rnight be herping thern in any nay. comments

included:

Nancy: rrf dontt know what Irm feeling so f donrt
knov¡ what I I m covering up. tf

Michelle r :'lretrl t . 
thg preoccupation with ny bod.y and

!h"_. bingíng and purging keef me fromfeeling. ftt: ry coping netfranis-n. Binging
st,ops_ everythiqq - it turns the feelings-ofif focus on disgust with rnyself by theend of the cycle I hate nyself and rny foay
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more than when I started itts a constant
fíght.tt

Michelle's comment led to a discussion that explored the

binge/purge cycle and trthat glorious feeling of being

emptyrr. She received acknowledgement that she v¡as

expressing a feeling they all could relate to. The group

facilitator asked rnembers: rrlnlhat does empty feel like?tt
Responses included' rnumbr, rnowherer, ra moment of
tranguilityt, tstillr and ran end resultr. Michelle

stated that rrthe purging is purifying, yês, you are empty,

but never c1ean. rr When encourag'ed to say more she

explained that she felt dirty, guilty and disgusting.
Other group members agreed with Michel-l_e. They talked
about coming into the hospital feeling ernpty and Miche1le

shared that she had. her 'final I bínge/purge just before

being admítted.

The group video tape reviewing ra¡as once again met with
nervousness and anxiety. Francis and Barb left stating
they v¡ere unable to look at themselves that evening.

other group members Iet them know that they would be ín
their rooms and around the ward after the group shourd.

either of them want to tatk.

Summarv of Observations

The honesty and openness of group members regarding

their body discomfort resulted in an atmosphere that was

emotionally charged. The literature on body image
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d.istortion discusses how v¡omen with eating d isord.ers

exaggerate the actual size of their bodies, however, the
group process focused on the painful feelings tlocatedr in
the body. The physical size v/as not the issue; but
rather, the arnount of feer j-ngs that are stored in that
area of the body. Three of the v/omen diagnosed with
anorexia nervosa, specificarly, Barb, Rhond.a and. FrancÍs

had a difficurt time locating any feelings and found

during the rrPart of the Body't exercise that they felt an

overall- discomfort with all- of their body. Two of these
three women were the group members who chose not to see

themselves on video tape folrowing the session. The women

with burinia, Nancy and Micherle, found. that their
stomachs v/ere automaticalry visualized. d.uring the
exercise. The different body perceptions seem to suggest

that the feerings of the v¡oman wÍth bulimia seem to find. a

rplacer of rexpressionr in the body and. the starving
r,rromanrs feelings do not find a rplacer; they are

diminished along with her body.

Session 3

The session began with relaxation (Appendix f) and the
trvisualizíng Feeling Good.t (Appendix 5) exercise that had

been used in the fj-rst session. The group members shared.

that Lhe relaxatíon and visuarization exercíses were

getting easier to d.o. Rhonda stated, ,itrs a nice way to
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learn more about us as vromen., The focus of the third
session v¡as bodv tracing (Appendix g). The group

facilitator shared her understanding of how much emotional
discomfort and pain lromen experience because Èheir bodies
are not perfect. She acknowledged the grouprs uneasiness
with the exercise and encouraged a discussion about fears
and ambivalence. Francis shared, r,I canrt do it, I would
get all depressedrt. Michelle agreed. stating, r,I canrt do

it at thÍs time, r feel very uncomfortabrer. Barb stated,
rrr can r t do it at this timer. Nancy and Rhonda shared
their desire to do the exercise and gentry encouraged the
others to join then. when they v¡ere unsuccessfur in their
efforts, the facilitator suggested that the group need.ed,

to make a decision about whether to d,o the exercise in the
session at that, tine. Francis, Michelle and Barb
expressed that although they felt unable to do body
tracing, they did not want their fears to hínder Nancy and
Rhonda from doing the exercise. The group agreed to do
the exercíse and decided. it, could. be done again if and
when the others fert ready. Rhond.a readily volunteered to
go first while Nancy and the group facilitator offered to
do the tracing. The group had a moment of conic relief
when it s¡as reaLized that two people tracing each side of
one personrs body does not work. The group laughed at the
comment, ttif you donrt have a distorted body image yourll
have one when those two finish with you!rr rnterestingly
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enough, Michelle offered to trace Rhonda again and the

exercise proved revealing for both v/omen:

Rhonda:

Michelle:

rrMy head looks so tiny, I look emaciated.!rl
rrI felt uncomfortable tracing you, Irm fat
compared to you and the others here, Irdgive anything to look líke you, I donrt seeyou as too skinny, I have this fantasy of
cutting off pj-eces of my body . rr

This dialogue lead to a discussion of how as v¡omen vre

compare ourselves at some point in our lives, to other
\Á¡omen who \^/e see as slimmer, prettier, smarter, happier
and more successful because of it! whire the group

shared, Rhonda went over to the paper and drew a smile
with one of the coloured. markers. she held up the tracÍng
and chose to keep it,. Rhonda then offered to trace Nancy.

Nancyrs initiar response to her tracing was a long
si-l-ence. she then stated, ,itrs not what r expected,

looking at it. this sray doesnrt seem so badrr. she looked.

for a while longer and added, trrve got short J-egs, if you

could do this sideways it, would be bad.r il as her hands

moved to her stomach. Nancy also took the markers and.

drew in her face and stated that she would rike to keep

the tracing. The facititator pointed out to Nancy how she

responded to her initial positive reaction with a critical
comment. The group then díscussed their difficurties in
acceptíng positive feedback and. how hard it is to
believe positive messages. They agreed. that how others
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perceive us is probably always much less critical than the
way !,re see ourselves.

The group closed with relaxation (Àppendix t) and. a

visualization exercise to get then in touch with their
inner serves (tto1d woman, Àppendix 9). The group

members meet an oId, wise woman in this visualizatíon and

are instructed to ask her for whatever it ís they need

from her at that tine. Following the exercise group

members shared hov¡ hard it was to ask for something.
Acceptance of their bodies and freedom from food
preoccupation and self-criticism lrere asked for, arbeit
with great difficutty.

À shortage of tine díd not alrow for video tape
reviewing following this session. The tape rras made

availabre to the group members to view on their o!.rn time,
howeverr ro one took up the offer.

Summarv of Observatíons

The group atmosphere vrras tense during the discussion
prior to the body tracing exercise. rt vras interesting
that the three of the five members attending this session
who chose not to do the body tracing stirl chose to
attend. Barb was actually in the room fifteen minutes
prior to Èhe start of the group. rn reviewing the tape,
the facilitator noticed that although Francis, Barb and

Michelle did not do the exercise, they were very involved
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through their attentive body language, their laughter,
their caring comments and their expressions of what

appeared to be envy as they watched Rhonda and Nancy doing

the exercise.

Session 4

The session focused on rour fanilies, our food and our

bodiesr, in effectr âD opportunity for group members to
explore and refrect on farnily infruences. The movement

from personal body perceptions and experiences to family
issues $¡as in keepíng with ecorogical sociar work

practice. consídering factors such as our famiry
environments kept us focusing on the transactions and

interactions in their lives and helped. us to id.entify how

fanily patterns can influence our adult behavior.

The group members sharedr ês they did in the second

session, that their negative perception of their bodies

began to surface in their earry teens. However, it soon

became apparent in this session that criticisn, a lack of
positive reinforcement and negative messages specific to
food, were common experiences for these !,¡omen prior to
their teenage years. The hoarding of food, and e¡ecrecy

about the consumption of it, $ras learned by the group

members when they erere children. lrre shared how patterns
learned in childhood can affect us as adurts. The

following excerpts demonstrate the trust of the $romen in
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discussing painful childhood experiences that were no\¡/

being relived

Bonnie:

Monica:

Michelle:

Bonnie:

Francis:

ín rembarrassingt adult behavior:
rrI remember I Ì¡¡as supposed to give my
teacher these Oh Henry bars for Christmas, I
forgot them in rny desk and I knew I ' d get atli-ckingr for not giving them to her so I
hid them in my closet at home. On parent-
teacher day my mom and dad found out that
she never received them they searched
my bedroorn and when they found them I got a
beating . so many things like that
now if I snack f feel- guilty, itrs wrong, it
pisses me off, I rM NOT DOING ANYTHING
wRoNG ! 'r

rrMy mom always hid food and would only share
it with one of us at a tirne, hy Ha1lor,,¡een
candy she locked it in her suitcase, I had
to sneak it . maybe that is v/hy f can't
eat in front of others. rl

rrYeah, this sneaking thing, I experienced
that today eating a bran muffin by my bed, f
was getting it down so fast so that no one
would know. I didntt enjoy it, I was afraid
of getting caught. Ttts a healthy piece of
food that I'm supposed to be eating!'t
rrAll guíIty because we are eating . a
nurse came in my room the other day and I
vras having a snack, I turned red with
ernbarrassment and she didntt gÍve a d.amn,
she was looking for an ashtray! She r^/as
probably glad that I was eating.'t
rrBefore I came into the hospital, when I was
at home, Itd offer to clean the table,
grabbing food off the plates once I got them
into the kitchen, then Ird run in the
livingroom with it. to stuff it, in
sometimes Mom would catch me frd feeÌ so
STUPID! II

The facilitator suggested exploring in more depth the
issue of feeling guilty for feeding themselves and if they
felt guilty for being alive. The discussion that ensued

I.\ras a very positive part of the group process:
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Rhonda:

Michelle:

Rhonda:

Francis:

Rhonda:

Monica:

Francis:

Michelle:

Bonnie:

It I v/ore my mother I s f ortrel pants to school
because f didntt want my parents to spend
money on me. I had already cost my parents
thousands of dollars on piano and private
school so it r,\ras rrdon I t buy me clothes,
don I t buy me anythingtt. Because I went to
private school the other two did, so it was
my fault because f wanted it. tr

(to Rhonda) rrThat explains why you canrt
spend any money on yourself .rr

rrYeah, I wanted so bad to fit. in but I
wouldnrt Iet them spend money on me inprivate school it was okay because we had
uniforms but in Grade I I went to public
school my mom did my hair in rollers r
didntt fit. in, I felt very different, I
changed so much that year.rt
rrI donrt want money or gifts from my parents
so stayíng here Irm out of the way.tt

rrFor me itts, yoü guys when you adopted. meif you only knew how much rnonèy and grief I
was going to cost you wouldnrt have taken
me. ll

rfAfter my dad died, my mom would say things
like rrI really needed new glasses ¡ut I HADto buy this for you. rt

rrl get sick fvornit] in the shower at home sof use ít a lot and then f hear my d.ad saying
to mom that the water bill is so high and. ifeel guilty.tt
rrWhat I see happening is we feel unworthyand our eating disorder confirms that wãare. This rdeviantr behavior is our coping
mechanism. rl

rrWell ít wasnrt normal to feel like a normal
kid I always wished I lived at Janetrs
house because they could eat chocolate!rl

sharing these experiences and. refrections vras very movíng

and empowering. Hating themselves for their hunger and

ashamed of their need to feed themselves had resulted in
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starvation amidst food preoccupation and binging when it
arl became too overwhelrning. The netaphor of rfood. is
comfortr v¡as made rear in the group when Moníca stated, ,rr

binged then, and r do now, because there is no one to get
a hug from, and when r donft eat, r d,onrt deserve hugs.rl
This comment got unanimous agreement from the group. The
group facilitator asked the members if they could. further
explain. Francis, the adolescent in the group, shared
that she feels sorry for herself ,even though r shouldnrt;
rrm a big suck,. she stated that starving herserf rnade

her feel rfstronger and not like such a babyrr and. then she

did not need hugs frorn anyone. The facilitat,or asked. the
vromen if starving partially served the purpose of
justifying why they srere not comforted as adults and had
not been as children. À discussion followed that explored
how as children it had to be then Èhat there was something
hrrong' with; that if they hrere being criticized. or punished
in overt or subtle nays it had to be sornething they $/ere
doing to make their parents unhappy with then. For
Francis and Monica, refusing food gave them a tangibre
reason for their parentsr unhappiness. prior to that they
had no reason that, they could grasp for their parentsl
high demands and expectations and rack of ability to
comfort them. For Rhonda, starrring lras another vray of
denying her needs, not unlike her denial of her need to
have clothes. Her expressed guilt around basic needs r¡¡as
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responded to by the group as her rlghts as a child and as

an adurt. The facilitator suggested that the group

members consider their response to Rhonda within the
context of their ohrn rife situations. Micherle stated,
rr (G) ee, v/e I re not totally to blame f or al1 of this, it
wasnrt sornething T created alt on ny own it helps
that we can laugh here too. rr

The session ended with relaxation (Append.ix 1) and the
rrold l{omanrr (Àppendix 9 ) exercise. The faciritator
instructed the group members to give the ord rroman

something that they had. been carrying with thern from their
fanily homes that, they no longer needed to be burdened
with. rt was suggested it could be something they got in
touch with and shared during the session or it, could be a

private matter.

Rhonda, Francis and Monica reviewed. the video tape
following the session. Bonnie and Michelre returned to
the ward stating they would not be comfortable seeing
themselves at that tine. The three who watched got into
a discussion about their hair, prompted by Monicars
comment that she needed to rdo somethingr to it once she
got out, of Èhe hospital. The conversation vras light and

observations vrere made with a sense of humour, for
example, they noted that they arl came to the body irnage

group in either their housecoats or sweats and brought
their pillows.
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Summary of Observations

Group nembers spoke of and heard with sensitivity the
painful and unresolved past experiences of each of the
v¡omen. Their recolrections !¡ere so vivid and seemed to be
so crear in their minds. This may have been due to having
done some thinking about fanily influences prior to the
group because they knew the plan for the session t ot
because they vtrere encouraged to discuss these íssues in
other therapeutic situatione (ind,ividuar and group
psychotherapy) outside the body inrage group.

Session 5

The facilitatorrs objective in this session was to
move from individuar and farnily issues to cultural
influences and stereotypes and hov¡ they inpact on our
lives. An exercise was introduced. in which group mernbers

$tere asked to portray with words the r idear I man and the
ridealr $¡oman and then state in descending order those
characterisÈics or qualities that v¡ere most important to
them. The facilitator recorded responses on a

brackboard. The characteristics or qualíties suggested
are listed berow in the ord.er that the majority of members

thought was their ideal:
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The Ideal Man

sensitive
responsible and hard working

open-rninded
intelligent
Índependent

active and enjoys life
sense of humour

attractive
proud

good income

The Ideal Woman

attractive in shape, toned nuscles, conscious of herbody, feminine
sensitive

responsible and hard working
proud

creative.
classy, dresses we1l

good listener
The discussion that accompanied this exercise was

interesting and insightfur. priorizing what was irnportant
to them in the tidealr male !¡as a relativery easy task.
comments like ttenj oying l-ife is far more important than
looksrr, rf sensit,ivity is primary, number oner, nlots of
good 100king guyg are conplete assholes!r, were stated
emphaticalry. whire alr agreed that, attractiveness hras

the most irnportant for them in the ridearr woman, they
disagreed whole-heartedly on what that meant. The

discussion served to highlight the contradictory messages

that we receive and how they can become internarized in
our lives:
Rhonda ' ItAttractive to me means soft and fernlnlne. rt

Nancy: rrI donrt agree with soft . . . r
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Rhonda:

Francis:

Nancy:

Rhonda:

Nancy:

rrSoft can mean nurturing 1ike my mom,
f can hug her but, ny dad, f donrt know whatto do with my ar:ns. rl

rrÀttractive to me is being in shape, toned
muscles, not soft! rl

rrYeah, at,tractiveness equal s being in
shape. rr

rrÏ know a lot of attractive vJomen but theyare not in shape. Models arenrt necessaril|in shape. you can look very pretty if youare a vroman but not be in shape with menit seems to go together; if hers goodlooking he is assumed to be in shape.rl
rrÀ vroman cannot get a$¡ay with as nuch as a
man.ll

The facilitator encouraged the group members to think
about, where their interpretatíons of attractiveness came

from. They were asked to consider how attractiveness
could mean soft and nurturing for someone and a hard, firm
body for someone else. The discussion arso incruded
exploring how an enormous amount of their time and energy
goes into trying to achieve all of these traits and how

contradictory they are. They shared. that despite the
contradictions, striving for these ideals continued to be

their goal because rrthat is how you make it in the worrd'.
rt $ras interesting that Francis, the ad.olescent in the
group added, ttyou donrt have to have all of those traits
to be a neat personlrr.

The group talked about the trait of sensitÍvity in the
I idealr male and how men are socialized to be quite the
opposite. The faciritator poÍnted out that while lre are
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sociarized to be good listeners that they as a group made

that their lowest prioríty. The eromen stated that they
were rtiredr of that expectation.

The group discussed at length how cultural influences
and st,ereotypes regarding being a woman can lead to false
hopes and dreams that with the perfect body she wirl have

access to fall the finer things in lifer. They fert that
they had been ilr-prepared for what was ahead of thern.

video tape reviewing had a different d.imension ad.ded

to it in this session. Each woman had the camera focused
on her individually for a period of time. Francis was the
most uncomfortabre durÍng the taping, often turning her
head to the side. rn reviewing the tape, she vras more

reraxed and laughed about arways wearing her black sweats.
Rhondars body posture changed dramatically when rclassyr

üras offered by a group member as an ridealr s¡oman trait.
Rhonda remarked, Itfor me it wourd be dresses werl because

rrm not classy . a class all of my ohrn, yeahr. As she

made this comment she purled her legs up in front of her
chest and rested her chin on her knees. Her com¡nent, vras

challenged during the reviev¡ in light of the previous
sharing regarding not fitting in and feeling different.

Summarv of Obselr¡ations

The group was relaxed during this session, possibly
because the topic was not as personal as in the previous
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four sessions. Members were however, comfortable in
challenging the opinions of others and were abre to agree

to disagree. Given that the literature (I{ooley & Kearney-

cooke I 1986î Hall-, l9B5) suggests that vromen with eating
disorders have a tendency to avoid. confrict and please

others, this assertÍveness was a significant forward
movement.

Sessíon 6

The session r.ras designed to dear- with the issues of
women, weight, and pov¡er. rt was the facilitatorrs
understanding from the literature, from observations and

learning at the Eating Disorder ctinic and from being a

woman, that the issue of power needed to be ad.dressed as

an element in the struggle with food, eating and body

irnage concerns. providing opportunities to increase the
group members I avJareness of their personal power r¡ras

inherent in the philosophy and. goals of the group. The

discussion focused on how our bodies become our prirnary
source of povrer. The fanlry, the media and the larger
society were cited as rarenasr where messag'es are given to
us that in order to have some poerer and control over the
future, discipline of the body is essential and being
attractive makes everything reasierr. These !¡omen felt,
that their bodies did not have the por^rer society irnpties
that a woman has through her body for they felt
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unaÈtractive. Group members stated that since they did
not have any power as a result of Inaturarr beauty that at
least they could strive for the ideal as best they could
by neeting the tthinr criteria. However, one group member

offered the following:
Michelle:

Nancy:

Francis:

rrf was anorexic, f was so skinny a few
yea-r.s back, sure it v¡as a power trip butI didn't attract men 1ike I thoujht Iwould, f didntt get any dates so I gotfat so that I had a reason I puC ashell around myself .rl
rrWel] , all f know is, when Irm thin, Itmconfident T, can go out and have a goodtine but like tnis r stay at hóne-nothing looks or feels good. . .rl
rrlt seems everyone around me is dieting.My momrs always on a diet everyone
seems obsessed. rl

Group members reflected back to the ,part of the Bodyil

exercise and how even when they visuarized their perceived
ridealr size, they sti1l handted situations in the same

way and they stilr found sonething amiss or lacking. The

facilitator asked group members if they saw themselves as

giving a lot of po$rer to the r thin irnage I that, they r¡¡ere

striving for at the time of hospitalization and if that
h¡as still continuing. Micherle and Nancy shared that,
their lives had been stagnating because everything had to
be on hold untir the magic number showed, on the scale.
Monica shared that although she had learned a lot about
herself while in the hospital, the thin ideal vras stirl
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irnportant

because:

Monica:

and she was afraid to be discharged. to her home

rrI have this fear of returning to my closet
fuII of clothes that f it before I r^ras
adrnitted here f rm afraid ItlI be ternpted.
to lose to f it into them again . rr

The group offered suggestions and support to Monica on how

to cope with this anticipated fear once she returned home.

They commented that if she had any friend.s with young

daughters who courd wear the sizes four to six in her
closet it might also herp her to see the stark rearity of
how thin she had become!

The facil-itator asked group members to share what
tpowerr meant. in theír lives. Generalry, it was perceived.

as a negative and destructive trait as they shared that
it, had been used. in a puníshing or withhording manner in
their 1íves as children. The power they were exercisíng
in their attempts to control their bod.y size was

discovered to have simirar gualities. whire the power to
endure strenuous exercise over extend.ed. periods of time
and the power to withhord food. from their bod.ies giave them

a sense of control, they shared feeling like it was never
enough and that it was freetÍng because their bodÍes would.

eventually betray them, that is, the urge to feed.

themselves became overwhelming. surrendering to their
body needs v¡as seen as failure and a return to ultinate
powerlessness. rt became crear that the power invested in
the drive for thinness couId. not be rerinquished until the
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group members sincerery believed that there t¡ere other
l¡ays of coping and being in the world. rt was suggested

by the facilitator that the energy put into controrling
their bodies night be channelled into appreciating and

enjoying the bodies they had. when the facilitator asked

the group members to atternpt to share what made giving up

their expression of por/er through body punishment so

difficult, the responses were similar, for example:

Michelle: rrltIs what I know, itts familiar Idonrt know another way to be, to
live . rr

rrf donrt know what would be Bgt thethilrg I rve best developed -is ¡nlr
bulimia. tf

Nancy:

The facilitator pointed out the obse:r¡ation that their
responses vrere almost identical to how they responded to
the rrDecraration of self Esteemr that they read out in the
first group session. The facilitator asked the group if
fear of the unknown, that is, r(!v)hat, would life be like
without anorexia nervosa or buLinia?r hras part of what

kept then from giving it up. They responded with cornments

liker rrit I s predictablerr, "it calms hêr, and rit r s safer.
The facilitator suggested that giving up their body

punishrnent and their eating disorder wourd then mean

grieving the loss of a vray of life that had become so

fa¡niliar. Group members were asked to take tíme outside
the group to think about, the rosses and gains that would
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occur and were occurring as they were beginning to feel
differently about their bodies.

Group video tape reviewing did not fo1low this session

as the group decided to spend the remainder of the time

continuing the discussion as presented.

Summarv of Observations

Relinguishing the belief that thinness is po$rer r¡as

the most difficulÈ notion that ne conternprated. throughout
the entire ten sessions. The fact that the group members

all fert more powerful when they were thin and could give
countless examples of thinness being linked to success for
$romen, served to further courplicate the issue. To accept

that thinness results in a kind of power that is freeting
and superficiar nas like accepting that they had been

duped; that their struggle was for nothing. To

relinguish this belief would be, as they perceived it, to
accept that they r¡ou1d have to rook inside themselves for
pohrer and rinside themservêsr, as they shared in the
session, was a dark, unknown prace. These vromen

successfully avoided their Ínner po$¡er; the anorexic by

literally starving it and the bulimic by covering it up

and throwing it up before it could surface. rt seemed

from what group members shared, that po$¡er was seen as

destructive and needed to be kept under strict contror.
Only bodily expression of polrer (thinness) h¡ere perrnitted.
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The contradiction is that it was theír inner strength that
permitt,ed them to persevere in their pursuit of the thin
ideal. The ninth session which focused on body punishment

and ang:er shed light on these issues ín a vray that
compreted a process that at thís point felt incomplete and

confusing.

Session 7

one of the goals in establishing the body irnage group

r{as to encourage the vromen to respect, appreciate and

enjoy their bodies. This was facilit,ated through various
discussions and exercises and was exemplified in this
session through the demonstration and experience of bodv

massag'e. Joan Turner, lf.s.w., a massage therapist,
attended the session and shared her knowredge and

expertise with the group. Joan discussed the d.ifferent
types of massage and explained her philosophy that the
technigue used needs to come frorn a place of caring. she

shared that fears about massage often come frorn past
experience of touch that had been used. in a hurtfur,
destructive vray. she exprained that touch can re-awaken

memories and, therefore, must be done with sensitÍvity.
Trust was stated as crucial in order to facilitate ra

letting go and freeing up fromr menories that are stored
in the body. Massage was exprained as a giving and

receiving processi a gift that can be given through the
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hands coming from an ae¡areness of what rnight, be helpful to
the person receivÍng it.

Group members shared what their hopes v¡ere for the
sessl_on:

Rhonda:

Bonnie:

Nancy:

Michelle:

rrI hope ít witl make me more confortablewith rny body, I need to get out of my head.rl
rrI want to learn how to do this for myself-so1g techniques I can use on my ov¡n fwalk around with my shoulder tensed up.,,
Itf have tensíon headaches aIl the time . . il

ilMy shoulder actually goes nurnb, Irve becomeaware of how tight everything has become-my entire body I didn't realize until wedid the relaxation exercises here that itrseven in my t9"i ! I hope to learn vrays to
massag'e myself . rl

Joan explained the i-mportance of getting in touch with
oners breathing before giving or receiving a massage. she

stated that alÈhough breathing is taken for granted, there
are a host of ways to do it depending on how one feels,
for example, if the body is tight or tense the individual
will breathe in a restricted manner. Michelle related
when she commented, tt (r) rm always holding in my stomach

and r know it inhibits rny breathing r wonrt arrow ny
stomach to expandt. Joan led a relaxation exercise that
had us focusing on our breathing and then moved to serf-
massage. Following this exerciser \rê paired off and Joan
guided the group through massage techniques. she

emphasized Èhe reciprocity of giving and. receiving and

encouraged us to relax, notice our breathing and to
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conrment on what felt good when we \^rere receiving the

massage. In giving massagie, wê vrere reminded that the
strength in massag'e comes from our I centre I and.,

therefore, to use our body strength as well as the

strength in our hands

The atmosphere during this session was very relaxed

and comfortable. Feedback following the massage vras

encouragl_ng:

I{ichel1e: rrJt I s a total feeling itts like getting
ín touch with when you were an ínfant and
touch felt so good . nor^r that you rve
shown me f can do that for myself.il
rrYes, Irve experienced bad touch so Itve
protected myself - but I trusted that you
werentt going to hurt me.tl

rrft felt really good it did get rne

Bonnie:

Rhonda:
out of my head. rl

The group ended the evening v¡ith wine and. cheeser ês

had been planned, because Nancy was being d.ischarged from

the hospital the following morning.

Summarv of Observations

Group members hrere relaxed and willing to gíve and.

receive touch through massagie. rt was a memorable

experience to be part, of these women enjoying and

appreciatíng themselves given the knowledge that their
bodies hrere sources of great anxiety and discomfort.
Questions about how to alleviate the pain in their bodies
through touch were a positive sign of forward movement.
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Group members were abre to share that the pain was usually
an emotlonar tkind of hurtr and that ignoring, depriving,
blocking or denying the feeling of it in their bodies had

been their survival. The faciritator pointed. out that
this knowledge related to what was d.iscussed in the
previous session. The drive for thinness could, not be

relinquished until they believed that there vrere other
!,rays of coping and being in the world. rt !¡as suggested

that they consider giving and receiving massage as one

way of accessing their oern inner strength and power.

coping and being in the worrd !,ras suggested as more

manageable when our body awareness comes from a place of
appreciation and caring as opposed to deprivation and

punishment.

The sharing of wine and cheese to mark our rendingr

with Nancy and as a way to celebraÈe a very enjoyable
group session was signif icant. Ite vrere nourishing
ourselves without any apparent tension or anxiety. Food

was not the enemy but rather a welcome part, of good

conversation and relaxation.

Session I
The facilitatorfs goal in this session was to

heighten group memberrs av¡areness of the unrealistic
societal expectations for thinness and how these demands

impact on our lives. The film, rrKilling us softlyrr, was
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arranged for viewing and discussion in the session. The

depiction of women by the ad.vertising industry is
presented in the filn through the use of slides and

dialogue. The group discussed how the irnages of !,Jomen,

such as those presented in the filn, encourage the notion
that l^romenrs power is in her body, whether to flurer a man

or get a successful job. rt was agreed that any lJoman who

strived for the Ídeals that $re are bonbarded wÍth on a

daily basis would feer inadequate and frustrated. The

group mernbers shared that they were testímony to that
fact! cultural norms which define rbeautyr were
challenged. They were seen as rêstrictive and rimiting in
their depict,ion of women. The unrealistic image of
rsuperwomanr was laughed ât, horrever, it vras agreed. that
the pressure rto be líke herr is everywhere. Francis
shared that rfeven at fift,een, r feer the pressure to be

like that with ny friends, in schoor, fron magazines,
t.v. shows . il. The facilitator suggested. a

discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of riving
up to the rsuperwonanr lrnage. Advantages were:

Michelle:

Francis:

Barb:

Bonnie:

Rhonda:

rrf get more attention I think f do
anyway.rl

rrf feel more confident.rl
rrOthers admire you. tr

rrf feel competent like f can take onanything. rl

rrI feel more worthwhile.rt
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The disadvantages were stated as:

Michelle' ItThin didnrt work anlryay and, r was sopreoccupied with running and dietíng thatI had no time for fun anyway. r

Francis:

Barb:

Bonnie:

Rhonda:

rrlt got me sick, Itm here.rl
rrRuined ny health . n

rrMine too ny systemrs all screwed up-my stomach looks pregnant now after aifthis . rt

frThere I s more to 1ife . I

The group discussed how serf-defeating it T¡¡as to atternpt
to conform to an impossible inage. They also discussed
how not conforming would be very difficult and how real
their fears of rejection vrere. Micherle shared her
resentment at having to spend time in the morníng putting
on rnake-up and yet how it would be inpossible to go to
work without it. she offered her experience to the group:
Michelle: rrEveryone dresses for success clothes

are 
- 
very powerful we I re cornpeting in a

man I s world where s¡omen cornpetê witír eachother fashion is a big thing downtown-f used to work at (clothing sLore) where
!h"y paid ne peanuÈs yet I was eipectedto dress in their- expensive clotheË. My
_e_ntire salary used to be on my backWhy do vre put these expeétations onourselves? Why are we doing this toourselves? t{here does ít êtart andwhere does it stop? Here?rl

Rhonda stated that she wore make-up to enhance her looks;
t'hat she wore it for herself, not for anyone else. she

then added, rritrs my hair more than my make-up if r
donrt IÍke my hair then r donrt like myself .rr The group

discussed how it alt can¡e doqrn to the same point: women
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arenrt acceptable as they are. The facíritator pointed

out that in the sixth session they arr felt that they

lackedrnaturalrbeauty and so they had to do their best
by meeting the thin idear criteria. They r{ere challenged
to consj-der what Inaturalr beauty realIy meant in vÍew of
the sharing that was going on at that tine.

Barb 1¡Jas asked for her perspective as she worked as a
manager in a clothing store. she shared that she felt the
pressure of expectations for qromen to be thin on a daily
basis and that when working in an environment that
promotes and markets fashion it was inpossible not to
conform. Group members shared that even Ín the hospital
they felt pressure to wear make-up; that it mad.e them rook
healthier. They noted that the hospital shourd be a place
where they did not have to worry about looks but that for
them it indicated get,ting better taking care of
themselves.

The facilitator, in responding to Michellers guestj.on,
rt(w)here does it start, and where does it stop?, asked the
group for their ideas. The nedia portrayal of women was

mentioned and Michelre offered farniry influences with the
following staternent:

Michelle: rrl rlas raised that I can r t go out thedoor without make-up on . mygrandnother for fifty married years gotup ahead of my grandfather - took tfrecurlers out of her hair and put on her
make-up. before my grandfather woke up. it got me going f feel lessof a person if I dontt put on make-up
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. it takes a lot of guts to go out of the
house without it and yet we set ourselves
up by always wearing make-up this is
how I really look - the other is a mask.rl

others rerated watching their mothers put on make-up and.

curl their hair and then hearing the compliment,s from
their fathers.

rhe sharing of ways that they courd. help in changing
some of the attitudes that cause women to d.isrike their
bodies was encouraged. Ernpowering group members to take
political action toward changing the environmental
messages v/omen receive fit with the group goals and the
facilitatorrs orientation to practice. The facílitator
offered information from the Manitoba Action conmittee on

the status of l{omen Media watch campaign and. encourag,ed

members to contact then shourd they see advertising that
depicted unrealistic, deneanlng and limiting stereotypes
of women.

Summary of Observations

Group mernbers were able to share their own stories of
how the societar expectations for thinness had inpacted. on

their lives. Micherle seened the most able to challenge
the stereotlr¡ges in her personar rife and make some healthy
changes for herself. rt became very crear in the session
how deeply entrenched the culturar stereotypes had become

in these womenrs lives. Even though taking on societyrs
challenge to us to be IsupertromanI was part of their
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reason for their body punishment, the thought of totarly
abandoning the elusive dream continued to be very

threatening.

Session 9

The focus of this session lras anger and control. ft
seemed that an opportunity to get in touch with and

express their anger would be a positive experience for the
group members. Previous sessions had addressed

individual, family and cultural influences and, although

anger was expressed, it was assumed by the facilitator
that tstuf f ing downr or rswarlowing t their anger r^ras

probably the more typical response. rt was important to
check out this assurnption and this session was the
opportunity.

The session began with relaxation (Append.ix 1)

followed by instruction to the group members to get in
touch with a recent situat,ion that had aroused feelings of
anger in then. They nere asked to recarl how they handled

the situatíon and if they felt satisfied with how they
chose to handle the angry feelings associated with it.
Francis, Michelle and Monica shared the situations they
got in touch with:
Francis: ItI though of how I rve left the ward to walk

for exercise to burn off the food and then Iget angry at nyself - but I donrt stop.rl
rrI made a chocolate cake when f was out on
the weekend and ny boyfrÍend !,ras over, I

Michelle:
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Monica:

made it for us for dessert and then he saidrrÀre you allowed to have that? as if I
canrt have any I was so angry but f said
nothing. Hers so fit and it wóuldnrt have
bothered me so much if I hadnrt been I1O
pounds when f met him.rr
rrI thought about my binging, I feel like a
mad vroman during a binge - when f trn binging
I!* another person especially after itrs
like Holy God, this is ridiculous Ird
rotate stores because I vras getting
paranoid
all this junk food and then driving in ny
car, I got stopped once for a spot check, Ipanicked, I needed to get home. I wasfrantic and when I get home and it,rs over Ihave to get rid of the garbage, f run tothe garbage chute to get rid of theevidence, but fast so that no one wi1l see.
And nor¡r here, f go to the washroom so fast
so that the nurses don t t think I rrn puking ! rr

T{hen asked what it was about the sÍtuation that she

shared that made her angry, Monica stated the craziness of
it all and the fact that she courd not stop herserf. The

facÍlitator suggested group members discuss whether
bínging and purging, strenuoug exercise, strict dieting
and whatever forms of body punlshment they vrere famiriar
with, $¡ere vJays to remove the focus fro¡n troublesome

feelings.
situation,

The attention would no longer be on the angry

for example, but rather, on the food they
would be consuming and the self-loathing they experienced

for not stopping themselves. All group members stated
that being hospitalized helped then to realize this and

that they needed to face the feelings. They agreed that
the fleeting satisfaction that came from binging and

purging or weight loss did not, make Èhe feelings go away.
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The group discussed how preoccupation with food and

dieting and their bodies distracted them fron theír life
probrems and the intense feelings associated with them.

rt was as though it, was one r¡ay of coping in a world that
otherwise felt beyond their contror. This brought the
group back to issues discussed in previous sessions.

Feeling powerless over their worlds could be circumvented

by pursuing the rnyth that beÍng thin is synonyrnous with
being perfect and powerful. AchÍevement of the thÍn ideal
occurred but the group members shared that they stírl did
not feel in charge of their lives, in fact, it was worse,

because they nolJ had a stressful relationship with food.
At this point in the discussion, the women began to share

the feelings they lrere experiencing at that tíne:
Michelle:

Monica:

Bonnie:

rrl know qrhat happened lrn not going tol-et it stop me frorn getting Uetter orstop me from changing things . . . frmtelling nyself to hell with the d.ieting
and binging and purging, f donrt want it
anymore; it screwed me up long enough.rl
rrWhy do !,re plt ourselves through this
anxiety (looking at the group), yourre
smarter than this why the hell aie you
being like this werre snart, but lãokat us here, oD a psych vrard. rl

rrf want to be me but I rm afraid I r lIlook .like ny grandma (then turning toFrancis and crying), yourre young an¿ I
knoy what yog are doing, yourre fightíng
tooth and nail but it doesnrt work, jusù
look at the rest of us ! rf

Bonnie shared that her grandmother was a fat woman and

that she had similar faciar and body features. Francis
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responded to Bonniers comment with t' (M) y mom seems to want

to look l-ike ilêr always dieting, trying on my sweats-

itrs kind of the reverse of your fear ít bugs me. Why

does she v¡ant to look like me?rr The group allowed Francis

to share her frustrations regarding her mother tcompetingr

with her. Francis v/as deternined not to let her mother

get smal-Ier than her.

Group members shared that all they reaIly vrere

striving for \^/as to fit in and that. they r¡/ere trying to
achj-eve this from the time they v¡ere children. A feeling
of rnever quite rnaking it ! was shared by the vromen in the

group . The idea of tmaking it t through thinness rtras

tempting because they knew they could muster up the

wJ-llpower Lo diet and it was a tangible, attainable goa1.

The anger surfaced when the body changes did not make the

difference that they had anticipated. They vrere back to
the feeling of Inever beíng good enoughr and vrere angry at
and blamed themselves.

To challenge the unrealistic and damaging effects of
the tthin is perfectionr myth would have taken av/ay the

one tangible goal that they had. The ang'er was kept

inside, swallowed, vomited up and numbed because they v¡ere

inadequate in the first place and so the only person to be

angry at was themselves. The group reflected back on

dj-scussions in previous sessions where they had tried to
locate when they first felt somehow inadeguate or lacking.
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They shared, once again, personal stories of abusive

touch, and of ridicule and how they tried to counter that
treatment by being perfect.

The group ended the session with relaxation (Appendix

1) and the ttvisualizing Feeling Good, exercise (Àppendix

5). None of the group members wanted to see themselves on

the video tape. This session ended with silence and a
sense of exhaustion. Group members wanted to return to
the ward and to their rooms.

Summary of Observations

rntense anger and profound sadness v¡ere shared in the
session with mernbers offering support and encouragement to
each other both in expressing their feelings and resolving
their issues. The session brought issues explored in the
past together in a qray that made a strong and lasting
impression on the group faciritator and hopefully with
group members. This was the first session that it seemed

that the group menrbers did not feer the need for defensesi
t,rust was fírm1y established and very evident. rt seemed

as though reviewing the video tape would have meant a
cornplete acceptance of their feelings of anger and

sadness. By visually seeing themselves expressing these

feelings they üouId have to trury acknowledge their
existence. vühile they verbalized these feelings in the
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group they were not prepared, êt this tine, to see their
physÍcal expression of them on video tape.

Session 10

The final sessÍon q¡as entitled findinq safe places.

one of the goals in establishing the body image group was

to provide members with a safe place to explore their
feelings about their bodies. The goal of this session was

to explore how they courd continue to find safe places to
carry on with the body awareness work they had begun.

Group members shared some of their insights:
Michelle:

Monica:

Bonnie:

The facili.tator shared that differenÈ groups serve
different purposes and thaÈ it, was ínportant that they try
to create safe places for themselves. Group members

shared that the biggest hurdle for them r{as trusting
others to accept then as they are and that fear of
reject,ion kept then tkeeping the secretr. Loneliness and

rrTherers not a lot of safe places in thehospital and the group was J safe place
. it feels strange to be endin! it. rr

rrl{el1, it I s Ithe ward] safe fron food,more or less, but itrs an artificialenvironmgnt, in here, itrs tin thisgroupl like itrs real f dònrt carewhat I say here T just say it.rl
rrYourve seen us in so many different ways. . . lÍke we must look só aitterent whänwe come to morning group as opposed towhat v¡e are like on Wednesday niþts herewith you . . . frm relaxed hãre, Irmnyself but in the morning ítrs pSyCHO
therapy group.rl
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isoration were clted as the results of their fears of
trusting and rejection. Monica, Bonnie and Micherte
shared that their rsafe pracer had been their food; it
had been their comfort and their companion. Rhonda shared.

that her rsafe placet had been inside her head. rt was a
place of privacy where she did not have to explain her
thoughts. Francis could not think of a safe place.

The facilitator asked if the acceptance they
experienced from each other as they struggled to overcome

their conmon probrern provided them with a sense of
collective empowerment. The group stated that it had and

they shared how, in a sad way; being hospitalized. had

provided then with a social network. some of the lromen

had arready made prans to keep in contact after hospital
discharge. They stated that they could provid.e rsafe

places I for each other. Group members v¡ere also
encouraged to attend locar serf-help groups as a positive
al-ternative.

The session closed with a rcandlef exercise (Appendix

10) and group nembers went for coffee as a vray of
terminating.

Summary of Obselr¡ations

The final session hras very subdued. The group had

become a rsafe placer and creating their ovJn after the
group ended vras a frightening prospect, Group menbers
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acknohrledged that they courd count on each other but that
they had separate lives outside the hospÍtaI. The women

realized that their food and body preoccupat,ion had red t,o

isolation and loneliness and that they would have to mend

some old friendships and seek out some nevr ones once they
left the hospital. Trusting others and. the fear of
rejection remained a concern, however, they no!, seemed

more prepared to take the risk.

FACILTTÀTOR I S COMMENTS

The opportuniÈy to establish, facilitate and
participate as a woman in a group focusing on body irnage

allowed for the facilitatorrs personal and professional
growth. on a personal lever, the experience confinned
the commonalities that women share as a result of our
sociarization and the variety of responses !¡e have to
pressures from the environment. The group process allowed
rfirst handt learning that ansv¡ered. many questions that
r{ere, until that point, hunches and acad,emic learning.
Questions raised by the facilitator in the section of this
chapter on

Ecologicar perspective require further attent,ion here as

the group process provided some answers.

1. How do v¡e as vromen achieve reciprocity v¡ith anenvi-ronment that is hostile towardi us b:.y nãrrowlydefining how we should rook, whaÈ we shoula -strive forand what v¡e shourd realistically expect t,o achieve?
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2.

- IrIe agreed as a group that although the environment
is hostile its messag'e is very enticing. Group
members had internalized the message that tto make it
in this worldt you have to be thin or even more
oppressive, rto be fat is to be a failuret.
Unrealistic and damaging expectations of the
environment are glorified by the media in thin models
and rsuperwomenr. The group concluded that the
environment does not strive for equilibriurn with women
but rather, has a vested interest in keeping us
dissatisfied and continually striving. The group also
concl-uded that reciprocity does not exist because
v/omen put much more inËo the environment than they
receive back in terms of motherwork, career and
investment in the fashíon, fitness and diet
industries.
Ho\,s can we achieve competence and feel competent in an
environment that. 1i¡nits our opportunities for power
and respect to our bodíes?

- The dilemma for women expressed in the group was
that the competence assigned to v¡omen in society who
are thin is false resulting in them feeling like a
fraudi an imposter. They appeared to have mastered
the environment by achievj-ng the ideal but they knew
inside that tthey didntt deserve it'. Competenèe wasperceived by others but not by themselvès as they
knew the truth. These hromen knew that competence
based on a povrer derived from the thin ideal would not
be permanent. The group acknowledged that competence
based on our achievements and feelings Lowards
ourselves is a healthy alternative to portrayal of it
through the thin body ideal.
Can T¡romen ever achieve goodness-of-fit given
environmental demands that far exceed. what is neãttny
for us?

- Although group members had severely hampered their
well-being atternpting to achieve a tgoodness-of-fitr,
the consensus seemed to be that \^¡e can t f it r if we
lower our expectations of the environment.
.A,lternatively, a response v¡as to reclaim some of the
pohrer the environment, has over def ining what vromen
should look like.
Is the anorexic or bulimic woman maladaptive or the
ultinate in adapting; incompetent or highly competent;
deviant or the ultimate conformist?

3.

4.
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:.Gro.up members saw themselves as v¡omen struggling rto
fit in' , I to make it in the world I and, iri irris lraythey were conforming. Àdaptive behavior - dieting anãexercise both highly valued in our society, becane
maladaptive when it began to control theír liväs. Formany, that turning point vras not Ídentifiable. whenthe group facilitator pointed out their strengths and
cornpetencies - they had dif f iculty accept,ing the
comments as they were in hospitar, and thereforä, sav¡themselves, for the most partr âs incompetent inhandling their 1ives.

An issue that arose periodicarly throughout the ten
sessions and that demands some attention here and Ín the
Evaruation chapter of this report is that of the hospital
environment. The organization of the hospital, its
treatrnent orientation and the social processes and

activities in the hospital constituted. a very iurportant
reality for the women. There were freedoms that they did
not, have because of this reality. Hospital structures and.

rures about coming and going, mealtimes and. choices,
visiting hours and shared. accommodations vJere some of
these realitÍes. The facilitatorrs knowledge of the ward

vras irnportant because it r{as the prinary group for these
tromen during their hospital stay. The perception,
understanding and endorsement of the body irnage group by
the ward $ras also important to the facilitator. ward

staff lrere very supportive in promoting the group and

encouraging attendance.
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CO},O4ON THEMES

The ten session body image group highlighted some

common themes that are present in the lives of most women.

Discussing these themes as the experience of most v¡omen

who lÍve in a society that is obsessed with the thin
ideal- served to illustrate the point made by the author

in promoting an approach that moves away from the d.isease

model to a strength and competence orientation. The

experiences shared by the T¡¡omen in the body image group

echo those shared by many Ìdomen in daily conversatÍons.

While not losing síght of the expressed pain of the women

in the group, Ít is important to make the connections with
the experiences of $romen who may not be struggling with
an eating disorder but do have a body and dieting
obsession that consumes much of their day to d.ay lives.

The underlying messag:e or conmon thread in aII the
themes ï/as rrll¡e are not acceptable just as we areil. The

themes are presented here indÍvidually but it is cruciar
that the reader keep this persistent, und.erlying message

in mind.

rrlf f T¡rere thin I would be perfect, or rBeing: thin
witl get me the finer things in life" was a therne that
arose throughout the body image group sessions. Body

transformation as a cure-aIl for the comprex issues in our

lives (orbach | l-982, 1986) is a course of action taken by

many Ì¡romen today. women put their lives on hold every
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tirne they refuse to purchase an article of clothing
because of their size or refuse act,ivit,ies; social and

physical because of their size. The belief that nothing
will change until they rose pounds of fresh and that
everything will falI into place once they do, is pervasive
in many !,romenr s lives . The enormous amounts of time,
energy and money that is put into the thinness ideal robs
vromen from time for activÍties and pursuits that can be

life-enriching. Body punishment that takes energy away

from the pursuit of hearthy aLternatives is prornoted ín
the guise of health by the fítness and diet industries.
Many lüomen see themselves as unlovable or certainly, less
loveabre, until they have achieved body perfection.
Given a socialization process that d.esignates womenrs

place of povrer as their bodies (Greenspan, l9g3; orbach,
1986), it is not surprising that the struggle for power is
then contained within the body.

rt became clear in the body irnage group that the body

as a tlegitimatizedr place of po$¡er for v¡omen leads to
assumptions about pov/er that are rnisreading and damaging.

Relegating our place of power to our bodies as opposed to
a combination of personality, intelligence, creativity and

body pride, leads to eLusive dreams and false hopes. The

image industries, in their grorification of youth and the
t'hin ideal, lead us to berieve that we can hart the aging
process and transform our bodies with self-control and
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disciprine. The resurt is an ongoing uneasiness and

dissatisfactíon with our bodies because in reality !,re

cannoÈ control 0ur bodies natural change processes.
rrr am never at peace wÍth ury body, or rA womanrs body

is her lifers workrr was another common thene in the group.

These statements are often heard by rromen regardless of
their age and their body size and. shape. Living in a

culture that gives the messag,e that vre must keep our
bodies under constant scrutiny rest they betray us with
rexcessr fat or insatiabre appetÍtes creates a level of
tension and uneasiness about our bodies that is d.ifficurt
to overcome. The terminology used by the diet and

fitness industries suggests that as vromen we must wage a
war against our bodies. ,Battling the bulger, and
twinning the losing battler are popular phrases coined by
the industries thaÈ profit from breeding body insecurity
in women. our bodies, our appetites and food become the
enemy. our bodies are the enemy because they wilr betray
us íf we aIlow then the freedom to indulge in a hearty
meal or to take a break from strenuous exercise. our
appetites wilt betray us through cravings for rforbid.denl

food. sweet and starchy foods have been assigned a

myst,erious power in our culture as though they can lure us

avray from the salad bar with their toppings and aromas and

cause us to sin. Because of this power, many women feel
guilty each tirne they choose to nourish thenselves with a
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buttered, egg salad sandwich rather than a sarad and melba

toastr or apple pie rather than a piece of fruit. rhis
guilt is expressed in running an extra ni1e, rskippingt

dinner or chastising and belittling themselves for the
rest of the day as a way of rrepentingr for the rsinr.

The reality that, vromen I s natural hunger f ills thern

with despair is tragic. For many rÀromen, the very act of
consuming food is an anxiety-laden experience which can
lead to eating onry when alone so that they are not
observed succumbing to thelr appetites. The personal
experiences shared by the women in the body inage group

highlight the emotions that are so intinately connected to
the feeding of our bodies. Feerings of loneliness, anger
and self-loathing are denied expression along with the
physical hunger. rt is easy to understand how a variety
of feelÍngs find their place of expression or d,enial in
women I s stomachs. I,ihen food, a necessity for survivar,
becomes so divorced from its originat intent with the
message that ere wilr lose control in its presence, it is
littre wonder that it becomes a powerful force in womenrs

lives. Denial of food for our bodies becomes eguated with
increased power and control. The thin body that can be

at,tained through proronged food deniar is aLso equated
with pov¡er and control and societyrs adniration.

The third commonly expressed theme addresses the issue
of fat oppression. frBeing fat is a sign of weakness and
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demonstrates a lack of vrillpowerrt or rrFat people are just

Lazy; if you want to lose weight you decrease the calories

and up the exercise itrs simplert are frequently spoken

phrases. Fat oppression is evident everywhere.

Specialized clothing stores penalize r¡romen for their size

by charging exorbitant prices. Àdvertising and television
media generally ignore fat people unless they are

portraying roles to be laughed at and ridiculed. It is
immoral j-n this society to be fat. The moral values that
are attached to the thin ideal become especially evident

when considered in the context of the condemnation that is
placed on fat people. Fat vromen are consídered inferior
and are assumed to have some personal problem that is
keeping them from losing the weight or, even more

insulting, the notion that her fat must, be thidingt

sornething. Nelson (1983) poignantly asserts:

f laugh at people who teIl me f need my fat for
protection, implying that íf I understood that, I
would lose the fat; inplying that, I no longer
should need protection. As if I didntt need
protection from all- the fat phobics who harangue
me with tales of how I tt jr¡sttt need fat for
protection.

(p.228)
Women who do not ignore theír appetites and, therefore,
may not fit societyrs thin ideal are often subjected to
ridicule and discrimination. Dickenson (1983) a writer on

fat oppression states:
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Fat is a problern, because iÈ makes !¡omenmiserable. But why? Not because it isintrinsicarry best to be thin, but because society
hates fat. I{omen internalize that hatred. Henceour rnisery: ftrs horrible to be hated for whatone is, horrible to hate oneself . Thesickness is Ín a culture that values v¡omen (rike
cattle, only in reverse) accordíng to their girth.

(p.42)
The women in the body irnage group shared that rfatl

always had negative connotations in their rives.
socialization for the Èhin ideal begins very early in
life. children learn in adult environments to carl their
peers on the playground tchubbyr or rfattyr. They often
observe their motherrs dieting and rejection of her body

size and shape. Designer jeans for seven year ords and

thin dolls equipped v¡ith pink aerobic outfíts assure that
female children grow up with the messag'e that being thin
must be a goal in life. The women in the body irnage group

vrere testimony to the belief that fat must be avoided - at
all costs!

The fourth theme that was expressed, in the group

focused on the current obsession with being fashionabre
when one exercises. tJrm too out of shape to buy a gym

membershiprr or rrYou have to be thin to work out therelrl
v/ere comments heard in the body image group. These

comments are also expressed by many vromen who may want to
introduce a regular exercise routine into their rives but
find few organized facilities that focus on hearth as

opposed to Iooks. The fashion industry astutely sahr a
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place to market its r{ares in the fitness facirities.
shops carrying aerobic gear comprete with matching sweat

bands and socks exist in all popular gyrn locations. rt
has become very fashionable to rwork outr and to engage in
the activity in fashionable attire. The environment

created is one of competition that fosters body

insecuríty. The promotion of díet, fitness and fashion
obsession make a Ineat packager for profiting from u¡omen

who are desperately trying to achieve Èhe thin idear.
The four themes discussed s¡ere ongoing issues in the

body image group and are conmon concerns for many rromen in
society today. The result is a àeep dissatisfaction with
their bodies and a myriad, of feelings thaÈ are hoped will
subside when Èhe thln ideal is achieved. A final theme

that is the result of the subtre and obvious messages

contained in the prevlously discussed. themes j.s rrrf anyone
gets close to me they v¡iIl see that rrm really a rf¡¿sdrr.
when a womanrs value is reregated to her body síze,
accomplishments and achievements that she has attained are
often negated or attributed to ruck. rt is as though she

does not deserve recognition and praise because she really
does not rmeasure upr. rn a society that bombards us with
the message thaÈ our worthiness increases the closer v¡e

are to the thin ideat, it is not surprising that women who

perceive thernselves as farling short of the ideal rnight
also perceive themselves as less worthy individuals.
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Demanding perfection of ourserves means measuring most

everything we have done by what has not been acconplished

rather Èhan what has been accornplished. These tend.encies

to self-blame and to refuse self-credit, further exacerbate

a sense of powerlessness to affect the r¡¡orld around us.
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CHAPTER 4 - EVALUATTON

The Body fmage Grour¡ Membersr Evaluation

The Ì^romen in the body irnage group provided feedback

throughout the ten sessions and through a qr-restionnaire

that v¡as handed out in the final session (Appendix rr).
Group members were asked to cornplete the guestionnaire
outside group time as it nas the group facilitatorrs
belief that time for refrection on the previous ten weeks

wourd allow for nore constructive feedback. All responses
to the guestionnaire were cornpired and are presented
verbatim.

1. Pid .you find^the group helpfur to you during yourhospitar stay? rf sor in what wayi if notr- whatwould have been helpful?
trrt was very herpfur and relaxing, infonnar andhonest guards vrere let down - and real t,ruefeelings v¡ere talked about.rl
rrYes, I found the group very helpful because fdidntt feer r was being anaryze-a or a humanguinea pig. In the group, pe-ople were reallyopened up and, most important we ðould laugh witheach other not at each other. A rot of foóus wason body image and that is realIy a big part ðfsomeone with an_ eating disorder. Ûre rof rigntingand pillows made it a comfortable, safe práce toopen up. tt

rrYes, it was helpful it helped me to relax _ therelaxatíon exercises ltrere excellent. rt gave mea more wholesome out100k on rnyself as a woman. rthelped ne form a healthÍer ouLlook. rl

trYour voice was soothing when you did therelaxation. The filn on advertising reatiychallenged ny thi_nking and r am still coñscioustypulling apart ads ana T.v. shows that exploit
womenrs bodies.rl
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rrlt gave variation to the hospital format-
having someone to come in to give massag'e, the
wine and cheese celebration it gave a -certain
type of freedorn assocÍated with beinq well and
the outside world. f found the masságe session
verv good. It helped me realize how beautiful
touch can be. It is not to be feared. Às well,it showed me how much loving can be gíven by åsinple pressure of the hand. fhus, lt rnade meappreciate rny body more (excellent) ¡ l
rrNot being observed $ras very irnportant. I $¡as
much freer to voice myself (absence of fear).Nothing was condemned about any one person.
Having the video run helped me in tfrat Idiscovered how I appear to other people. I foundf líke nyself better - rny voíce, altièulation, hor*
-I present myself, ily laugh. It helped reshape mybody image, along with the massage and talkin-g. m

rf We dÍdntt just talk about us, hre talked about
r^romen. This differentiation was beneficial for wet,ouched on many subjects that needed to bediscussed, but otherwise wouldnrt have been.rl
rrft !,ras helpful that as
decisions vre had the
group. rl

a group sre made our ovrninput in making ít our

rrThe group was helpfgl to me because it met duringthe evening the time between supper and. bedtimefeels particurarly long and ronery when visitorsdonrt come by. The group was inionnal it didnot conform to psychotherapy topics discussed
v¡ere varied (not just eating disorder problems) . n

2. Did you find the two hour duration too long?short? just right?
rrTwo hour duration was just right.tt
rrl found the two hour duration great, time just
flew by.tt
rrNo not too long, even too short at ti¡nes-loved every ninute ! fl

rrÎime s¡as lot irnportant. I{e took what we needed,for me two hours was just right, with t,ine includedto review the video tapes. It
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3. can you provide ¡re with some feedback on the room that
$¡as used for the body irnage group? Lighting, carpet,
windows, etc.
trBringing in the lamp was a good idea, the chairs
were alright, more comfortable ones would be a big
p1us. rl

rrRoom is not that inportant just as long asthere is comfortable seating and enough spacä tonot feel cramped. It would have been nice to havean open window view and light coloring on thewalls, but it would bear little influence on thegroup itself because the group carried. itself sowell regardless of the environment. The subdued.lighting (non-fluorescent) vras nice for therelaxation exercises. Even if $re dÍd sonething
more act,ive where vre wanted more open space, iÉv/as always . good to sit back down in ilóur 'cozy
roomrr and discuss the activity aft,erwards. rf

ItÏ,ovr lighting was nice - soft bean bag chairs thatyou can really relax in would have been great anda nice thick soft carpet in a carm blue corour!
The candles lre used sometimes were very nice forlighting, they gave the room a more p-rivate andpeaceful atmosphere. rt

rrRoom should have more comfortable chairs, cororsshould be srarn, neutral shades (earth tones),there should be a window or sornething that heriåus from feeling closed in, and no distracti-ngnoise like the hospital p.À. system!rl

po you have suggestions for change - nevr and different
ideas
you do?

ttf think the way the group went was great, we lrerefree to talk qnd laugh with each- other, therewasnrt the tension that there is in psychotherapy
group. rl

rrNothing - superbly done!rr

rrf would run the group agaÍn after a few monthsI can think of little to change - nothing in fact,except maybe give homework more to work onduring the week. rl

ttNo, I donrt have any suggestions right nolrr.rl

4.
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What did you like least about the group? Èhe most?
rrThe least the one way mirror even though there
v¡as no one on the other side, the videotaping andthe body tracing exercise. The most I frãa nodifficulty feeling comfortable with thefacil-itator of the group (very enpathetic), therelaxation methods used, the filrn ãn adveitising
and body inage and having the woman come in to dómassage. The. very besÈ part of being in thegroup was having tþ" opportunity of rneeting andgetting to know Lucil1e (now, how are you goiig toreport TH.A,T in your thesis?)"
rrThe least sometimes hurting others feelings bythinking.differently - but remêrnbering that wã arãall sensitive. The most - a great taðititator whoyas caring and really understanding. I learned alot about myself and others. Thanks foreverything! The best group of all!rl
rrl{hat I like least about the group !,/as that, itended. It had helped me 'so - much. The bodytracing was very difficult. The thíng r rike thåmost was the free and reraxing enviionment thisgroup had as opposed to the usual hospitalveneer. I liked that any suggestion on what, Lo dowent. ft realIy qras_.our group. Ì{e were all equal
women in this g'roup. rr

rrWhat I like mosÈ about the group was the factthat .you, Lucille cared enough to share yourexperiences in rife. I{hat r like least about thegroup was that sometimes people felt uncomfortablewíth certain subjects anä Ërrat made it hard. forthe¡n to actively participate.r
Did thq group experience help you to change yourperception of your body/yourseli? -

rrYes., I learned_ to appreciate my body byphyslcally caring for.it, iór exarnple, ìnassagê anãrelaxation and visualization exerc-ises. rl

frYes, llstening to the facilitator and ,.=""g.therapist sharing their experiences - they are notcaught up in weight and body inage and I becameavtare of how comfortable they were with theirbodies and this lessened the Lmportance of minefor me. rl

6.
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rrr learned that r can rove rnyself and. discoveredthat r am acceptable and r can lower my standards
and expectations of myself and others.rr
rrr learned that r can be expressive and creat,iveand thus unleashed my emotions. r learned whatemotions/feelings r do have. r learned about,things that give me enjolnrent. r learned, that rcan make decisions. rt $¡as neat having people
19"k beyond the illness to see me and aócept-methe way f ârr even if they didnrt like it.n
rrThe facilitatorrs sharing as another member of
!1" groupr âs another woi¡nan, helped me a 1ot,listening to her experienc.es was a vray of helpingme get better frm here Èrying to find a wai tóIet it alÌ çto."
rrI still have 3, _lgng way. to go with my body butit helped p. ri!! ho_w r -just lee ne - i was. alwayssittíng with all these depressed people on theward watching .a frlnny T.V. shów ¡ut nobodylaughs conÍng t9 the group one evening ¿ã;iweek reminded me that r ðan -laugh and haíe funeven with anorexiar wê îortea -¡ut !¡e laughedsometines too. rl

The atmosphere that can be created, in a small group
setting with eromen who share sinilar issues and concerns
can result, in a lever of sharing and intirnacy that can

have a lasting effect after the group has ended. Because

the body inage group vras for a time lirnit,ed, ten week

duraÈion it vras hoped that the group would have some

long-term irnpact on the participants. The feedback
suggests that for some of the !¡omen a more positive body
l_mage !,¡as an outcome. In reviewing the facilitatorrs
goals in est,ablishing the group the following summat,ion is
offered.
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The group succeeded ín providing nembers with a safe
prace to explore feelings about our bodies and a respect
and appreciation for our bodies was encouraged and

fostered. New ways of experiencing and expressing
ourselves $rere expl0red wÍth the expression of angry
feelings encouraged. Facilitating a sense of self-worth
that was independent of body irnage was a dif f icur_t
undertaking. our socialization to equate our self-worth
with our body size could not be effectively counteracted
in ten weeks. However, believing that self-worth courd.
exist as independent of oners body image suggested some

forward movement. creating a more posiÈive body irnage was

best facilitated through the body massage session and
through Èhe reraxaÈion and visualization exercises. Body
tracing and video tape reviews were not popular aspects of
the group- r{hile some participated in these exercises,
others were very threatened. The sharing of farnily
patterns and infruences on our present, body images was an
excellent session that arrowed vromen to share, some of
them for the first tirne, fanily behaviours and attitudes
that $rere affecting then as adults. Highlightins
unrealistic societar expectations for e¡omen and how these
demands can effect us was a useful session as !ras, the
focus on idear female and male stereotypes. The women

shared the realizat,ion that they were not aware of how

much their attitudes had been shaped by the socialization
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process and the nedia. À sense of power in controlling
our imagery, and specifically our body inagery was

fostered through relaxation and visualization exercises
that the !{omen were al-so encouraged to do on their ov¡n.

some group members shared that they used the learned.
techniques when they found themselves restless and unabre
to sreep. The faciritator arso got reguests to tape some

relaxation/visualizaÈion exercises for them!

Listeníng to others share their experiences related
to body loathing and serf-punishnent seemed to help the
h¡omen shed feelings of shame and hopelessness. The fact
that vJe did not focus on food or anorexia nervosa or
bulirnia !,ras wercomed in the group by the women. They
genuinery appreciated the opportunity to dear with the
vtomenrs health issue of body image. Group nembers

appreciated the focus on vromenrs strengths and enjoyrnent
of our bodies even though these concepts seemed initially
foreign to them. They had not thought of themselves/their
bodies in positive terms in recent months, for some of the
!,Jomen, it had been years.

rt sras the facilitatorrs convictíon in establishing
the body image group with bulimic and anorexic vromen that
it is the insidious nature of the female sociarization
process as opposed, to some innate characterorogical defect
that makes women susceptibre to eating disorders.
unrealistic societal expectations for beauty and thinness
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and the fostering of body Ínsecurity have a profoundly
negative irnpact on many womenrs Lives. psychiatric rabers
such as anorexia nervosa and bulinia obscure the
sinilarities between those who are labelred and those who

are not. This fdiagnosticr process leads to focusing
blame for dif f icurties on individ.uals rather than the
community, our institutions, our curture and our
sociali-zation process. Smead (1983) asserts:

rf the problens suffered by all constrained eatersf rom the vqry obese Gic) to the slightlyoverweight (sic), to the very skinny are seen asguite different, or as due to the ínåíviau"rì=-orninadeguacies, then the r¡omen, trãt the p"o.ã==
become the problem.

(p. 32)
The body inage group did not focus on eating disorders,
but rather, body irnage concerns thaÈ are co¡nmon in the
lives of many women. This focus was apprecíat,ed by the
hromen in the group. The faciritator was identified by
group members as a positive role rnodel as she shared her
ov¡n st,ruggles with body iruage issues, self-worth, pov¡er

and assertiveness.

The facilitatorrs rearning in the group and
conclusions drawn when reflecting on the process and. the
memberst feedback, is sornewhat different from findings
reported by therapists who have run groups with this
population. wooley and Kearney-cooke (1986) report that
rrqromen with eating disorders have dif f iculty discussing
feelings about their bodies they are confort,able
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counting calories or discussing exercise programs .

they resist expressing, describing and understanding
bodily perceptionsrr (p. 49r). HaII (19gs) states that
vromen with anorexia nervosa are rrlikely to be sirentr or
preoccupied so much with food that this may be the sole
topic of discussion, (p. zr4). Generally speaking, these
observations were not part of the group experience
described in this report. calories, food and exercise
preoccupation vras not evident. on the contrary, group
members shared that by coming to the group as !¡omen with
body inage concerns they were able to tget awayr from
these very issues. rt is sriggested here that the
preoccupation with food, calories and exercise may be the
result of a group philosophy or orientation Èhat focuses
more on the eating di.sorder per se and not enough on the
vromen and their lives. Food was a group topic on the two
occasions that it, r¡as actuarly consumedi once to nark an

ending of an evening of massage and as a celebration for
the departure of one of the group members and again at the
end of the final session to mark tennination. Discussing
feelings about their bodies !¡as difficult, however, the
relaxation and visualization exercíses facilitated
sharing.

rnterestingly, the feedback frorn the body image group
rnembers and the facilitatorrs conclusions v¡ere consistent
with reported findings in ferninist therapy groups.
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Kravetz (L978) states that feminist therapy groups

facilitate sharing thoughts and feelings about being a

woman, increase self-awareness and sel_f-acceptance,

examine probÌems inherent in womenrs socialization for
traditional roles and changes in identity, incruding
changes in body irnage and feelings about sexuality. These

findings are consisÈent with the benefits reporÈed by the
hromen from the group experience. The development of
supportive rerationships with other r^romen is a crucial
dimension of feminist groups.

For many hromen, developing a positive body image is a

painful struggre that reguires exploring messages received
from childhood through to adulthood. A ten session body

irnage group can be a great place to begint A philosophy

and approach to working with women that emphasizes

strengths and capabilites is infinitely more conducive to
positive body irnage development than that which enphasizes

deficits and weakness. The facilitator shourd be

sensitÍve to the rearity that she is as susceptible to
oppressive and destructive cultural norms and. ideals as

anyone erse, and therefore, needs to be in touch with her
own attitudes regarding eating, fat, weight and sexisrn.

The facilitator is most helpful if she is in touch with
her own body irnage concerns and with her attitude toward

the bodies of the women in the group.
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The Body Image Group Ín the Hospital Environment

The focus of the body image group was distinctly
different from the psychotherapy groups that the women

attended each morning. The psychotherapy groups had no

planned agenda but rather focused on rhere and nowl

issues. Group members $¡ere encouraged to share in the
group issues they were being confronted with on a daily
basis during theír hospitar stay. Because the author
participated in the psychotherapy groups as werl she was

invorved in two very different group experÍences. rt was

evident that the women did not view the psychotherapy

group as ra safe placer. This courd be partly attributed
to the one-r¡ray mirror through which team members and other
medical personner on rotatj-on in psychiatry could view the
process. rt could also be partly explained by the process

itself. The psychotherapy groups vrere co-facilitated. on

a rotating week by week basis so the opportunity to
deverop t,rust with two ongoing facilitators was not
present. Tradit,ional psychotherapy necessitates that the
facilitators remain objective and not partake in the
process through self-discrosure, thereby uraintaining a

fthem and usr orientation. Kravetz (Lgg7) states that the
goars of traditional psychotherapy include "changing
individual attitudes, behaviors, and. emotionar states that
are assumed to be deviant, sick or maladaptive .it is
adjustment-oriented and focuses on the individ.ualrr (p.
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56). Facilitating both the psychotherapy groups and the

body inage group exenplified the profoundly different
atmosphere that is created according to the orientation of
the facilitator and the setting. Using an integrated.

feninist and ecological approach provided the facilitator
with an interventive framework based on commonalÍties,

strengths and competence. À movement away from pathology

to cornpetence allowed for behavior to be defined in
transactional termsi an ouÈcome of interactions between

the individual and her environmenÈ. The intervention
objective hras Ímprovement of the person-environment

transaction rather than rtreatmentr of the indivÍduat.
This objective vras realized in the body image group, even

though improvement of the person-environment transaction
meant guestioning how realistic 'fitting' with the demands

of the environment is in relation to vromenrs health. This
orientation to practice allowed for an rfunderstanding of
the sociar origins of peoplers ernotionar painrt (Greenspan,

1983:339).

Àpplying ferninist and ecological principles in a

hospital sett,ing presented chalrenges given the disease

orientation of the medical environment. rn evaruating the
rore of social work in the hospital setting from an

ecological perspéctive, a goodness-of-fit seemed to be

dÍfficult to achieve. Apprying the interventive framework

with vromen hospitalized in a nedicar environment also had
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its shortcomings. Firstly, the body image group format

and process did not fit, with the overarr treatment
philosophy of the clinic. Learning about t,ouch and

appreciation of our bodies through massag'e and reraxation
exercises rtras not part of the clinicrs treatment pIan.

The facilitator attenpted to always be clear about her
philosophy and approach and to explain that for the
duration of her practicum experience the body inage group

was an adjunct to the existing program format.

The facilitator often felt tpurled, in two directj.ons'
throughout, the practicum experience. rn ecological terms,
her rperson-environment fitt lras sonewhat precarious.
Because of a commitment to feninist principles, the
facilitator did not present aÉr an expert but rather as a

v¡oman who had struggled with body irnage concerns and felt
she had something to offer. rdentÍty with the group

members as $romen $¡as strong. The facilitatorrs rore as a
social work graduate student compelled her to want to feel
connected with the crinic team and as a resurt an identity
with that group also transpired. Both groups provided

valuable learnÍng experiences and the faciritator
reciprocat,ed. Ref lecting back on the practicum
experience, the facilitatorrs continued professional and

personal growth since that tine would compel her to
attempt to inprove the tfit| between these two groups.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A feninist, approach to the concepts of environment and

competence in the ecological- perspective has 1ed the
author of this report to draw some concrusions. rt, is
suggested that these concruslons can have a significant
irnpact on our perception of the helping process and our
abiliLy to assist our women clients in achieving their
maximum potential.

Í{omenrs lives are profoundly affected by the poor fit
that exists between what r{re expect from the environment
and what qre receive in rearity. The environment gives
little in return it purports to yield a high return to
women who put enormous amounts of energy into the thin
ideal, but in reality, there is riÈtle or no reciprocity.
Ifornen who achieve the thin idear are often recipients of
encouraging remarks and positive reinforcement, however,
these environmentar responses only serve to underscore the
message from our physical and sociar worlds that our por¡¡er

lies in our bodies. The message is that the closer tre

conforn to the thin ideal stereotype, the more power we

will have in our lives. I{o¡nen who strive for, and

achieve, the thin ideal believe that they have. furfirled
their part of the bargain but feel betrayed because the
environment does not reciprocate with the prornised.

successes that apparent,ly are supposed to magically appear

Ín our lives once e¡e fit the stereotyped ideal. The
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effects of sex role sociarization reave many vromen irr-
eguipped to deal wlth the reallty that the povrer v¡e are

assigned by being thin in our society is fleeting at best,.

Thinness satisfies societyrs demands but often linits our
ability to do our jobs (physically weak or food
preoccupied from starvation dieting), increases social
isolation (fear of being around food) and. can affect
child-bearing choices (sporadic menstrual cycle due to
chronic dieting). The probrera for many women today is
that the constant media bornbardrnent, with the thin ideal
has blurred the distinction between rearistic and

unattainable ideals. The implications of this process are
important for social workers. Encouraging women to
confidently dísregard the environmentar demands for
thinness and to develop and nurture personal and

collective povrer that is not reregated. to body size should
be an integral part of our therapeutic goals. The

culturar identification of women with our bodies has made

negative body image a core factor in womenrs mental health
issues. Developing intervenÈions, such as that which is
offered in this report, to help lromen gain a more posit,ive
view of their bodies and to chalrenge sex role stereotyped
body messages are suggested by the author as critical to
womenrs physical and mental l¡ell-being.

The nyÈh of thinness = por¡er and success puts rromen in
the precarious position of having to rely on external
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definitions of who we are. Living in a culture that
inplies that rvomen must be beautiful (thin) to be worthy,

and that sets up unrealistic and damaging standards to
achieve this goal, has resulted in many $romen feeling
incompetent. rAttractiver people are viewed as smarter,

more competent and morally superior. competence is a key

concept of the ecological perspective discussed in this
report. Given that the thrust of the proposed

intervention vras to promote more effective interaction
with the environment, then our profession needs to
consider re-defining and pronoting competence based. on the
more personal dinensions of skills, quarities, strengths
and capabilites as opposed to the notion of cornpetence

based on womensr ability to conform to the thin idear.
The emphasis on thinness in our curture Ís a form of

social control for all women. sanford and Donovan (1984)

assert that tritrs a whore system of sociar control that
keeps thin $romen absolutely terrified of being fat or
thinking they are fat,, and a whol-e lot of energy goes into
dearing with fatrr (p. 372). writers on fat oppression

remind us that rrwe can I t escape the oppression of fat
women just by beconing thÍn ourselves or even by naking
peace with our ov¡n flesh . oppression wilt be around

as long as one person has pos¡er over another, be it power

to hire and fire, power to rape t ot por¡¡er to make someone

think shers ugry'r (Dickenson, 1993 :50) . rt is irnportant
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that as helping professionals we are aware of our

attitudes and beliefs lest we collude in this insidious
form of oppression and social control. !{e need to keep

all women in nind in promoting healthy arternatives to
existing societar definitions of beauty and competence for
vromen. It is suggested by the author that it is
imperative in our work with individuals to incrude

environmental factors and how they may enhance or
adversely affect our well-being. I{hen vre choose not to,
we choose to individualize and privitize sociar problems.

rt has been suggested in this report that lromenrs body

image concerns cannot be divorced from any other rife
issues that may present in our v¡ork with women. This

report has addressed womenrs body image from an approach

that focuses on womenrs strengths and capabirities.
lvorking from a strength orientation of feminist and

ecologicar principles al1ows for a therapeutic process

that is exhilarating and rewarding.
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ÀPPENDICES

Appendíx 1

REI,AXATTON EXERCTSE

(*Note to the facilitator Use relaxing music to
accompany the exercise; use pauses with your suggestions.
Be gentle. )

Make yourself as comfortable as you can. Close you eyes.
Now stretch your legs as far as they can go and turn your
toes under and tighten the muscres very tight and hold..
Novr, also t,ighten the muscles in your calves and those inyour thighs. Make your entire leg as tight as you can
and hord. Ànd now relax all the muscles in your toes, allthe muscles in your calves, a1l the muicles in your
thighs. Let your legs go completely limp. pay attenlion
to how you are feeling, in this place at thís time. Now,stretch out your hands and make a tight fist. Feel thetightness. end now make it tighter, dignter, tighter andhold it. And now also tighten the muscles - in your
wrists, in your forearms, in your upper arms. Hold-it.
Noy let go and pay attention to how your are feering in
!þi= place at this tine. Let your arms go conple-tely
1imp, and pay attention to how you are teèting ãnd howyou are breathing. Now, arch your back backwarãs, raiseyour chest, tighten your neck and shouLder muscres andyour stomach, rernembering to keep breathing. Make allthose muscles as tight as you can, tighter, tighter,tighter, and hold it, hold it. AII right, not¡ fei go,
notice how you are feering in this praðe aÈ this tiñe.Just feel the muscles rerax from your back, from your
shoulders, from your chest, from your stonach; all overyour back. Notice your breathing.
Now r want you to tighten the muscles in your face. Makea funny face. Tign¡en the nuscleE around your mouth, the
muscles in your chin, around your eyes and your forehead.
!lr11kI.e your brow. Make the¡n tighÈer, tighter, tighter,hold it, hold it. À11 right, not¡ let got just let go.
-L"t go and notice how iÈ fee1s, and notice your
breathing. Now take a very deep breath and hord it. Holdit, hord it. Now slowly let it out and you are lettÍngout. a¡1 your tensions, your frustrations and your
anxieties. once again, take a very deep breath and hordit, hold it, hold it. Now slowlyr-s1owly let it out andrelax your tensions, your frustratíons and your
anxieties. .Allow yourself ti¡ne to get in touch with-howyou are feeling right novri stay relaxed as best you can
and we will move ínto a vÍsualization.
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Appendix 2

VISUALTZATION

The North Island !{omenrs Services Society in their
Workincr Together for Change manual describe visualization
as follows:

Visualizations are tools that draw on and develop
our intuition, will and imagination.
Visualization is a technique of using the
Ímagination to reshape our reality in a positive
rray. It involves creating images to effect inner
changes. Visualizations are a form of energy,
mental energy, and they can affect energy patterns

. The body can be relaxed through using sirnple
visualizationË, such as visualiãing bieathing
tension out of the different areas of the body, or
visualizing a guiet place where you feel relaxed

. The nind needs to be relaxed as much as the
body. This involves clearing it of thoughts,
worries and anxiet,ies. .you can visuálize
drifting away as you breathe out.

(pp.96-98)

Reprinted with permission
Services Society.
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Appendix 3

EVERYPERSONIS BILL OF RTGHTS

The kínd of rights that lrre are going to talk about are
personal ones; the right to self-expression, the right to
seek fulfillment and to be treated with respect. These
are not the kind of rÍghts that can be legíslated. Can
you imagine picketing for the right to set your priorj_ties
or say no to someone without feeling guilty?

But these rights are easily overlooked sometimes by
ourselves and sometimes by those who want to get their vray
at ou.r expense. When we act non-assertively we are IikeIy
to ignore our rights altogether. An important goal of
assertive training is to learn to belíeve in our rights so
that l¡re will be more likery to assert ourserves and feergood about doing it. Here is a 1ist of what are
considered some of the basic rights of people.

1. THE RTGHT TO BE TREATED WITH RESPECT.

2. THE RIGHT TO HAVE AND EXPRESS YOUR OWN FEELINGS AND
OPTNIONS.

3. THE RTGHT TO BE LISTENED TO AND TAKEN SERIOUSLY.

4 . THE RIGHT TO SET YOUR OVüN PRIORITIES.

5. THE RIGHT TO SAY NO WITHOUT FEELING GUILTY.

6. THE RIGHT TO ASK FOR WHÀT YOU T,{ANT.

7. THE RTGHT TO MÀKE MISTAKES.

8. THE RTGHT TO CHOOSE NOT TO .A.SSERT YOURSELF.

There are rots of other rights you might not want tothínk about: The right to chànge your nind., to say rIdonrt know the ansv¡errr, to say ttr need some time to tni_nxthat overrr. You might want to add these to your own billof rights.
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Appendix 4

MY DECI,AR.ATTON OF SELF ESTEEM

I am me.

In aII the world, there ís no one else exactly 1ike
me. There are persons who have some parts like me, but no
one adds up exactly like me. Therefore, everything that
comes out of me is authentícally mine because r alone
chose it.

I own everything about me my body, includingeverythÍng it does, including all its thought and ideaslmy 9yes, including the images of alI they behold; nyfeelings, whatever they may be anger, joy, frustrationl
1ove, disappointment, excitement; lny lnoutñ, and a1l the
words that come out of it, polite, s$reet, or rough, corrector incorrect; my voice, loud or soft; and al1 my'actions,
whether they be to others or to myself.

I ohrn my fantasies, my dreams, my hopes, ily fears.
r or¡n all my triumphs and successes, all my failures

and mistakes.

Because r oÍrn arr of me, r can become intimatery
acquainted with me. By so doing r can love me and befriendry with me in a1l parts. r can then make itpossible for all of me to work in rny best interests.

r know there are aspects about myserf that puzzle me,and otþer aspects that r do not know. But as roäg as r amfriendly and _ Io_ving to myself , r can courageousry and.hopefully. look for the solutions to the puzzÍes anä for
ways to find out more about me.

However I look and sound, whatever I say and do, and
what,ever r think and feel at a given moment in time is me.This is authentic and representé where r am at that momentin time.

when r review later how r looked and sounded, what rsaid and did, and how r thought and fert,, some pârts mayturn out to be unfitÈing. r can discard that which Íãunfit,ting, and keep that which proved fitting, and invent
someth j.ng nerr¡ for that which I discarded.

f can see, hear,
tools to survive, to
and to make sense and
things outside of me.

feel, think, sây, and do. f have the
be close to others, to be productive,
order out of the world of people and
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I own me, and therefore f can engineer me.

I am me and I am okay.

by Virginia Satir

Reprinted with permission frorn North rsland l{omen'sServices Society.
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(*To be

Purpose:

Àppendix 5

VTSUÀLTZTNG FEELING GOOD

preceded by relaxatíon exercise - .A,ppendix 1)

Procedure:

to learn a relaxation technique that wiII
enable us to feel good about ourselves.

When you are relaxed, think of a time whenyou $¡ere feeling especially good aboutyourself. Identify the scenery, the persons
present, the tine of day, what the weather
was like. See if you can see the colours,
smell the smeI1s, hear the sounds. Get
fully into the mood of that time and p1ace.
Enjoy being there and watch your feeliñgs ofwell-being rise as you experience that åcene
and tine.

PAUSE AND SUGGEST THAT:

lVhenever we are f eelíng tired, bored,
lacking energry, depressed or in a mood oflow self-esteem, vre can go to that spot and.
enjoy. lt. We can draw strength and energy
from it and return refreshed and renewed.

N9r, r^¡hen you are ready, come back slowly tothe group.

Discuss ín the group:

How would it feel to come back to the tine
and place you visualized?

At what, tines would you wish t,o go back?

I{hat }ras dif f icult about doing this
visualization?
T{hat was easy
visualization?

about doing this

Reprinted with permission from North rsland !{omenrs
Services Society.
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Appendix 6

SELF ÀWARENESS WORKSHEET

Respond to the following questions:

1. Many people donrt agree with me about

2. The happiest day in ny Life was

3. !'lhen Irm alone at horne, I
4. My bluest days are

5. My best friend can be counted on t,o
6. I am best at
7. People can hurt my feelings nrost by

8. In a group f am

g. People who seldom Iet me know where they stand
10. Peop1e who agree wíth me make me feel
11. Strong independent people

L2. When people depend on me, I
13. f get angry when

L4. f have accomplished

15. r get, a real pleasure from being part of a group when

16. People who expect a lot from me make me feel
17. The things Èhat amuse me most are

L8. I feel warmest tov¡ard a person when

L9. I feeÌ I canrt get across to another person

20. What I want most in life is
2L. I{hen someone hurts me, I
22. I often find nyself
23. I am
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You may wish to
fanily, friends,

share your responses
etc.

ín your group, with

Reprint,ed with pernission from North
Services Society.
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Appendix 7

IIPÀRT OF THE BODY'' EXERCISE

(*to be preceded by relaxat,ion exercise - Appendix 1)

Ild like you to 1ie down, get as comfort,able as you can.Close your eyes and notj_ce your breathingfeel your body physicarly . Feel your breath aË it,travers through your body into your arms and regs, chestand diap-hr.gr . Now ild rike you to focus on-tire partof.your body that you currently teãt most unhappy abouLit could be your legs, your stomach, your Ëñighs, yourbreasts
your body and see . if you can get báck to when yoü firstbecame aware . of it as part ôr you that you were notcomfortabre wiÈh . LeÈ whatever memories that come tomind._emerge.. Now rrd. tike you to pinpoint whatexactly it ís about this part of yo,r thaf yðu feer sorej ecting of . How woula you describe t-hat part ofyou? . What does that say about you? WhaÈemotions is this qart of your u-oay exprðssing? Nowr:d like you_ to _imagine what y"" pe-rceive ãs your idearsize !{hqÈ happens to this pa-rt of you? Canyou actually visualize how you would be? bry to feer yourbody changing rf you really feer thal this part ofyou would be_ more accepÈabre smalrer, try to inagineyourself smaller and see how that feels . what doesÈhis part no$¡ express about you? . How d.o you feel inylur body? . Let yourself experience whatevèr feelingsthat are aroused whether .they áre positive, negative orconfusíng . Now ild like you to go ¡aci to loui bodyas it is in reality., including the palt that givås-yo.r., somuch distressr ald just, fee.l it again. . . Do you gèt anyfurther associations to this parC and what you so ái=riräabout it? : Rearry Iet yõursetf explorä this pãrt ofyour body rather than judge it . . rry to experiänce it
as -part, of you . . rnte.grate it intó the rèst of your
Þoay . . . Now irnagine again that you are your perceivedidear size yhát happens to thíi part oi youi- body?vÍhat does .bei_ng ryour ideal sizer allow y:ou to do inyg!! imagination? . Do you approach- the worlddifferently? . Now thínk of a diffiäütt situation youexperienced this past week. Let the details of thesituation come Èo rife, and put yourself back into thesítuation but at your ideal- sizã . . . would it bedífferent? Think it through carefully . . . wtren you areready, return to the group . . .
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Discuss:

1. What kind of associatj-ons did you come up with
regarding that part of your body that you aie most
uncomfortable with?

2. Why do you dislike this part of your body?

3. can you get in touch with any emotionar issues thisdislike might be masking?

4. Does preoccupation with this body part help you in any
way?

5. l^ihat is the actuar bodily function of this body part?
How well does it perforrn its function for youz Hov¡
do you feel about its function?

(Revised and adapted from Orbach I l-'g}2:153-155).
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Purpose:

Appendix I
BODY TRÀCING

To increase our arrtareness of ,appreciation for, our bodies.
and

using large sheets of paper and felt markers, each memberlies on her back on the paper whire another member tracesthe outline of her body.

Discuss:

Reactions to the tracing does the outline relate toyour perception of your body?

Does the outline help you to change your perception ofyour body shape and size?
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Àppendix 9

OLD WOT,fÀN

(*to be preceded by relaxation exercise - Âppendix I)

PurÞose: To get in touch with the inner self throughvisualizing a spírit guide.

P?y attention to your breathing in this prace at thistime. Now imagine that you are warring in the wooas,notice the ground beneath your feet. iear the soundsaround you. see the trees experience their colour andtheir smell. pause. }pproaching you slowly on the pathis an old woman who guietly asks-ii she may -joín you. Beavrare as you walk together of her size, her eyes, herhair, what she is wearing. what else do you noti-ce abouther? Pause. you come to a crearing together and sit downon a rog. rf it is.cord, right a fire t,o wann yourselves.
You are protected in this prace. Ask the oId woman forwhatever you would like from her. right no$/. Maybe youwant more than one thing. she is here for you. pause.
Take tine nov¡ to appreciate this tine yõu have hadtogether and what you have received. pause. say goodbyeto her and slowJ-y retrace your steps through tñe -woods.
Feel how relaxed and calm you are. pause. l,Ihen you areout of the woodsr- open your eyes, stretch your uåay andslowIy return to the room.

Allow tine for sharing experiences.

Reprinted with permission
Services Society.

fro¡¡ North
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Purpose:

Àppendix t 0

CÀNDLE EXERCTSE

To terminate the group with carÍng and
respect.

Lights off the candle is fit it symbolizes therbeginningtth_e group. has experienced. êroup memberstgive tor and rreceive fromì each other a- positive
statement to take with then from the group expèrience.The group takes whatever tine it needs. rrre ðandle isblown out by the group to symbolize the rending:r.
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Appendix 11

gooy rMÀen enoup nveluarroN

I rve listed a few questions below that I would like you to
respond to. I have appreciated the feedback f have
received from you thus fari these questions are specific
to Èhe group. The feedback will be consídered by me for
future groups of this nature that I hope to organize. The
feedback r receive from each of you will be compiled and
reported in my practicum report as group evaluatiôn.

If you have any questions/cornments please call me at:

Thank you.

Lucil1e.

1. Did you find the group helpful to you
hospital stay? If so, in what way.

during your

too short?2.

3.

4.

6.

5.

Did you find the 2 hour duration too long?just right?
Can you provide some feedback on the kind of room you
would prefer to see it run in. Lighting? Carpét?
lVindows, etc. ?

Do you have suggestions for change - new and differentideas If you lrere organizj_ng tne group, what, wouldyou do differently?
What did you like the least about the group? the rnost?

Did the group help you to change your perception ofyour body/yourself?
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